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The African Rice Gall Midge (AfRGM), Orseolia oryzivora Harris and Gagné (Diptera: 
Cecidomyiidae), is an endemic rice pest found throughout Africa. The failure of most other 
control methods imposes the need to use crop resistance. This study was initiated: (1) to 
develop an accurate method for assessing damage caused by AfRGM; (2) to determine AfRGM 
resistance genes’ modes of action, the heritability estimates of their resistance to AfRGM and 
the behavioural pattern of progenies with resistance to AfRGM attack; (3) to reveal convergent 
evolution of same or similar resistance gene(s) in geographically distinct landraces, or 
divergent evolution of genotypes carrying the same gene, by analysing the genetic diversity 
among five AfRGM parental lines; (4) to build a core sample of progenies to be used as a 
reduced mapping population, largely reflecting the entire genome of the whole population, after 
an estimate of the heritability of 15 agro-morphological descriptors and; (5) determine Simple 
Sequence Repeat (SSR) markers flanking genes or quantitative trait loci (QTLs) linked to 
resistance to AfRGM.  
A method of accurately assessing damage caused by AfRGM was determined by 
comparing four methods of assessment including the International Rice Research Institute’s 
(IRRI) Standard Evaluation System (SES) for rice and three methods based on resistance index 
(RI) assessments differing in the computing of the percentage of tillers with galls on a resistant 
check variety. The RI-based assessment (RI-BA) methods consistently provided a better 
evaluation of AfRGM damage than the SES, regardless of the trial size. Within RI-BA 
methods, RI-BA2 was always more accurate than RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 when the plot was 
large. RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 were equally accurate when the plot size was small, and they 
provided better estimates than RI-BA1. When the plot was of medium size, RI-BA2 was more 
accurate than RI-BA3; RI-BA3 also surpassed RI-BA1. Overall, the best method of assessing 
AfRGM damage was RI-BA2, regardless of the plot size. 
Five rice populations including F1, F2 and F3 generations involving ITA306, a 
susceptible variety of Oryza sativa subsp. indica, and four varieties having different reactions 
against AfRGM were used to determine the genetic basis of resistance and estimate the 
heritability of resistance to AfRGM. All the F1s were susceptible, suggesting recessive gene 
inheritance. The F2 generations’ segregation pattern of 1R:15S in both ITA306-TOS14519 and 
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ITA306-TOG7106 crosses as well as the segregation of 1R:8Seg:7S in ITA306-TOS7106 F3 
families indicated that the AfRGM resistance expression being studied is governed by two 
genes. The deviation of the segregation patterns of crosses involving ITA306 and the tolerant 
parental lines from Mendelian segregation ratios suggests that the tolerance to AfRGM shown 
by BW348-1 and Cisadane is under complex mechanisms of control rather than under simple 
genetic control. The narrow-sense heritability estimates of resistance to AfRGM were low in 
populations involving tolerant varieties and were high in populations involving resistant 
varieties. They ranged from 0.086 in the ITA306-Cisadane population, to 0.4 in the ITA306-
TOG7106 population. Conversely, the broad-sense heritability estimates ranged from 0.23 
(ITA306-Cisadane) to 0.63 (ITA306-TOS14519).  
The behavioural patterns of progenies against AfRGM attack were evaluated for 532, 
413 and 479 F2 progenies from ITA306-BW348-1, ITA306-Cisadane and ITA306-TOS14519 
crosses, respectively, in addition to 90 BC1F2 progenies from the ITA306 and TOG7106 cross. 
One F3 generation of 649 families from a cross between ITA306 and TOS14519 was also 
tested. Four types of behavioural pattern categories were observed: (1) progenies were more 
resistant than the resistant check entry at 45 DAT and 70 DAT; (2) progenies were more 
resistant at 45 DAT and became susceptible at 70 DAT; (3) progenies were susceptible at both 
45 DAT and 70 DAT; (4) progenies were susceptible at 45 DAT but reverted to resistant at 70 
DAT. The first three categories were the most frequently observed and occurred in all cross 
combinations. The last category was observed only for a few progenies from the ITA306-
TOS14519 F2 and F3 generations and, surprisingly, many from the ITA306 and BW348-1 
cross.  
Heritability estimates were calculated for 15 major traits in an F3 population in order to 
predict the genetic gain associated with each trait, together with the resistance to AfRGM and 
to estimate the influence of the environment on phenotypic values. Broad-sense heritability 
(H
2
) estimates were high for the penultimate leaf length (PLL) - 0.99, penultimate leaf width 
(PLW) – 1.0, flag leaf length (FLL) - 0.99, flag leaf width (FLW) – 1.0, ligule length (LigL) - 
0.99, tillering ability (Til) - 0.99, number of days to booting (DB) - 0.95, number of days to 
first heading (DFH) - 0.96, number of days to heading (DH) - 0.89, number of days to maturity 
(DM) - 0.98, culm length (CL) - 0.99, plant height (PH) - 0.99, panicle length (PanL) - 0.95, 
secondary branching (SB) - 0.95 and the thousand grains weight (TGW) - 0.71. Conversely, 
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narrow-sense heritability estimates were very low (nearly 0) in PLL, FLL, Lig, DB, DFH, DM 
and SB or low (at most 0.267) in PLW, FLW, DH and PH, with a high value of 0.727 for 
TGW. Inheritance of the traits studied was therefore under non-additive gene effects rather than 
additive genetic effects and can therefore be improved using pedigree breeding schemes along 
with breeding for AfRGM resistance.  
Fine genetic evaluation of five AfRGM parental lines was studied in terms of 
polymorphisms using 303 SSR primers covering the rice genome. Of the 178 polymorphic 
primers identified, 60 were highly polymorphic and informative. The number of alleles 
amplified by these primers ranged from one to five for a total of 1,041 alleles. The 
polymorphism rate was globally high, ranging from 45.2% to 66.8%. The mean of the 
polymorphism information content (PIC) was 0.553. Factorial analysis, based on the allelic 
diversity, demarcated the parental lines into Oryza glaberrima Steud, Oryza sativa subsp. 
japonica and O. sativa subsp. indica groups, while a cluster analysis distinguished them into 
four groups: AfRGM resistant, susceptible, moderately resistant and tolerant. BW348-1 and 
Cisadane showed the least diversity, despite their distant geographical origins. TOS14519 and 
TOG7106 showed more divergence to ITA306 despite their common West African origin. This 
variability amongst the genotypes tested is the result of farmer-based selection for AfRGM 
resistance rather than direct breeding efforts through breeder intervention.  
A method of selecting individuals for a mapping population, based on a core sample, 
was developed in order to speed up the mapping procedure. A diversity study amongst F2 and 
F3 generations involving 15 quantitative and 26 qualitative agro-morphological characters was 
carried out and led to the dropping of seven non-discriminant descriptors. The diversity index 
(H) was calculated for each remaining character and the discriminant descriptors were selected 
based on a diversity index threshold value above 0.4. Four descriptors of H values less than 
0.35 were therefore dropped. The sizing of the core collection of 64 individuals and the 
selection of these individuals were done using MSTRAT version 4.1 package in redundancy 
mode, a construction run of 100 times with an iteration number of 500. The core sample was 
similar to the whole population for clustering pattern, minimum and maximum quantitative 
values and diversity index, while mean values and coefficient of variation distinguished them. 
The core sample, which represents 10% of the whole population, also revealed the same 
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phenotypic variation and the same genotypic segregation according to two SSR markers. It can 
therefore efficiently reflect the whole population as a mapping population. 
Finally, a study was undertaken to identify flanking markers to the gene/QTL involved 
in the resistance against AfRGM using bulked segregant analysis (BSA). A polymorphism 
study between ITA306 and TOS14519 displayed 145 polymorphic SSR markers, which were 
used to screen the bulks that originated from the two tails, and depicted only two SSRs as 
candidate markers linked to gall midge resistance. These markers included RM317 and 
RM17303 which displayed strong significance after an analysis of variance using an F test, 
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0.1 Importance, production and consumption of rice worldwide 
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is cultivated on all continents except Antarctica. Together, rice 
and wheat represent the major cereal crop production in the world (Mendez, 2010) and are the 
basic food for 75% of the world’s population (Ju-Kon and Krishnan, 2002; Correa et al., 2007). 
It provides food for almost half of the world’s population (Schalbroeck, 2001; Jena and 
Mackill, 2008). In developing countries, rice is the major source of calories for about 820 
million households (FAO, 2006). Rice production worldwide is of about 710 million tons of 
paddy rice (FAO, 2010) over an area of more than 155 million ha (IRRI 2009).  
In Asia, around 90% of world rice is consumed and produced (FAOSTAT, 2009), with 
China and India growing more than half of the total production.  
In Africa, rice accounts for 24% of food intake in households (FAO, 2004) but 
represents just 6% (9.4 million ha) of the world rice-growing area (156.7 million ha) 
(FAOSTAT, 2008), and only 3.2% in terms of world production (22.7 of 710 million tons).  
Rosegrant et al. (1995) estimated the actual sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) rice production 
(17.2 million tons annually) to be about 22.23 million tons by the year 2025 while the estimates 
of future increase in world demand for the same period are 75% (Khush, 2005). This suggests 
that SSA need to increase rice production from the current 17.2 to almost 38.2 million in fifteen 
years (IRRI, 2009).  
In West Africa, rice consumption is increasing at an annual rate of 4.5% (AfricaRice, 
2010). More than seventeen (17.2) million tons of milled rice is consumed annually, while the 
production for the same period is 13.2 million tons (AfricaRice, 2008). Therefore, West 
African countries have to resort to imports to meet 40% of their rice demand and have spent at 
least US$ 2 billion per year on rice purchase over the last five years (AfricaRice, 2010), with a 
record of US$ 3.6 billion in 2008 (Diagne et al., 2010). In 2006, all Africa accounted for about 




0.2 Constraints associated to rice production in West Africa  
Rice farming in West Africa is subjected to many abiotic and biotic constraints. Abiotic 
constraints include (1) global warming which effect increase drought, temperature and 
flooding, (2) water scarcity and shrank area of arable rice lands due to urbanisation and 
industrialisation. Biotic constraints comprise weeds, occurrence of new biotypes of diseases 
and insect pests, including the African rice gall midge (AfRGM), Orseolia oryzivora Harris and 
Gagné (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae). 
AfRGM is a destructive insect pest of lowland rice, and causes yield losses between 45-
80% in farmers’ fields in West Africa (Nwilene et al., 2006). AfRGM was first reported in 
Sudan (Joyce, 1954), before being described and illustrated morphologically 28 years later in 
1982 by Harris and Gagné as a distinct species from the Asian species, Orseolia oryzae. 
According to Williams et al. (2002), 20 African countries including twelve West African, two 
Central African and six East and Southern African countries are affected by AfRGM, which 
has not yet been recorded outside of the continent. In West Africa, this pest is widespread in the 
forest zone, the Guinea savannah, and the Sudan savannah, where its infestation level is low 
compared to the two first zones (Harris, 1960, 1980; Alam and Alluri., 1985; Ukwungwu et al., 
1989; Williams et al., 2002).  
Damage caused by AfRGM was initially restricted to lowland rice (Peter et al., 1991) 
with little damage to upland rice (Bonzi, 1980). However, the AfRGM has spread to the upland 
cropping system (F.E. Nwilene personal communication), increasing its impact. In the most 
affected countries (Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Mali, Nigeria and Sierra Leone) field infestations 
have been evaluated at above 40% incidence (Ukwungwu and Joshi, 1992; Dakouo et al., 
1988). Depending on weather conditions, a 1% incidence of infested tillers equal a 2% yield 
loss (Nacro et al. 1996) and a further increase of 1% in infestation results in a 2.9% yield loss 
(Williams et al., 1999). In certain regions, severe attacks led to a total loss of the harvest (Ethel 
et al., 1993). In the face of a rapidly growing population and the need to reduce poverty among 
the smallholder farmers, pest-induced losses due to AfRGM must be tackled.   
0.3 New breeding directions to sustain rice production in West Africa  
Despite, its production of 13.2 million tons, constraints on rice sector in West Africa 
have been tackled to substantially reduce gap between production and consumption. To make 
rice available to the millions of people that rely on it for their daily intake, efforts using 
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molecular-based technologies (Nguyen, 2005) and low cost methodologies for varietal release 
and adoption in Africa must be undertaken.  
In West Africa, genetic improvement of rice, especially the development of the New 
Rice for Africa named NERICA, and improved O. sativa varieties, have been tested using a 
participatory varietal selection (PVS) approach (AfricaRice, 2010). These developments have 
accounted for the growth of rice production to 9.9 million tons in 2008 (FAOSTAT, 2009). 
NERICA alone contributed up to a 50% yield increase for two million hectares of African rice 
production (Sarla and Mallikarjuna Swamy, 2005). The increased production, however, has not 
been enough to meet the demand over the last decade (FAOSTAT, 2009; AfricaRice, 2010). 
Therefore, the constraints, associated with molecular-based methodologies for varietal release 
in West Africa, must be addressed using genomics, transformation and molecular breeding 
tools. The recent progresses of new breeding approaches and the availability of new tools plead 
in favour of such approach. These progresses and tools include:  
1) Cultivars development through tissue culture, transgenesis and genetic 
transformation of O. sativa subsp. indica and japonica cultivars (Hiei et al., 1999; Waterhouse 
and Upadhyaya, 1999; Klöti and Potrykus, 1999);   
2) Construction of a comprehensive genetic and physical map, a high density molecular 
map for gene mapping and gene cloning;  
3) Development of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) and yeast artificial 
chromosome (YAC) libraries (Kurata et al., 2002; Jena and Mackill, 2008); 
4) Investigation of synteny or co-linearity of rice genes along the chromosomes with 
other cereals such as wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum L.), 
maize (Zea mays L.), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.) and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Moore 
et al., 1995; Gale and Devos, 1998a; 1998b);   
5) Development of the Oryza Map Alignment followed by the complete sequencing of 
the rice genome in O. sativa subsp. indica and japonica cultivars, and the annotation of gene 
sequences (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, 2005).  
0.4 Justification for the study  
Several control measures have been advocated for the management of AfRGM. Of 
these, varietal resistance/tolerance is seen as the most farmer-friendly option. Highly resistant 
varieties, all from the African species O. glaberrima, have been found but are not popular with 
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farmers because of their susceptibility to lodging and their low yield due to spontaneous 
shattering. Other screenings have identified AfRGM resistance in some O. glaberrima varieties 
and have found moderately resistant varieties of O. sativa (Maji et al., 1998; Ukwungwu et al., 
1998; Nwilene et al., 2002). Multi-location studies conducted by Williams et al. in 1999 and 
later by Nwilene et al. (2002) revealed resistant varieties, including the traditional variety 
TOS14519 from the Gambia. With regard to mean susceptibility in farmers’ fields, Cisadane 
from Indonesia is a tolerant variety released in Nigeria as FARO 51 (Omoloye et al., 2002). 
This variety of O. sativa subsp. indica produces an acceptable yield for farmers (Williams et 
al., 1999). However, Cisadane is very susceptible to iron toxicity, which is one of the abiotic 
constraints prevalent in the lowland cropping system of West Africa. BW348-1 from Sri Lanka 
is both tolerant to AfRGM and iron toxicity (Singh, 1998), but is less productive. Transferring 
AfRGM resistance genes from O. glaberrima or resistant O. sativa lines into high potential 
yielding O. sativa varieties could prevent damage by this pest and could complement other 
control methods such as cultural practices and biological control. However, to date, no O. 
sativa nor O. glaberrima variety has been found to be highly resistant or highly susceptible to 
AfRGM, respectively, limiting progress on marker assisted breeding (MAB) for resistance to 
the pest. A study on the genetic/molecular basis of resistance to AfRGM would help in 
choosing the appropriate techniques for transferring the genes. Mapping and tagging the 
resistance genes followed by their transfer into an O. sativa background using MAB could 
provide an approach to AfRGM management. In the present study, molecular mapping 
approaches used in breeding for pest resistance were used as instruments to help in developing 
new AfRGM resistant varieties suitable for rice farmers in West Africa. 
0.5 Goal and objectives of the study 
The overall goal of the study was to identify, map and transfer the AfRGM resistance 
gene into African elite varieties using both marker assisted selection (MAS) and conventional 
breeding approaches, to minimise the impact of AfRGM in rice-based systems for the benefit 
of smallholder farmers.  
 
The specific objectives of the study .include: 
1. Developing a new AfRGM assessment methods to find the best method to accurately 
estimate the degree of pest infestation during phenotyping; 
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2. To use this method of screening to determine the genetic basis and the heritability estimate 
of known resistance to AfRGM and to estimate the behavioural pattern of parents and 
progenies from early filial generation;  
3. Estimating the genetic diversity among rice genotypes with a range of resistance expression 
to AfRGM;  
4. To investigate the heritability of common agro-morphological traits, along with the 
resistance to AfRGM;  
5.  To develop a novel mapping approach using a core collection that represents a reduced 
mapping population;  
6. Apply the new mapping approach to identify flanking SSR markers associated to the 
resistance to AfRGM.  
0.6 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis introduction outlines the economic importance of rice and points out its 
major constraints including AfRGM. It then establishes the primary goals of the thesis. Chapter 
1 provides a review of literature and reveals that relatively little research has been done and 
information is lacking, most particularly on the genetic base of resistance to AfRGM. 
Alternative means for assessing AfRGM damage accurately were analysed and compared in 
Chapter 2, as a basis for accurate phenotyping. Based on these assessment methods, the nature 
and the inheritance of resistance to AfRGM were assessed through an appropriate population 
(Chapter 3). In parallel to the genetic study in Chapter 3, heritability estimates of agro-
morphological traits were investigated to see if these traits could be transmitted along with 
AfRGM resistance (Chapter 4). The response to AfRGM attack for both parental lines and 
progenies were investigated in Chapter 5, while a diversity study among the parental lines is 
covered in Chapter 6. The diversity study aimed to reveal convergent evolution of identical or 
similar resistance gene(s) in geographically distinct landraces, or conversely the divergent 
evolution of genotypes carrying the same AfRGM resistance gene. Chapter 8 deals with the 
identification of molecular markers flanking quantitative trail loci (QTL) linked to AfRGM 
resistance using a mapping population previously derived from a core collection based on the 
MSTRAT approach (Chapter 7). The Thesis Overview is presented as the summary of research 
findings with reference to the initial goal, the implication of the findings on AfRGM resistance 
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Review of the literature 
1.1 Origins, genetics, and domestication of rice 
Consumption of Asian rice (Oryza sativa L.) is believed to have originated in Asia 
about 10,000 years ago (Wang et al., 1999). Its cultivation begins as early as 4000 B.C. 
(Hiroshi, 1993) and was introduced to the Greeks around 326 B.C. From there, it spread across 
Europe over the following 2000 years (Vaughan, 1994). These rice crops swept south and 
westward, before reaching the west coast (Chang, 1976). It has become an important crop in 
several American states, with the development of irrigation methods (Porteres, 1956).   
Rice belongs to the genus, Oryza, one of the 12 genera within the tribe Oryzeae 
(Vaughan, 1994) of the Poaceae family. The number of species is not clear and it varies from 
author to author. The genus Oryza has about 20-24 wild species (Chang, 1976; Vaughan, 1994) 
and two cultivated species (Vaughan, 1994; Khush, 1997). Species are divided into two big 
groups (Tateoka, 1962; IRRI, 1964): (1) the Sativa group that includes species of AA diploid 
(2n = 24) genome type; (2) the Latifolia group that include species having B, C and D genomes 
in the diploid and tetraploid state (2n = 24; 2n = 48). Cultivated rice belongs to two species 
Oryza sativa L. and Oryza glaberrima Steud of the Sativa complex. O. sativa, of genotype AA, 
originally from Asia, was introduced to Africa by the Portuguese in 1500 B.C. (Porteres, 1956). 
Its ancestor is Oryza rufipogon Griff. (Morishima, 1969; Nayar, 1973; Second, 1982) and 
comprises (a) the Oryza sativa subsp. indica group that originated from tropical Asia, 
characterised by high tillering ability, long and thin grains; and b) the Oryza sativa subsp. 
japonica group that originated from the temperate and sub-tropical zone of Asia. Its tillering 
ability is medium and it has short and round grains. Japonica types are well adapted to the 
rainfed, upland conditions in West Africa.   
O. glaberrima, with the genotype AgAg, has a centre of origin in West Africa (van 
Andel, 2010). Domesticated in the central delta of the Niger River in Mali (Bonjean and Picard, 
1990), its cultivation has been spread from Cap Vert to Chad (Porteres, 1956), the Gambia, 
Casamance and the Sokoto Basin (Carpenter, 1978). Cultivated from at least 3500 years ago, O. 
glaberrima landraces are gradually being displaced by O. sativa (Sié, 1991). However, it is still 
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widely cultivated in West Africa because of its resistance to drought and excess water, ability 
to weather acidic soil, iron toxicity and heat. It can also resist blast, Helminthosporium leaf 
spot, rice yellow mottle virus (RMYV), insects and nematodes. With its high level of plant 
vigour (Pham, 1992, Adeyemi and Vodouhe, 1996, Jones et al., 1997), it has the ability to 
contain and tolerate weeds. Its ancestor is Oryza barthii A. Chev. (previously Oryza 
breviligulata Chev.). 
Apart from their different geographic origins, O. glaberrima and O. sativa are 
morphologically different. The ligule is short, roundish and tough in O. glaberrima but is 
pointed, bifid and long in O. sativa. At maturity, O. glaberrima shows an open panicle, 
whereas it is closed in O. sativa.  In general, a higher number of spikelets are observed on the 
panicle of the Asian species (Porteres, 1956) (Table 1-1). 
 
Table 1-1: Comparison among the Asian species O. sativa and the African species O. 
glaberrima  
Traits Oryza sativa Oryza glaberrima 
Distribution Cosmopolitan Endemic to West Africa 
Cycle Annual Annual 
Varietal difference High Low 
Lodging Low High 
Drought tolerance Weak Strong 
Ligule type Pointed, bifid and long   Short, round and tough 
Secondary branching High Low 
Number of grains High (250/panicle) Low (75-100/panicle) 
Threshing Easy Difficult 
Seed dormancy Low High 
Shattering Low High 
Protein content Low High 
Source (Sarla and Mallikarjuna Swamy, 2005) 
  
Their resemblances concern mainly their parallel biology. According to McDonald (1979), the 
two species are typical cereal grasses, either rainfed rice, when water is only provided by rain, 
or irrigated when water is supplied artificially. In the first case, these cultivars are mostly 
cultivated in upland fields and in the latter case, in the irrigated lowlands and uplands.  
O. glaberrima and O. sativa have the same vegetative system composed of a fibrous 
root, erect culms and long flat leaves. According to Angladette (1966), roots that have already 
differentiated in the embryo stage are called primary roots, have limited growth and live up to 
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one month. They are progressively replaced by secondary roots 15 days after germination. 
Mishra and Rathore (1997) reported that around 46% of the roots are found in the first 150 mm 
of the ground with some of them reaching more than one metre in length. The development of 
the root system is related to genotype and farming conditions. There are about 2000 roots/hill. 
Each root has 10 to 30 sub-roots, each having many root hairs (Mishra and Ratore, 1997). The 
growth of the roots is rapid during the vegetative phase. They become inactive when grain 
maturity begins, even if the soil remains moist (Angladette, 1966).  
The two cultivated species have also tillers which consist of a culm, leaves and panicles. 
The culm is constituted of nodes and hollow internodes which length-diameter ratio increase up 
to the upper top of the culm. The length of the stem is critical in lodging and depends both on 
the length and the number of internodes of the variety, or the type of rice cultivation: 1-3 
metres for the indica, 0.5 metre for the dwarf japonica in a rainfed system, while the indica 
plants could easily measure 5-6 metres in the floating cultivating system. 
After primary tillers emerge from nodes near the base of the main culm, secondary and tertiary 
tillers are produced subsequently. In rainfed rice varieties, these tillers are produced close to the 
principal stem during growth. The vigorous ones produce inflorescences and flowers at the 
same time as the principal stem. The tillering ability is, however, controlled by many factors 
including the sowing depth, the distance between hills, soil quality and the climate.  
Leaves are developed alternately on the culm and consist of a sheath and a flat leaf blade joined 
by a collar, inside which a ligule and two auricles are also developed. Leaves length, width, 
colour and pubescence distinguish cultivars. Generally pubescent in O. sativa and glabrous in 
O. glaberrima, the limb is much longer in indica than in japonica and shows a length/width 
ratio ranging between 15 and 20. 
The reproductive system includes only the panicle that emerges from the uppermost 
node of a culm, within a flag-leaf sheath and contains the flowers. It consists of a central rachis 
with up to four primary branches at each node. Primary and secondary panicle branches bear 
the spikelets. Each spikelet has a single floret and two glumes and is enclosed by a lemma, 
which can be awned or awnless, and a smaller palea. The stigma surrounds the ovary which, 
when fertilised, produce a caryopsis, a single-seeded dry fruit, called grain which consists of an 
embryo, endosperm, pericarp and testa surrounded by the husk or hull (lemma and palea). 
Grain length varies within cultivars between 5 and 7 mm, and grains can be round, bold or 
slender.      
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1.2 Growth and rice cycle   
N'cho (1992) divided the growth of rice into three phases: (1) the vegetative phase 
beginning from germination to panicle initiation; (2) the reproductive phase from panicle 
initiation to flowering; and (3) the maturity phase lasting from flowering to the ripening. Each 
phase is divided into several steps. The cycle can last from three to six months, regardless of 
the varieties. Rice has an intermediate cycle because it is not strictly annual nor strictly 
perennial. Some varieties, like Oryza barthii A. Chev and Oryza meridionalis Ng. are annual 
(Cheng et al., 2002); others such as Oryza longistaminata A. Chev. and Röhr. and Oryza nivara 
Sharma and Shastry are perennial (Chang, 1985; Khush, 1997; Vaughan and Morishima, 2003), 
whereas Oryza rufipogon Griff. and O. glumaepatula Steud vary in perenniality (Cheng et al., 
2002). The variable life cycle is determined by the vegetative phase while the reproductive and 
the maturity phases are quite constant. 
1.3 Rice taxonomy  
The history of the classification of the genus Oryza until 1963 was summarised by 
Angladette (1966). Although the nomination of the species O. sativa was made in the early 
eighteenth century, the first classification was only published at the end of the nineteenth 
century by Baillon. Roschevicz (1931) distinguished 19 species based on the form of the 
spikelet, the form and the nature of the glumella, the form and the importance of the glumes. 
However, Chevalier (1932) and Chatterjee (1948) modified this classification, distinguishing 
22 and 23 species, respectively. Based on characteristics studied on herbarium, Tateoka (1962) 
recognised the existence of five complexes and species. He separated the Sativa and 
Glaberrima complexes, each comprising one of the two cultivated species based on biological 
data, while Sampath (1966), grouped the cultivated rice and their related close parents in the 
Sativa group. Moreover, unlike Roschevicz who divided the different species of the genus 
Oryza into four sections (Sativae, Granulatae, Coarctatae and Rhynchoryza); Sampath grouped 
them in four big series (Sativae, Latifoliae, Angustifoliae and Granulatae).  
The most widely used classification of the genus Oryza was proposed by Second in 
1985, taking in account the classifications of Chevalier (1932), Chatterjee (1948), Tateoka 
(1962) and Sampath (1966). It included the geographical origin of the species, the number of 
the chromosomes and the genomic group, which was determined by observing the 
chromosomes during the meiosis phase. 
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Table 1-1: The genus Oryza species: geographic origin, biological type (BT), reproduction 
system (RS), number of chromosomes and genomic groups (G) 
 Geographic origin BT RS 2n G 
SATIVA GROUP  
Cultivated species 
O. sativa (two sub-species indica and 
japonica) 
O. glaberrima 















O. punctata diploid 
O. punctata tetraploid 
O. minuta 
O. australiensis 
RIDLEYI COMPLEX  
O. ridleyi 
O. longiglumis 
























South and South-east Asia, 
Southern China, New Guinea 
Complex species 
Central and South America 
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Biological type  :       A = Annual  P = Perennial  I = Intermediate 
Reproduction system :       U = autogamous largely predominant 
           L = allogamous largely predominant 
           I = Intermediate 
           V = Vegetative  
2n    :       Diploid 
G    :       Genome symbols  




He included the closed species Rhynchoryza subulata Bail (Oryza coarctata Nees) and 
Porteresia coarctata Tateoka (Oryza coarctata Roxb.) (Table 1-1). 
 
1.4 Other uses of rice  
Rice is produced as a major food staple for the world but has also been utilised in 
several other ways.  The kernels are dissolved and used in the manufacture of glue. Different 
types of paper are made from rice plants. Rice starch is often incorporated into beers.  Paints 
are made of powdered rice. The dried stems are used in feeding animals and making straw hats 
and sandals. The Mende people of Sierra Leone use palm oil soaked rice for ritual sacrifices to 
their ancestors (Richards, 1996). Felupos people of Casamance in the west corner of Senegal, 
use traditional African rice for ritual link between crops and ancestors (Linares, 2002).  
Rice is also believed to have medicinal properties and has been used in many countries for 
medicinal purposes. In the Philippines, polished rice residue is used as a source of Vitamin B to 
prevent and cure beri-beri. Malayans used greened boiled rice to treat eye and acute 
inflammation of the inner body tissues while a mixture of dried, powdered rice is applied to 
treat certain skin ailments (Muzaffar et al., 2005). In Cambodia, the husks of mature rice plants 
are used to treat dysentery, while the hulls of a three-month old rice plant are thought to have 
diuretic properties. 
The Chinese believe that rice strengthens the spleen, “weak stomach”, increases appetite and 
cures indigestion. Dried, sprouted rice grains were once used as an external medicine to aid in 
digestion, to give tone to muscles and to reject gas from the stomach and intestines. Rice water 
is prescribed by the Pharmacopoeia of India as an ointment to treat inflamed skin surfaces 
(Medicinal uses of rice: htpp://www.rice-trade.com/medicinal-uses-of-rice.html). 
1.5 GMO issues in rice improvement 
According to Nguyen (2005), rice has benefited greatly from the molecular 
biotechnologies. Rice was the first plant crop to be sequenced and to be fully mapped (IRGSP, 
2005). The International Rice Genome Sequencing Project (IRGSP), a consortium of 10 
developed countries funded research institution, identified 37,544 genes, many of which are 
duplicated. Of these genes, 34,685 are found in Arabidopsis thaliana L., a genetic model plant 
which was completely sequenced in 2000. A total of 2,859 rice genes are different from genes 
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found in A. thaliana, and may discriminate monocots and dicots (International Rice Genome 
Sequencing Project, 2005).  
Haploid production and embryo isolation and culture have been researched and exploited for 
rice production.  
Despite the strong opposition of many NGOs, genetically modified organisms (GMO) 
technology has been applied to rice as well as many other crops including brassicas, 
sunflowers, potatoes and soybeans (James, 2007). Genetic engineering has produced a 
genetically modified line of rice that contains beta-carotene, a component that is transformed 
into Vitamin A in the human body (Al-Babili and Peter, 2005). Scientists have also created 
transgenic rice with a high iron content, aiming at improving the health of billions of poor 
people in the Asia-Pacific region by the combination of the proVitamin A and iron in rice (ETH 
Zurich, 2009). Rice lines from genetic engineering, resistant to tungro virus and bacterial 
blight, have been developed at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI). However, the 
adoption of these GMOs by farmers failed due to the burden of biosafety regulations and the 
high cost in developing and transitional countries (James, 2007). In Europe, most of the 
governments of the European Union have put a blanket ban on GMOs, allegedly for safety 
concerns. Only two GMO crops have been approved to be grown by EU farmers, (James, 
2009). Despites this strong opposition, 25 countries are currently growing GMO crops. These 
countries are, in decrease order of area (million ha): USA (62.5), Argentina (21.0), Brazil 
(15.8), India (7.6), Canada (7.6), China (3.8), Paraguay (2.7), South Africa (1.8), Uruguay, 
Bolivia, Philippines, Australia, Mexico, Spain, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Burkina Faso, 
Czech Republic, Romania, Portugal, Germany, Poland, Slovakia and Egypt (James 2008). 
According to James (2010), the non-adoption of GMOs is mostly due to incorrect 
understanding that people have of GMOs. 
Another challenge is to create C4 rice. Scientists expect to increase rice photosynthesis 
capacity by transforming normal C3 rice into C4 rice, which may lead to yield increases of 15-
20% (Hiroshi et al., 2001). Marker Assisted Selection using genetic fingerprint techniques to 
identify genetic variations of pest and disease resistance, and protoplast transformation to 
produce transgenic organisms for the introgression of new genes have also been investigated 
(Akio et al., 1990; Sharma, 2003; Pan et al., 2009).  
 Development of GMO constructs involves several steps including: (1) genetic 
construction that consists of identifying, isolating and integrating the genes of interest in a 
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genetic construct; (2) development of marker genes and cloning that consist of multiplying a 
plasmid (circular DNA molecules of unique chromosomes present in bacteria such as 
Escherichia coli) or genetic construction in a host bacterium (usually Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens). The soil bacterium A. tumefaciens causes a tumour called neck gall in the 
infected plant, which is followed by the natural or biologic transfer of its plasmid T-DNA (for 
transferred DNA) part into the plant chromosomes. The usual practice is to modify its Ti 
plasmid to avoid gall formation, but to keep the transfer, integration and virulence functions of 
the desired gene in the plant genome by constructing disarmed Ti plasmids (delete the genes 
situated on the T-DNA, responsible for the pathogenicity of the bacterium). 
1.6 Rice production constraints in Africa 
Despite rice becoming an important cereal and staple food crop in Madagascar, West,  
East, Central and Southern Africa (Balasubramanian et al., 2007), rice production in Africa is 
still the lowest in the world and cannot meet the increasing demand for rice in many African 
countries (Hossain, 2006). Unless this situation is reversed, food dependency will increase in 
much of the continent. This situation is due to both abiotic and biotic constraints on rice 
production, and many technical, management, socioeconomic, health, and policy constraints 
that restrict rice production (Balasubramanian et al., 2007). 
1.6.1 Biotic and abiotic constraints in Africa 
In Africa, rice is affected by a wide range of abiotic and biotic factors that harm 
productivity. The abiotic constraints include: drought, flooding and variable rainfall, extreme 
temperatures, salinity, acidity/alkalinity and poor soils, soil erosion and high phosphorus 
fixation. The biotic constraints include weeds, blast leaf spots, at least 15 viruses (Ou, 1985; 
Hibino, 1989, Ndjiondjop, 1999), and African rice gall midge (AfRGM). According to 
Balasubramanian (2007), among biotic factors, weeds are the most serious, followed by blast 
and brown spot diseases. Estimated yield losses due to weeds range from 30 to 100% (Akintayo 
et al., 2008). Weed infestation and loss of nitrogen reduce yields by 25% on intensive dryland 
rice farms of West Africa (Becker and Johnson, 2001). Nematodes are a serious problem in 
continuously monocropped dryland rice fields (Plowright and Hunt, 1994; Coyne et al., 2004) 
and can reduce yields by up to 30%. Termites are critical in some areas. Rodents and birds 
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damage rice crops in all ecosystems. Stem borers, leaf hoppers and rice midges are the major 
insect pests. 
Another rice production constraint is global warming. Methane (CH4) emission is 
becoming a major concern with flooded rice fields because rice plants act as gas vents, 
releasing large amounts of CH4 (about 115 million tons) annually into the atmosphere, 
increasing CH4 concentrations each year by 1% (Greenhouse Gas Online, 2008). It is projected 
that by the end of the twenty first century, a 2-8
o
C rise in global temperatures will be caused by 
greenhouse gases (Crutzen et al., 2008). This greenhouse gas, along with CO2, contributes to 
the trapping of more heat in the atmosphere. Studies by Lin (2005) revealed that CH4 traps 20 
times more energy than CO2. To reduce CH4 emission, water management actions such as 
moving crops from flooded conditions to upland sites, and soil aeration, are being researched.   
1.6.2 African rice gall midge (AfRGM)  
AfRGM was first reported in Sudan and is now spreading throughout Africa. 
Souleymane (1998) reported that the AfRGM had been found in 12 West African, two Central 
African, and five East and Southern African countries. In West Africa, this pest is widely 
spread in the Guinea Savannah, the Wet Forest Savannah, and the Sudan Savannah (Harris, 
1960, 1980; Alan et al., 1985; Ukwungwu et al., 1989). Unlike the Asian rice gall midge 
(AsRGM), for which more than ten biotypes have been identified so far (Behura et al., 1999; 
Katiyar and Bennett, 2001), the number of biotypes of AfRGM is unknown. However, the 
variability of AfRGM reaction to the host’s resistance genes and the peculiarity of varietal 
resistance with respect to the site, show that there is more than one biotype of the AfRGM. 
Fernando (1972) reported that the existence of different gall midge biotypes is shown by the 
differential reactions of a given set of different crop varieties submitted to pest populations in 
many areas at a narrow or high scale. Based on this differential assay, Nwilene et al. (2006a) 
identified Orseolia nwanzei Harris and Nwilene, another species distinct from Orseolia 
oryzivora Harris and Gagné. Moreover, the susceptibility of O. glaberrima to AsRGM and high 
resistance to AfRGM, and vice versa, shows that the strains of AsRGM could be different from 
the strains of AfRGM. In addition, a 69 base pairs transposon was identified in the AfRGM, 




1.6.2.1 Economic importance of AfRGM 
The AfRGM, one of the major dipteran pests affecting rice (Lai et al. 1984; Ukwungwu 
et al. 1989; Ukwungwu and Joshi 1992; Dale 1994; Taylor et al. 1995), causes damage to 
irrigated and rainfed lowland rice crops (Peter et al., 1991). It rarely affects rainfed rice crops 
(Bonzi, 1980). A recent communication suggests that AfRGM also occurs in upland 
agrosystem (F.E. Nwilene, personal communication). The most affected countries are Burkina 
Faso, Mali and Nigeria, with farmers’ field infestation being above 40% (Ukwungwu and Joshi, 
1992; Dakouo et al., 1988). A total crop loss has been observed at severe outbreaks in Nigeria 
(Ukwungwu et al., 1989; Ogah et al., 2009). Insectary cage studies suggest that even moderate 
infestation can cause high yield reductions (Nacro et al., 1996). There is very little information 
on the relationship between the AfRGM infestation level and crop yield under field conditions. 
However, studies by Nacro et al. (1996) show that 1% of infested tillers caused a 2% yield loss. 
Similar studies in Nigeria (Williams et al., 1999a; 2002) show that an increase of 1% in 
infestation resulted in a 2.9% yield loss. In certain regions, severe attacks lead to total loss of 
the harvest (Ethel et al., 1993). 
1.6.2.2 Biology of the AfRGM 
AfRGM, like AsRGM, is a species of the genus Orseolia, and is a small mosquito-like 
insect (Peter et al., 1991). The African Orseolia includes three species: O. oryzivora Harris and 
Gagné, O. bonzii Harris and O. nwanzei Harris and Nwilene. There are a few morphological 
differences between the adult and immature stages, and differences are especially evident in 
pupal characteristics. O. oryzivora and O. nwanzei are directly harmful to rice, while O. bonzii 
is the Paspalum gall midge (PGM) and is an alternate host for Platygaster diplosisae 
(Hymenoptera: Platygastridae) and Aprostocetus procerae (Hymenoptera: Eulophidae), the two 
main parasitoids of AfRGM. However, genomic DNA fingerprinting of these three insect 
species, using random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and sequence-characterised 
amplified region (SCAR) methods have revealed that O. oryzivora and O. bonzii are closely 
related and O. nwanzei is genetically more distant (Nwilene et al., 2006a).  
1.6.2.3 AfRGM cycle of reproduction 
The mode of reproduction is similar to that of its counterpart, the Asian Orseolia. The 
male mates with 2-4 females which mate only once (Bennett et al., 2004). The female adult, 
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with a robust, reddish-brown abdomen, lays eggs (100 to 400/day) on rice leaf blades and 
ligules. After hatching, the larvae move to the base of the stem through the sheath. The larvae 
then bore into the stem by feeding on it, leaving a cavity that turns the leaf blade into swollen 
onion like leaf galls. The rice plant is therefore stunted and the infested tillers do not produce 
panicles. At the end of its development, the larvae turn into pupae from which emerge adult 
midges, with a usual sex ratio of one male to three females (Umeh et al., 1992), which can 
become 1:6 or 1:0.5 in cold area (Bennett et al., 2004). Adult gall midges are mostly nocturnal 
and are attracted by artificial light. The life cycle of the insect from egg to adulthood varies 
from three to five weeks (Bouchard et al., 1992, Nwilene et al., 2006b). The male has a slender, 
brown abdomen and longer antennae than the female (Figure 1-1). The life span of the adult 
male is about three days. 
 
Figure 1-1: African rice gall midge cycle of reproduction (adapted from Nwilene et al., 
2006b) 
1.6.2.4 AfRGM symptoms  
Crop damage is caused by the larvae of AfRGM (Ba et al., 2004), which infests rice 
tillers at the vegetative growth stage, inducing the transformation of leaf sheaths into a tubular 
“silver shoot” galls (Figure 1: 2-a, 1-b, 1-c and 1-d). A galled tiller is unable to initiate growth 
of more leaves or a panicle. Early gall infestation (Figure 1-2-a) results in a stunted rice plant 
with bushy appearance having up to 50 small tillers. These extra tillers, produced in response to 
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attack by AfRGM, often become infested as well. Gall formation is a hypersensitive response 
of defense for the rice plant (Omoloye, 2010) to confine the insect in space. Galls cannot be 
pulled out of the rice tillers, unlike dead hearts caused by stem borers. Later infestation, 
however, leads to oval shapes with ragged edge holes from which adults emerge, leaving 
behind empty, transparent pupal skins protruding from the exit hole (Nwilene et al., 2006b).  
Gall formation is due to secretions from the insect’s salivary gland called cecidogen 
(Chen et al., 2008), which is a combination of many chemicals including plant regulators (IAA 
and tryptophan) that act as a gall inducer, polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and phenolic compounds 
(Ananthakrishnan, 1998). Small galls from floral structures called panicle galls are produced 
when plants are attacked in the reproductive phase (Rajamani et al., 1979; Kittur and Agrawal, 
1983). However, the vegetative phase is extended when the rice plant is repeatedly infested. 
The gall tissue acts as a physiological sink that feed the growing insect. 
  
Figure 1-2-a: Galls symptom in a nursery bed   Figure 1-2-b: Galls symptom 14 days after 
transplanting 
  
Figure 1-2-c: Gall symptom 45 days after 
transplanting 
Figure 1-2-d: Galls symptom 70 days after 
transplanting 
Figure 1-2: Gall midge symptoms at different rice growth stages 
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1.6.2.5 AfRGM epidemiology and conditions favouring transmission  
Since Harris and Gagné (1982) described and illustrated AfRGM as a species different 
from the Asian type, it has been the subject of many studies, particularly in West Africa, the 
insect’s zone of activity (Omoloye et al., 2002; Ba et al., 2004; Nwilene et al., 2006a,b; Nacro 
and Nénon, 2009; Ogah et al., 2009; Maji et al., 2010; Omoloye, 2010). The insect causes 
damage during the rainy season. Infestations are low at the beginning of the rice cycle, then 
reach a peak at panicle initiation or maximum tillering and decrease afterwards (Heinrichs et 
al., 1995; Dakouo et al., 1988). The gall midge needs a certain level of humidity to develop. 
So, during the dry season, the insect remains dormant in the pupal stage, causing low 
infestations. It becomes active again when the buds start growing after the rains. In the absence 
of paddy fields of O. sativa or O. glaberrima, wild rice plants and new growth serve as relay 
hosts. Among these wild plants are O. longistaminata and Paspalum scrobiculatum L. (Bonzi, 
1980), O. barthii, Oryza punctata Kotschy ex Steud. and Oryza stapfii Roschev. (Nwilene et 
al., 2006b). A wide range of factors contribute to increasing the AfRGM population density 
and transmission. These include cloudy or rainy weather, cultivation of high-tillering varieties, 
intensive management practices and low parasitism of the midges (Bennett et al., 2004).  
Nwilene et al. (2006b) reported that conditions favouring AfRGM transmission are due 
both to abiotic constraints and cultivation habits. Abiotic constraints include: (1) Changes in 
weather with high rainfall, excessive cloud cover and humidity favouring outbreaks, and (2) 
Higher risk of occurrence in rainfed lowland and hydromorphic agrosystems than upland and 
mangrove agrosystem. Certain cultural practices increase the risk of AfRGM. Some of them 
are: (1) Use of a wide range of planting dates leading to higher infestation of late-planted fields; 
(2) Planting of new high-yielding AfRGM-susceptible varieties, generally more susceptible 
than the traditional landraces they are replacing; (3) Increased use of fertiliser, which increase 
AfRGM infestation. 
Site and field characteristics are also associated with higher risks of AfRGM infestation 
and concern planting methods (direct-seeded rice less infected than transplanted rice), wet-
season weather patterns (cloudy, humid weather with frequent rain or mist favours AfRGM) 
and presence of alternate hosts (O. longistaminata and volunteer rice) that build-up midge 
population prior rice planting.  
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1.6.2.6 Strategies to control AfRGM 
1.6.2.6.1 Biological control 
Natural pests linked with AfRGM have been identified. The major ones are parasitoids 
such as Platygaster diplosisae Risbec (Platygastridae) and Aprostocetus procerae Risbec 
(Eulophidae) (Williams et al., 1999a; Nacro and Nénon, 2009), predators like Cyrtorhinus 
viridis Linnavuori (Miridae), Conocephalus longipennis de Haan (Tettigoniidae), Anaxipha 
longipennis Serville (Gryllidae) and ladybird beetles (Coccinellidae) (Nwilene et al., 2006b). 
Biological control studies show that these pests can develop a maximum parasitism of 72% in 
farmers’ fields (Umeh and Joshi., 1993). Unfortunately, this parasitism occurs on the larval 
stage in the stem and cannot therefore prevent yield losses. Moreover, the parasitoid 
populations build up too late to prevent heavy AfRGM infestation (Bennett et al., 2004). 
Natural biological control has also been attempted and consisted of: (1) Manipulating habitat to 
increase the carry-over of the two main parasitoids, from the Paspalum gall midge (PGM), O. 
bonzii, a related gall midge to AfRGM; (2) Cultivating in the dry-season for P. scrobiculatum 
abundance early in the wet season, to encourage the prevalence of the predators of midges (Ba 
et al., 2004).  
1.6.2.6.2 Chemical control 
The use of insecticides to control AfRGM is not efficient because of cost, risk to human 
health and the destruction of natural AfRGM enemies (in the case of foliar sprays) (Nacro and 
Nénon, 2009). Foliar sprays have not been efficient because the larvae are not accessible 
because they live within the plant (Nwilene et al., 2006b). However, granular systemic 
insecticides, such as the carbofuran (Furadan), are used at outbreak levels with: (1) Good water 
control that prevents water from running off the field, carrying away some of the insecticide; 
(2) An infestation level of at least 0.3 galls per hill, 5 to 10% of hills with galls or 1 gall per 
square metre, for the application of the insecticide to be economically viable. The insecticide 
can also be applied to seedlings before transplanting using granules, or spraying on the nursery 
bed, or soaking the roots in the container of insecticide solution for several hours prior to 
transplanting (Bennett et al., 2004). With this approach, advantages such as the need for less 
insecticide to protect a given area of crop, early protection of plants and avoidance of killing 
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natural enemies to AfRGM, are a trade-off with a risk of heavy AfRGM damage occurring late 
in the crop cycle. However, this risk is not predictable (Williams et al., 2002). 
1.6.2.6.3 Cultural practices 
Cultural practices that involve changing the way the crop is grown in order to reduce 
pest damage (Bennett et al., 2004) have been sought for AfRGM control and include: (1) 
Favouring early and synchronised planting which suffer less damage than those planted late; 
(2) Destruction of alternative hosts (rice ratoons, volunteer rice and Oryza longistaminata; (3) 
Use of moderate levels of NPK fertiliser (e.g. 60  kg ha
-1
 for field derived from savannah) 
instead of high doses of nitrogen fertiliser that increase AfRGM infestation; (4) Discouraging 
movement of seedlings (transplanting) to prevent seedling infestation by AfRGM in the nursery 
and later infestation spread; (5) Avoidance of close plant spacing to avoid a micro-environment 
favouring  AfRGM (Nwilene et al., 2006b) 
1.6.2.6.4 Varietal resistance 
A range of studies on the control of AfRGM have used biological, cultural (Ukwungwu, 
1987; Nacro et al., 1995; Nacro et Nénon, 2009) and chemical (Ukwungwu, 1990; Lafleur, 
1994) control strategies. These studies show that host plant resistance is the single most 
effective means of controlling this insect (Heinrichs, 1994; Kaityar et al., 1995, Nwilene et al., 
2006) because chemical control of AfRGM has not been successful and biological control is 
still in its infancy (Singh et al., 1997), while cultural practices remain difficult to implement. 
1.6.2.7 Sources of resistance to AfRGM  
Many of rice varieties currently available to farmers are highly susceptible to AfRGM 
(Maji et al., 2010). Improving varietal resistance appears to be one of the most promising 
options for managing the pest especially since, in Asia, resistant varieties have been used with 
considerable success against the closely related AsRGM Orseolia oryzae Wood-Mason 
(Heinrichs, 1994). Therefore, since the early-1980s, rice lines have been screened for resistance 
to AfRGM in Nigeria by the National Cereals Research Institute (NCRI), in collaboration with 
the Africa Rice Centre (AfricaRice formerly known as WARDA), IRRI and the International 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA). Despite intensive screening, no O. sativa lines have 
been found with very strong resistance under high AfRGM pressure (Ogah et al., 2009). 
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However, a number of lines with moderate AfRGM resistance have been identified with 
superior resistance to currently released varieties (Williams et al., 1998, Nwilene et al., 2006b; 
Ogah et al., 2009). Most of these lines are traditional varieties which are unsuitable for direct 
release to farmers because of their low yields.  
Cisadane, an improved O. sativa subsp. indica variety from Indonesia, first identified as 
moderately resistant to AfRGM (Ukwungwu and Alam, 1991), was the highest yielding test 
entry in yield trials of the more promising lines carried out in Nigeria, in 1991 (Singh, 1992). 
Consequently it was considered as potentially useful for rice farmers in the country’s AfRGM 
prone areas without further varietal improvement. Cisadane is, however, very susceptible to 
iron toxicity. The varieties that is both resistant to AfRGM and tolerant to iron toxicity are 
BW348-1 (Singh, 1998) and TOS14519 (Nwilene et al., 2002). However, these varieties are 
less productive. 
1.6.2.8 Mode of inheritance  
Very little is known about genetic control of resistance to AfRGM. The genetic basis of 
resistance to AfRGM has not been established.  Pedigree selection has, however, been used to 
develop resistant varieties to AsRGM (Maji et al, 1998). Resistant genes to AsRGM have been 
identified in some varieties. Resistance to AsRGM is under the control of at least ten resistance 
genes, eight of which have been tagged and mapped (Kumar et al., 2005; Himabindu et al., 
2007). Flanking markers have been used to identify the resistance genes Gm1 and Gm2 in 
various rice cultivars (Himabindu et al., 2007). Some of these genes were found on 
Chromosome 4 (Mohan et al., 1994) and Chromosome 9 (Biradar et al., 2004). Some studies 
report resistance genes to AsRGM being related to the resistance genes against the brown 
leafhopper and the brown stripes of paddy rice (Prasad et al., 1975). 
1.6.2.9 Mechanisms of resistance 
The mechanism of resistance against AfRGM has not been specifically investigated yet, 
unlike the resistance to its related AsRGM. Breeding for resistance has been limited. One 
recent project is to introgress the resistance from TOS14519 into promising agronomic parent 
varieties (AfricaRice Center (WARDA), 2005). O. glaberrima varieties are included in this 
project. These efforts to breed for resistance to AfRGM could enable the AfRGM mechanisms 
of resistance to be studied. However, close similarity with its related Asian species and the 
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possible evolution of the AsRGM from the AfRGM suggest that the mechanism of resistance 
against both midges could be similar. Three mechanisms of resistance have been proposed in 
the O. sativa/AsRGM system. 
1.6.2.9.1 Antixenotic resistance 
Antixenosis is the resistance mechanism used by the plants to deter or reduce 
colonisation of insects which orient themselves towards the plant for food, mating, 
ovipositioning and shelter (Korgan and Ortman, 1978). Antixenotic characteristics are either 
biophysical, biochemical or a combination of the two, and reduce the initial number of insects in 
subsequent generations. It utilises morphological, physical and structural qualities that include 
pubescence, tissue hardness that limits insect mobility (Alvarez et al., 2006), plant stimuli (Liu 
et al., 2007; ), repellents and anti-feedents (Wu et al., 2008). Initiation and completion of key 
activities of the insects is believed to be influenced by inappropriate stimuli (Subramanyam et 
al., 2008) such as production of the ovipositioning inhibitor, pentadecanal, in the rice cultivar 
TKM6 against Chilo suppressalis Walker (Pyralidae) (Saxena, 1986) and biophysical factors 
such as plant pubescences, as observed in the comparison of Capsicum annuum L. (Solanaceae) 
and C. pubescens for antixenosis as a means of aphid resistance (Bosland and Ellington, 1996). 
Frego bracts in cotton also helped in the reduction of the number of eggs laid and subsequent 
damage by boll weevils, Anthonomus grandis Boheman (Curculionidae) (Jenkins and Parrot, 
1971). There are also some visual factors such as colour (Harris and Miller, 1982).  
1.6.2.9.2 Antibiotic resistance or antibiosis 
The primary component of varietal resistance against AsRGM is antibiosis (Kalode, 
1980). Antibiosis is the mechanism brought into operation after the insect has colonised the 
plant (Rawat et al., 2010). Insect growth, development, reproduction and survival become 
affected as a result of increased nymphal mortality, reduced nymphal growth extension, and 
reduced adult longevity and fecundity (Liu et al., 2010). These conditions also reduce 
resistance against its insect enemies. Factors that provide an antibiotic defense include toxins 
which act as insecticides (Zarember et al. 2009). Other factors include reduction in sugar 
content needed by the feeding insect at critical growth stages (Giovanini et al., 2007). An 
association has been identified between phenolics and the resistance (Dubui and Haass, 2007; 
Staudt et al., 2010). Phenols play a significant role in the expression of the resistance conferred 
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by the Gm2 gene (Amudhan et al. 1999). Furthermore, a wide range of allelochemical 
compounds, while playing an important defensive role against insects, have not been associated 
with any resistance to pest infestation (Vidyachandra et al. 1981, Rajamani, 1982, Joshi and 
Venugopal, 1984). The same conclusion was made in a study on total polyphenol, total 
nitrogen, soluble nitrogen, and soluble sugar content of 29 AsRGM resistant and susceptible 
rice varieties (Sain and Kalode, 1994).  
1.6.2.9.3 Tolerance 
Tolerance is the genetic trait of a plant that protects it against a parasite population 
which would have damaged a susceptible variety; to preserve an acceptable yield or the quality 
of the plant marketable product (Suwa and Maherali, 2008). Tolerance cannot be accurately 
evaluated at the vegetative or flowering stage, unlike antibiosis and antibiotic resistance 
(Bennett et al., 2004) Some traits, including the number of productive tillers (tillers having 
panicles with grain), extra tillers-short plants and few panicles, panicle m
-2
 and uninfested grain 
yield and number of uninfested tillers at 63 days after transplanting (DAT) and at harvest can 
be used to predict tolerance (Omoloye, 2002). Tolerance mechanisms are different from 
antixenosis and antibiosis in that tolerance does not lower the insect population or exerts 
evolutionary pressure on insect pests to develop new strains, but it could raise the threshold 
levels (Soroush et al., 2011).  
Tolerance manifests itself as: (1) A compensatory reaction (e.g. rice cultivar Cisadane, 
against AfRGM, as reported by Omoloye and Odebiyi (2006)); (2) In a sink-source relationship 
(reduction of leaf area due to leaf mining by Liriomyza sativae Blanchard (Agromyzidae) 
without affecting the tomato yield (Johnson et al., 1983)); (3) By photosynthesis enhancement 
(partial defoliation of tobacco when attacked by the tobacco budworm (Kolodny-Hirsch et al., 
1986)); (4) In resource allocation (early attack by the sorghum shoot-fly, Atherigona varia 
scotia Rondani (Muscidae), on the main shoots of sorghum induces the production of 
synchronous tillers growing rapidly producing harvestable heads (Rana et al. 1985)).  
1.7 Use of molecular markers in breeding for AfRGM resistance  
Various molecular techniques have been applied in breeding for gall midge resistance. Only the 
most commonly used techniques are reviewed. 
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1.7.1 Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)   
RFLP is the most widely used hybridisation-based molecular marker because it 
provides less complex profiles, it facilitates genetic fingerprinting and genetic mapping, it is 
reliable and the results obtained are reproducible. However, the technique is difficult to 
perform and the transfer and hybridisation steps block automation of the technique (Kumar et 
al., 2009). RFLP markers were first used in 1975 to identify DNA sequence polymorphisms in 
adenovirus serotypes (Grodzicker et al., 1975), then used for human genome mapping (Botstein 
et al., 1980), and adopted a decade later for plant genomes (Helentjaris et al. 1986; Weber and 
Helentjaris, 1989).  
RFLP analysis has been used to map Gm2, a dominant gene conferring resistance to 
Biotype 1 of the AsRGM (Nair et al., 1995). The gene is found on Chromosome 4 at 1.3 cM 
from Marker RG329 and 3.4 cM from Marker RG476. It has been used for DNA fingerprinting 
of individual AsRGM insects, using a particular repetitive DNA sequence as a probe (Ehtesham 
et al. 1995). This is despite the method being slow, costly, and generally limited to a single 
restriction enzyme digest and a single DNA blot for each individual.  
RFLP uses a gel fingerprint of DNA, treated with restriction enzymes to reveal a pattern 
that differentiates between DNA fragment sizes in individual organisms. Each DNA sequence 
modification (mutation, addition, deletion, translocation, inversion or duplication) leads to a re-
organisation of the restriction sites. Hence, digestion of DNA with restriction enzymes results 
in the modification of the number or the size of fragments and leads to a polymorphism. In 
maize, 95% of the probes used are polymorphic, while in wheat, an autogamous plant, only 5 to 
10% of the probes are polymorphic. Perez de la Vega (1993), Terachi (1993) and Landry 
(1994) described the procedure of the RFLP technique is as follows: (a) Extraction of the DNA; 
(b) Digestion of the DNA with one or more restriction enzyme(s); (c) Separation of the 
restriction fragments in an agarose gel; (d) Transfer of separated fragments from the agarose 
gel to a filter by Southern blotting; (e) Detection of individual fragments by nucleic acid 
hybridisation with a labelled probe(s); and (f) Visualisation by autoradiography.  
1.7.2 Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)  
RAPD was, with AP-PCR (arbitrarily primed PCR) and DAF (DNA amplification 
fingerprinting), collectively termed multiple arbitrary amplicon profiling (MAAP) (Caetano-
Annolles, 1994) and also the first techniques used to amplify DNA fragments from any species 
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without prior sequence information (Caetano-Anolles et al., 1992; Semagn et al., 2006). RAPD 
analysis has been performed on gall midge for DNA fingerprinting (Behura et al., 1999) even 
though the small amount of total genomic DNA, extracted from a single insect, and the small 
number of informative bands, obtained with each amplification, pose severe limitations. 
However, because it is simple, fast and provides more polymorphic loci than RFLP, this 
technique has been widely used for genomic analysis (Jena et al., 1998: Zheng et al., 2008; Lin 
et al., 2009), gene mapping (Nair et al., 1996; Milton et al., 2007), and biotype 
characterisations (Behura et al., 1999; Bennett et al., 2004) of the rice gall midge.  
The RAPD technique consists of performing a PCR using a short primer of about ten 
nucleotides and of arbitrary sequence that match randomly in the genome. If two sites of 
matching are close together and are situated on two DNA strands, there is amplification. 
Conversely, if these sites are too far apart, there is no amplification. This type of polymorphism 
is called site primers matching polymorphism. The primers then constitute the markers. For the 
entire genome, an average of ten fragments is amplified. RAPD does not need digestion by a 
restriction enzyme, or a transfer on membrane, or even a radioactive probe preparation Arif et 
al., 2010). Therefore, it is fast and needs little technical expertise, compared to RFLP. 
However, it is not reproducible because the amplification is very sensitive to the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) process conditions (quality and quantity of DNA template, PCR buffer, 
concentration of magnesium chloride, primer to template ratio, annealing temperature, Taq 
DNA polymerase brand or source, and thermal cycler brand (Wolff et al., 1993)), which differ 
from one lab to another. It is usually used for fast preliminary analyses, and may reveal markers 
near a gene of interest. 
1.7.3 Amplification fragment length polymorphism (AFLP)  
In contrast to RFLP and RAPD, amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) 
analysis (Vos et al., 1995) generates unlimited numbers of DNA fragments from less than 1μg 
of genomic DNA and is the friendliest technique dedicated to DNA fingerprinting. AFLP 
analysis has been used to assess the biodiversity of the Asian and the African rice midges by 
Kathiar et al. (1999) and Nwilene et al. (2006a), respectively. It was also used to identify a 
DNA marker linked to the Hessian fly resistance gene (Bennett et al., 2004). AR257, an AFLP 
marker, was also associated with Gm8, a gene conferring resistance to AsRGM (Jain et al., 
2004). In addition, it has been used in several genome studies, including bacteria (Janssen et 
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al., 1996; Keim et al., 1997), yeasts (Majer et al., 1996), plants (Thomas et al., 1995; Gerats et 
al., 1995; Cho et al., 1996), and animals (Folkertsma et al., 1996; Joerg et al., 1996).  
The AFLP technique combines the power of RFLP with the flexibility of PCR-based 
technology by ligating primer recognition sequences (adaptors) to the restricted DNA (Lynch 
and Walsh, 1998) and is based on each restriction site polymorphism with a matching 
polymorphism of an arbitrary sequence primer. Romero et al. (2009) described the AFLP 
technique as follow. DNA is digested by restriction enzymes and produces varying fragment 
lengths, depending on the enzymes used. Then, specific nucleotide adaptors (of known 
sequences) of the restriction enzymes are added at the borders of the restriction fragments. The 
fragments are then amplified by PCR, using as primer, an oligonucleotide that is 
complementary to the adaptor sequence, prolonged by few arbitrary nucleotides (1 to 3) called 
border bases. Only these fragments, with complementary bases of the arbitrary bases, are 
amplified. The primers are then selective primers that reduce the number of amplified 
fragments to hundreds, eliminating thousands of fragments that do not have these border 
sequences.  
The limitations of AFLP include: (a) An increased number of steps to produce the 
result; (b) The DNA template must be free of inhibitor compounds that interfere with the 
restriction enzyme; (c) The use of polyacrylamide gel in combination with AgNO3 staining, 
radioactivity, or fluorescent methods of detection, which is more expensive and laborious than 
agarose gels; (d) Additional cost to purchase both restriction and ligation enzymes as well as 
adapters; (e) As RAPD, most AFLP loci are dominant, which does not differentiate dominant 
homozygotes from heterozygotes. This reduces the accuracy of AFLP markers in population 
genetic analysis, genetic mapping, and MAS (Semagn et al., 2006). 
1.7.4 Microsatellite markers: simple sequence repeat (SSR) 
Microsatellites (Litt and Luty, 1989), are known as simple sequence repeats (SSRs) 
(Tautz et al., 1986), short tandem repeats (STRs) or simple sequence length polymorphisms 
(SSLPs) (McDonald and Potts, 1997). They are the smallest class of simple repetitive DNA 
sequences and are defined as 2-8 bp repeats (Armour et al., 1999), 1-6 bp repeats (Goldstein 
and Pollock, 1997, Arif et al., 2010) or even 1-5 bp repeats (Schlotterer, 1998). Microsatellites 
are common sequences of 1 to 4 nucleotides repeated units. The most common are (A)n, (TC)n, 
(TAT)n and (GATA)n. N values vary from few units to several tens (Arif et al., 2010). The 
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nucleotides are repeated in tandem or SSRs. SSR markers have been intensively used during 
the last decade in different ways in breeding for gall midge resistance.  
The SSR markers RM316, RM444 and RM219, located on Chromosome 9, were linked 
to Gml at genetic distances of 8.0, 4.9 and 5.9 cM, respectively, and flanked the gene locus 
(Biradar et al., 2004) while the markers RM28574 and RM28706, on Chromosome 12, tag the 
new rice gall midge resistance gene Gm11t within 4.4 and 3.8 cM, respectively (Himabindu et 
al., 2010). Himabindu et al. (2007) also reported a flanking SSR marker for an allelism test for 
the AsRGM resistance genes. The recessive AsRGM gene gm3 was also fine mapped onto 
Chromosome 4L and flanked by two SSR markers, RM17473 and RM17480, at a genetic 
distance of 3.2 cM and 2.0 cM, respectively (Sama et al., 2010). Genetic diversity amongst rice 
genotypes resistant and susceptible to the AsRGM SSR markers was reported by Himabindu et 
al. (2009).  
The value of microsatellites lies in their polymorphism due to the variation in the 
number of repeated sequences constituting the microsatellite (Noda et al., 2009). Microsatellite 
polymorphism is revealed by PCR. One pair of specific primers of the left and right borders of 
one microsatellite amplifies the same microsatellite in different individuals. In fact, each 
microsatellite is bordered by unique sequences that are specific to it. Amplification fragments 
are revealed by electrophoresis. One individual, having more repeated sequences than another, 
shows amplification products that migrate more slowly. The SSR technique needs a heavy pre-
preparation to know, synthesise, and test the primers bordering the microsatellite. In contrast, it 
is easy to perform because it uses only the PCR technique. It helps to develop many markers, 
particularly for maize, cabbage and rice. However, this technique is not applicable to all 
species; tomato, for instance, does not show high levels of polymorphisms with microsatellites 
(Bredemeijer et al., 1998). 
1.7.5 Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)  
Recent development in DNA sequence analysis and the development of high speed 
methodologies have made possible the identification and the analysis of nucleotidic variations 
on a large scale (Agarwal et al., 2008; Sarwat et al., 2008; Heubl, 2010). Single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) is defined as any polymorphism between two genomes that is based on a 
single nucleotide change (Arif et al., 2010). The use of SNP (or Snip) has never been reported 
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for any gall midge study. However, it can provide fine results to differentiate alleles between 
individuals.  
In plant breeding, it has been used for line selection and for the saturation of a given 
region near the gene, for its cloning (for positioning in this region a high number of markers) 
(Foster et al., 2010). SNPs are excellent markers for association mapping of genes controlling 
complex traits, and provide the highest level of map resolution (Brookes, 1999; Bhattramakki 
et al., 2002; Botstein and Risch, 2003). SNPs are a robust technique and polymorphisms are 
identifiable and detectable with several methods. SNPs are the most frequent type of variation 
found in DNA (Brookes, 1999; Cho et al., 1999); and their discovery together with 
insertions/deletions, is the basis of most differences between alleles (Gomez and Maloo, 2009).  
The SNP technique involves the annealing onto the target DNA of a complementary 
probe carrying a fluorescent molecule (fluorophore). Each probe is specific to a given DNA 
sequence. The oligonucleotides are thereafter added at the extremity of the primers by the Taq 
polymerase and then the fluorophores, fixed on the probes, are released. The nucleotidic 
polymorphism results in different levels of fluorescence which is observed by visualisation, 
stimulation and quantification of the fluorophore, at its wave length (Arif et al., 2010).  
SNP technology avoids electrophoresis and therefore presents a technology adaptable to 
automation. It is more powerful than RFLP, RAPD, AFLP and SSR technologies. It can then be 
performed at high speeds, on a large number of samples (Arif et al., 2010). However, SNP is 
costly, needs very good DNA quality, the parental chips should also be available and has a bi-
allelic nature (Engle et al., 2006).  
1.7.6 Properties of good molecular markers 
A good marker must be: (1) Neutral: its different alleles should not have any effect on 
the phenotype of the individual; (2) Polymorphic: have many alleles that allow the technique to 
characterise between individuals; (3) Co-dominant: the heterozygous individual can be 
distinguished because it shows simultaneously the trait of its two homozygous parents; (4) Not 
sensitive to the environment; (5) Non epistatic; and (6) Multiallelic (Semagn et al., 2006; 
Kumar et al., 2009). 
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1.7.7 Genetic characteristics revealed by molecular markers 
RFLP markers and microsatellites are locus specific: one RFLP probe reveals one locus 
(polymorph or not), and microsatellite primers amplify only one microsatellite (Varshney et al., 
2007). Conversely, in the RAPD or AFLP techniques, there is random amplification of one 
sequence, and they then reveal simultaneously many loci (Semagn et al. 2006).  
RFLP markers and microsatellites are co-dominant, i.e., it is possible to differentiate 
heterozygous individuals from the two homozygous parental lines (Hokanson et al., 1998). 
Indeed, the heterozygous individuals are visualised by two bands. In contrast, the RAPD or 
AFLP techniques, reveal one polymorphism, showing the presence or absence of hybridisation 
sites but not a fragment length polymorphism (Semagn et al., 2006). In this case, there is or 
there is no amplification of the fragment. 
1.7.8 Optimal utilisation of different molecular markers 
RFLP and microsatellite techniques, from their genetic characteristics, are used for 
mapping and in quantitative genetics for QTL detection (Hokanson et al., 1998; Noda et al., 
2009). RAPD and AFLP techniques are used to saturate a particular region of the genome 
(Lowe et al., 1996). The objective is to saturate the region near a gene of interest, and to use the 
information for position cloning or backcrossing. 
1.8 Mapping techniques and methods  
1.8.1 Mapping techniques 
1.8.1.1 Association mapping or linkage disequilibrium mapping 
Association mapping (AM), also known as linkage disequilibrium mapping, is a method 
of mapping QTLs that uses old linkage disequilibria to link phenotypes to genotypes. AM is 
based on the idea that traits that have been introduced recently in a population will be found 
within a given haplotype rather than outside of it (Black et al., 2008). Therefore, AM seeks to 
find a particular and more common genetic marker (most often SNP) in a particular phenotype 
more often than expected. AM is based on scanning the entire genome for significant 
associations between a set of SNPs and a particular phenotype. These associations are 
independently checked to verify that they either: (1) Contribute to the trait of interest directly; 
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(2) Are linked to/in linkage disequilibrium with a QTL that contributes to the trait of interest 
(Yu et al., 2008).  
AM has been most widely applied to studies of human disease, specifically in the form 
of a genome-wide association study (GWAS). GWAS is performed by scanning an entire 
genome for SNPs associated with a particular human disease of interest (Gibson and Muse, 
2009; Nussbaum et al., 2007). To date, thousands of GWAS studies have been performed on 
the human genome to identify SNPs associated with cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and obesity 
(Edward et al., 2009).The advantage of AM over linkage analysis is that quantitative traits are 
mapped accurately with high resolution. AM, however, requires prior knowledge of SNPs 
within the genome of the organism of interest and cannot be performed on non-well-studied 
species or non-well-annotated genomes (Yu et al., 2008).  
1.8.1.2 Nested association mapping (NAM) 
NAM is a technique developed by the Buckler Laboratory at Cornell University to 
identify and dissect the genetic structure of complex traits in maize (Zea mays L.). NAM 
(unlike AM) cannot be performed outside of a specifically designed population in crops such as 
maize (Yu et al., 2008) and rice (Ndjiondjop, personal communication). The general goal of 
NAM is to associate a phenotype of interest to specific genotypes. QTL are identified using 
joint step-wise regression and joint inclusive composite interval mapping of the combined 
NAM families using the singular structure of the NAM population (Edward et al, 2009). The 
only study using NAM to identify QTLs was reported by the Buckler Laboratory on the genetic 
architecture of maize during flowering time (Edward et al., 2009). In this study, traits for nearly 
one million plants were scored, followed by single and joint step-wise regression and inclusive 
composite interval mapping (ICIM). Thirty nine (39) QTLs explaining 89% of the variance in 
days to silking and days to anthesis, and 29 QTLs explaining 64% of the variance in the 
silking-anthesis interval were identified (Edward et al., 2009).  
A NAM population is created by crossing a reference line with other parental lines (for 
example, L lines), chosen in order to encompass the diversity of the species and to preserve 
historic linkage disequilibria. The resulting F1 plants are self-fertilised for several generations 
(at least 6 to 8) in order to create Y homozygous recombinant inbred lines (RILs) per family 
and a total of L x Y RILs within the NAM population. Each RIL is genotyped with selected 
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common molecular markers for which the reference line has a rare allele, in order to identify 
recombination blocks. Each of the parental lines is either sequenced or high-density genotyped, 
and show the overlaying of the sequencing/genotyping and the recombination blocks identified 
for each RIL (Yu et al., 2008; Michael et al., 2009).  
NAM is a tremendous useful tool to investigate agronomic traits. NAM is also 
statistically very powerful to identify QTLs for agriculturally relevant traits and to relate those 
QTLs to homolog and candidate genes in species (Edward et al., 2009), despite some 
disadvantages including several crosses, the lack of NAM populations coupled with a high cost. 
NAM combines the advantages and eliminates the disadvantages of linkage analysis and AM. 
NAM takes advantage of both old and recent recombination events, and requires low marker 
density, provides high allele richness and high mapping resolution, and has high statistical 
power, with none of the weaknesses of linkage analysis and AM (Yu et al., 2008; Michael et 
al., 2009).    
1.8.1.3 Bulked segregant analysis (BSA) 
BSA or selective genotyping is based on the comparison between two DNA bulks from 
a segregating population. Each of these bulks comprises DNA from individuals showing the 
extreme phenotypes (i.e. high or low) of the trait of interest (Becker et al., 2011). BSA has been 
used effectively, in conjunction with RFLP, RAPD and SSR markers, for mapping and tagging 
rice gall midge resistance genes (Bennett et al., 2004; Milton et al., 2007).  
A major limitation of BSA is that if the experiment is aimed at analysing a number of 
traits, then by selecting the extremes of each trait one would select most of the population and 
thus no reduction in genotyping can be obtained. BSA is thus most appropriate for the cases 
where only one trait is being analysed. This assertion is valid when BSA is applied to QTL 
detection (Darvasi, 1997).  
1.8.2 Mapping methods 
1.8.2.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
ANOVA is the simplest method among the QTL mapping methods.  It is sometimes 
called “marker regression” at the marker loci (Soller et al., 1976) and requires a backcross to 
compare the averages of the two marker genotype groups using T-statistic (Bailey, 1995). For 
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other types of crosses (such as the intercross), leading to more than two possible genotypes, a 
general form of ANOVA, which provides an F-statistic, is used (Broman, 2001). However, the 
ANOVA approach for QTL mapping has three important disadvantages: (1) QTL location and 
QTL effect are not separately estimated: QTL location is indicated only by markers that give 
the greatest differences between genotype group averages, and the apparent QTL effect at a 
marker is smaller than the true QTL effect because of recombination between the marker and 
the QTL; (2) The analysis does not accept individuals whose genotypes are missing at the 
marker and (3) When the markers are widely spaced, the QTL may be quite far from all other 
markers, therefore, the power for QTL detection decreases (Zeng, 1993; Broman, 2001). 
 1.8.2.2 From interval mapping to multiple interval mapping via composite interval 
mapping 
The concept of using genetic markers to map QTLs has been reported since 1923 (Sax, 
1923). With the advent of fine molecular techniques applicable to various organisms, the 
systematic mapping and analysis of individual QTL has been greatly facilitated.  
Interval mapping (IM) has been first developed by Lander and Botstein (1989) to 
overcome the three disadvantages of ANOVA at marker loci. It is currently the most used-
approach for QTL mapping and consists of using one marker interval at a time to construct a 
putative QTL by performing a likelihood ratio test at every position in the interval (Broman, 
2001). This approach of IM considers one QTL at a time so that QTL identification and 
estimation are biased when multiple QTLs are located in the same linkage group (Haley and 
Knott, 1992; Zeng, 1994). To deal with this, IM was combined with multiple regression 
analysis (Jansen, 1993; Zeng, 1994) and named as composite interval mapping (CIM). 
CIM consists of using a sub-set of markers loci as covariates to control other QTLs and 
to reduce the residual variance such that the test can be improved when testing for the putative 
QTL in an interval (Jansen and Stam, 1994). The key problem with CIM concerns the choice of 
suitable marker loci to serve as co-variates. Therefore, to have a more powerful and precise 
QTL detection technique, CIM was extended to a multiple QTL model for mapping multiple 
QTLs in a way that QTL is directly controlled to further improve QTL mapping (Broman, 
2001). This approach was termed as multiple interval mapping (MIM) by Kao et al. (1999). 
MIM uses multiple marker intervals simultaneously to fit multiple putative QTLs directly in the 
model for mapping QTL. 
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1.9 Heritability and genetic variability 
Heritability is the main measure of genetic variation in quantitative traits (Sabu et al., 
2009). The total variation of a trait in a population depend whether on genetic variation or 
environmental variation (Ahmad et al., 2008). Heritability is the proportion that is genetic, not 
environmental, out of that total. Heritability measures the genetic differences amongst 
individuals or the proportion of phenotypic variance due to genetic factors (Falconer and 
Mackay, 1996). It is not the fact of a trait to be inherited because if all individuals in the 
population inherit the same trait there is no genetic variation and therefore no heritability (Wray 
and Visscher, 2008). Values of heritability vary from 0 (none of the phenotypic variation in the 
population is genetic) to 1 (all of the phenotypic variation in the population is genetic). 
Heritability has never been determined for resistance to AfRGM. However, heritability 
has been estimated for many agromophological traits in rice. These traits include tillering 
ability, number of days to first heading, thousand grains weight, plant height and panicle 
length, (Panwar et al., 1997, Sarawgi et al., 2000; Gannamani, 2001; Sao, 2002 and Rita et al., 
2009). Moreover, narrow sense heritability has been estimated for penultimate leaf length, 
penultimate leaf width, flag leaf length, flag leaf width, ligule length, number of days to 
booting, number of days to maturity by Hoshikawa (1989), Moldenhauer et al. (1994), Gravois 
and Helms (1996), Wayne and Dilday (2003), Sabu et al. (2009) and Fahliani et al. (2010),   
1.9.1 Different types of heritability 
1.9.1.1 Broad-sense heritability 
 Broad-sense heritability is referred to as the proportion of a trait’s variation that is due 
to genetics (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006). It is symbolised as H
2
 (to indicate that the units of 
variance are squared) and is translated into mathematics as: H = VG / VT  
Because of wide variations in its values for the same traits, many plant breeders have found that 
it does not accurately reflect the results of selection experiments (Falconer, 1989). One of the 
major constraints of broad-sense heritability comes from grouping all genetic phenomena into a 
single VG factor which is paradoxically not directly or entirely inherited by an offspring from 
the parents. Genetic variance is split into additive genetic variance (VA) and dominance genetic 
variance (VD). VG = VA + VD (Sabu et al., 2009). Additive variance is the variance in a trait 
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that is due to the effects of each individual allele being added together, without any interactions 
with other alleles or genes (Falconer, 1989).  
Dominance variance is the variance that is due to interactions between alleles: synergy effects 
due to two alleles interacting to make the trait greater (or lesser) than the sum of the two alleles 
acting alone. Dominance variance also includes both interactions between alleles of the same 
gene and interactions between different genes, which is referred to as epistasis variance (Rojas 
and Sprague, 1952). Dominance variance is not directly inherited by offspring from parent. It is 
due to the interaction of genes from both parents within the individual, and only one allele 
being passed from each parent to the offspring (Falconer, 1989).  
1.9.1.2 Narrow-sense heritability 
Given that dominance variance is not predictable and does not affect the mean or 
variance of the offspring of a selection cross in a systematic fashion, additive genetic variance 
is the useful measurable variance left (Falconer, 1989). Breeders and other scientists therefore 
focus on narrow-sense heritability, h, as a measure of heritability: h = VA / VT , VT being the 
total variance.  
Narrow-sense heritability can also be calculated directly from breeding experiments (Ulrich, 
2007).  For this reason, it is also called “realised heritability” and its value as measured by 
selection experiments, is remarkably constant over many generations. Selection can be 
continued for many generations without apparently running out of genetic effect (Visser et al., 
2008).  
1.9.2 Measure of heritability 
A standard method for measuring narrow-sense heritability is a mid-parent offspring 
regression that consists of measuring the slope of the regression plot between the average trait 
values of the offspring of each family versus the average trait values of the two parents of each 
family (called the mid-parent value) (DeFries and Fulker, 1985). The principle that supports the 
test is that if the differences between the parents (first generation) are genetic, then they will be 




1.9.3 Advantages and limitations of the method 
The mid-parent offspring regression method is an easy way to estimate heritability but it 
is not perfect. Indeed, the trait under study should be normally distributed to fit regression 
analysis (DeFries and Fulker, 1985). Moreover, if parents and their offspring are in a similar 
environment that is different from other families, then parents and offspring may resemble each 
other for only environmental reasons. This is the case of higher heritability of the size of 
individuals, genetically the same, in the areas with good nutrients or poor nutrient (Hill et al., 
2008). The mid-parent offspring regression would overestimate heritability because of 
environmental similarities between parents and offspring (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).  
This problem could be overcome by raising the offspring of many families in constant 
environmental conditions (greenhouse) which is difficult to achieve. 
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Novel comparative methods for assessment of damage caused by African rice gall midge 
(AfRGM) under controlled conditions. 
Abstract 
Gene mapping relies on good phenotyping and subsequently on an efficient assessment of the 
damage, mainly when dealing with genes conferring resistance to insect pests. To develop an 
accurate method of assessing AfRGM damage during phenotyping, studies were initiated 
during the dry 2009 and wet 2010 seasons at the research station of the International institute of 
tropical agriculture (IITA)-Ibadan, to compare four methods of assessment of damage caused 
by AfRGM in three different plot sizes. The four methods included the International rice 
research institute (IRRI)’s Standard Evaluation System (SES) for rice and three methods based 
on resistance index (RI) assessment. Each plot contained 50, 100 and 150 test entries for the 
Small (24.4 m
2
), the Medium (48.8m
2
) and the Large (73.2 m
2
) plot sizes, respectively. The RI-
based assessments (RI-BA) were named RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 and differed in the 
computing of the percentage of tillers with galls on the resistant check variety. The RI-BA 
methods provided better evaluations of AfRGM damage than the SES method, regardless of the 
trial size. Within RI-BA methods, comparison based on the known reaction of ITA306 and 
TOS14519 (considered as control entries) against AfRGM showed that RI-BA2 was more 
accurate than RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 when the plot is large because it is the only assessment 
method which provides the reactions of the control entries. No significant difference was 
observed between the two novel methods, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3, when the plot size was small. 
However, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 provided better resistance estimates than RI-BA1.When the 
plot was of medium size, RI-BA2 was significantly better than RI-BA3, and RI-BA3 was 
significantly better than RI-BA1. The best method of assessing AfRGM damage was found to 
be RI-BA2, regardless of the plot size.  
Introduction 
With the development of molecular technologies, gene/Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping 
and tagging have become routine in many plant breeding laboratories. However, gene/QTL 
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mapping has some requirements that must be met for a good mapping resolution. Genetic 
mapping requires that the researcher:  
(1) Develops appropriate mapping population (Burr et al., 1988; He et al., 2001; Doerge, 
2002); 
(2) Decides on the sample size (a minimum of 200 individuals are required but the higher the 
number of individuals, the more precise is the mapping) (Ferreira et al., 2006) and the type of 
molecular marker(s) for genotyping the mapping population (Semagn et al., 2006a); 
(3) Genotype the mapping population (parents and progenies) after screening parents for 
marker polymorphism and then; 
(4) Perform linkage analyses (calculate pair-wise recombination frequencies between markers, 
establish linkage groups, estimate map distances, and determine map order) using statistical 
programmes (Semagn et al., 2006b).  
Mapping resolution also depends on the number of recombinants present in the mapping 
population (Jeuken et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 2002; Crane and Crane, 2005) and on the effect 
size of the QTL (Tanksley et al., 1995). The latter is frequently small, accounting for less than 
10% of the phenotypic variance for the majority of behavioural traits, so that high resolution 
mapping of such QTL requires many thousands of recombinants, meaning a larger mapping 
population (Tanksley et al., 1995, Valdar et al., 2003). Dealing with a large population also 
implies using appropriate experimental designs, such as an augmented design with randomised 
incomplete block to contain the whole population and deal with spatial variability (Stroup, 
2002). Augmented randomised incomplete block design is attractive for large population size 
management as it is space efficient due to non-replication of test entries. However, one of its 
major limitations is that each entry is evaluated on a single plot basis and is therefore prone to 
experimental error. Moreover, resistance to insect pests is usually quantitative, and, differential 
reactions are observed between resistant and moderately resistant varieties. In such a case, 
evaluating the test entries according to a reference entry (resistant or susceptible check) 
reaction is the best option of assessing the level of resistance or susceptibility. In assessment of 
damage caused by AfRGM, the Resistance Index (RI) has been proven to be more accurate 
than the Standard Evaluation System (SES) for rice as used by IRRI since 1986. In particular, 
RI takes environmental impact into account and mainly states the tested entries’ reaction 
relative to the check entries (Nwilene et al., 2002). However, calculation of the RI depends on 
the percentage of tiller infestation on a resistant check entry, which itself is subject to variation 
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across the trial and is therefore a source of result bias. Two approaches can be adopted to 
minimise this bias. The first consists of a controlled environment, implying the same 
availability of nutrient amount for each test entry. This can be achieved under greenhouse 
conditions. It also requires an equal population of midge throughout the trial. Apart from 
individual placement of larvae onto plants, these experimental conditions are impossible to 
realise when dealing with hundreds of test entries. The second solution is to assess AfRGM 
damage on the test entries with reference to a check entry grown in their vicinity, or by 
considering two checks that delimit an area in which the test entries are grown, in order to 
calculate the percentage tiller infestation of the check entry. This aspect of calculating the RI is 
the object of the present study. Four methods of AfRGM damage assessment, including the 
IRRI’s SES for rice scores, and three methods based on RI assessment, were compared to 
record the accuracy of each method according to plot size.      
2-1 Materials and method 
2-1-1 Plant material 
The plant material consisted of 649 F3 families derived from a cross between ITA306 (a popular 
cultivar released by the IITA) and TOS14519 (an Oryza sativa subsp. japonica landrace from 
the Gambia). ITA306 and TOS14519 are susceptible and resistant to the AfRGM, respectively. 
2-1-2 Development of the screening population 
To efficiently assess damage caused by AfRGM, data records were made on 20 hills of each of 
the F3 families. Validated F1 plants were advanced by self-pollination to the F2 in greenhouses. 
In order to break dormancy, harvested seeds from individual F1 plants were first kept in the 
incubator for 14 days at 40
o
C, then some seeds were dehulled manually before seeding. Naked 
F1 seeds were first pre-germinated in petri dishes or in vitro. Three-week old seedlings were 
transplanted into 12-litre plastic buckets 3/4-filled with paddy soil, at the rate of one seedling per 
bucket. Daily watering was done until plant maturity.  
Six hundred and forty nine F2 seeds from one single F2 plant were advanced by self-
pollination to generate 649 F3 families. One gram, each of N, P2O5 and K2O was added to each 
pot at transplanting, using NPK 15-15-15 as source. The pots were hand-weeded whenever 
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necessary. At maturity, when each panicle ripened, F2 individual plants were harvested 
separately and numbered for evaluation as F3 families. 
2-1-3 Phenotyping 
2-1-3-1 Insect rearing 
AfRGM insect culture was maintained on plants of the susceptible variety, ITA306. Planting was 
done in seed boxes and was timed to coincide the plant age for infestation with emergence of 
adult midges from the culture plants. Culture plants of five weeks bearing three-week old adult 
midges were transplanted to the screenhouse just prior to the transplanting of test entry.  
2-1-3-2 Paddy greenhouse screening 
The experiment was conducted between January and August 2010 at AfricaRice-Ibadan, hosted 
by the IITA-Ibadan station. Seeds for the entries were sown on a nursery bed. The F3 families 
were transplanted, 14 days after seeding (DAS) in a paddy screenhouse, in a 2-m row with a 
space of 0.20 m within and between rows, with the two parents involved in the cross as a check 
after every 10 entries. The experimental plot was flanked by an infestation band comprising five 
rows of ITA306, also used as susceptible check. The equivalent of 40 kg each of N, P2O5 and 
K2O per ha was applied at transplanting using NPK 15-15-15. Another 40 kg N/ha was applied at 
21 days after transplanting, using urea. The plots were hand-weeded at 21 and 40 days after 
transplanting. The experimental design was an augmented design with 2 checks, replicated every 
ten lines.  
2-1-4 Performing the phenotyping evaluation 
Considering the large number of individuals in the F3 families (649 excluding the checks), the 
uncertainty of guaranteeing an even attack of the midge on each individual plant and the 
difficulty of producing enough larvae to initiate larval infestation, resistant individuals were 
involved in a second screening with favourable pest-occurrence conditions to confirm the initial 
phenotyping and the level of resistance. This experiment was slightly modified from the first. 
The modifications included: (1) the infestation band was densely transplanted, (2) the experiment 
was conducted from April to July 2010 which is the rainy and hot period, and (3) the reduction 
of the distance between rows from 0.20 m to 0.18 m to increase the density of the planting. 
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2-1-5 Assessment of damage caused by AfRGM 
Damage caused by AfRGM was assessed according to four different methods including the 
SES for rice and three Resistance Index-Based Assessments (RI-BA) namely RI-BA1, RI-BA2 
and RI-BA3. Damage assessment on both F2 populations and F3 families was made for only the 
RI-BA methods. Because of AfRGM assessment on 20 hills by SES, only the F3 generation 
which has many seeds per family was involved. 
2-1-5-1 Damage assessment according to IRRI’s Standard Evaluation System (SES)  
 Tiller damage levels were usually expressed as scores between the values of 0 and 9, according to 
the SES for rice (IRRI, 1986) as shown below (Table 2-1). Galls were counted on all the 20 hills 
in each row, 45 and 70 days after transplanting. Percentage tiller infestation was computed using 
the following formula:   
 Number of infested tillers 
Infested tiller percentage =                                                    x 100 
 Total number of tillers  
 
 Table 2-1: Assessment of damage by AfRGM according to IRRI’s SES (IRRI, 1986)  
Score Percentage tiller damage Rating (reaction) 
0 No damage Highly resistant or immune 
1 Less than 1% Resistant 
3 1-5% Moderately resistant 
5 6-10% Moderately susceptible 
7 11-25% Susceptible 
9 Above 25% Highly susceptible 
2-1-5-2 Damage assessment according to RI-BA1 
The SES does not take into account the impact of the environment, and it does not adjust the 
test entries’ reaction relative to the check. Nwilene et al. (2002) proposed, therefore, to assess 
damage using an RI that provides a more sensitive measure of resistance because, unlike the 
SES score, it takes into account variations in AfRGM population pressures in different trials 




                    % of tillers with galls on test entry  
                              RI-BA1=                                                          x 100 
             % of tillers with galls on resistant check variety  
Where % of tillers with gall on resistant check variety is the mean of tillers with gall on 
resistant check across the whole trial as a percentage. 
2-1-5-3 Damage assessment according to RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 
The RI-BA1 method of AfRGM damage assessment described above did not take into account 
plot scale variations in AfRGM population pressures within the overall trial. To cater for this, 
the RI was computed using an interval mean value or zone value of the resistant check variety, 
to compute the percentage of tillers with galls on resistant check variety in each block or zone 
instead of its mean value, across the whole trial. Interval mean value (IMV) is the mean value 
of two lines of the resistant check varieties separated by 10 rows of test entry lines. Zone values 
(ZV) are the percentage tiller infestations of the resistant check replicated after every ten lines 
of test entries. The Mean value (MV) of the resistant check variety is its percentage mean 


























Figure 2-2: Top view of the schematic diagram of the experimental plot used for phenotyping 
RI-BA1 is calculated for E1-E23 using the mean value of 1P1, 2P1 and 3P1. RI-BA2 is calculated 
for E1-E5, E6-E15 and E16-E20 using the zone value of 1P1, 2P1 and 3P1 respectively. RI-BA3 is 
calculated for E1-E10 and E11-E20 using the interval mean value of 1P1-2P1 and 2P1-3P1 
respectively.  
 
Zone value = Individual PI of 1P1, 2P1, ……. and nP1 
 
Interval mean value =                                             
 
Mean value =  
 
Where n = number of check entry, PI=Percent infestation, E=entry, P=parent 
For each of the RI-BA, the index is 0 if there are no galls on the test entry, less than 1 if the test 
entry is more resistant than the resistant check, and more than 1 if the test entry is less resistant 
than the check (Williams, 1998).  
PI of 1P1 + PI of 2P1 
2 




2-1-6 Validation of the most accurate method  
The principle of the validation process relies on the comparison of one variety (A) to itself. The 
null hypothesis Ho to test is then A=A. Conclusions such as A is equal to A or A is different 
from A will accept or reject Ho, respectively. The experiment was conducted based only on the 
assessment of varieties with known reactions against gall midge (resistance or susceptible). 
TOS14519 and ITA306 were used as tested entries and also as resistant and susceptible checks, 
respectively. The methods were compared based on whether they confirmed the assumption of 
the identical resistance or susceptibility of the entries. Three plot sizes were tested based on the 
space available in the tunnel paddy screenhouse. Each plot contained 50, 100 and 150 test entries 
(checks not included), respectively, for the Small (12.2m x 2m), Medium (24.4m x 2m) and 
Large (36.6m x 2m) plot sizes. 
 
2-1-7 Statistical analyses 
Data on percentage tiller and hill infestations were transformed prior to statistical analyses, to 
convert the data to a normal distribution:   
(1)  Data with a range of 30% to 70% were not transformed; (2) When all data were in the 
range between 0% and 50% or between 50% and 100%, the square root transformation was 
used; (3) For data that did not belong to any of the aforementioned ranges, the Arcsin 
transformation was used. RI and disease incidence were calculated using MS Excel 2009 and 
their values were adjusted to two decimal places (Gomez and Gomez (1984).   
2-2 Results  
2-2-1 Damage assessment according to SES method 
For consistency with the three Resistance Index-Based assessment methods, SES ratings were 
converted either into resistant or susceptible varieties. The phenotypes highly resistant (HR), 
resistant (R) and moderately resistant (MR) were considered as resistant with reference to the 
resistant check TOS14519. The remaining phenotypes including moderately susceptible (MS), 
susceptible (S) and highly susceptible (HS) were designated as susceptible. Of the 649 entries 
tested, 72 were considered resistant by all the four methods considered altogether (Table 2-2). 
For SES, 62 (1HR, 6 R and 55 MR) entries were rated resistant with an infestation rate ranging 
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from 0% (Line 49) to 5.4% (Lines 604, 55, 35 and 570) with a mean percentage value of 3%. 
The disease incidence was, however, high with Lines 79, 582 and 604 with rate above 50%. 
The mean value for SES was 25.1% with extreme values of 0 and 63 % for Lines 49 and 604, 
respectively (Table 2-2 last column first part). Amongst the 62 classified as resistant by SES, 
29, 27 and 27 lines were not resistant with the RI-BA1, RI-BA3 and RI-BA2 methods, 
respectively. 
When considering the RI methods, 24 lines classified as resistant with the SES method were 
not resistant with any of the three RI methods, while 27 appeared resistant with all three RI 
methods. Twelve entries rated resistant either with one (RI-BA1 or RI-BA2 or RI-BA3) or two 
(RI-BA1 and RI-BA2 or RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 or RI-BA2 and RI-BA3) of the three RI methods 
(Table 2-3). 
Apart from Line 49 which ranked first in all methods (Table 2-2, first line), the other entries 
considered resistant did not show the same ranking throughout the methods. Lines 484 and 546, 


















 respectively with SES, RI-BA2, RI-BA3 and RI-BA1 for the latter (Table 2-
2 line 5). 
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49 9.46 8.95 6.32 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.0  593 2.74 1.67 1.79 1.74 - 1.14 - 1.87 - 3.13 31 15.0 
234 10.06 9.77 6.32 0.21 3 0.13 2 0.13 2 1.31 12 15.0  183 3.57 2.85 1.79 2.38 - 1.20 - 1.50 - 4.28 46 31.6 
565 2.74 1.67 1.79 0.40 10 0.26 3 0.42 13 0.71 5 5.0  125 3.57 2.1 1.79 2.38 - 1.20 - 2.04 - 4.28 47 45.0 
484 1.99 2.37 1.79 0.33 6 0.30 4 0.25 5 0.59 3 5.0  328 2.13 2.06 1.79 1.53 - 1.29 - 1.33 - 2.75 25 20.0 
546 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.13 2 0.31 5 0.18 3 0.85 7 10.0  305 4.84 4.45 6.32 1.00 37 1.31 - 1.42 - 6.33 - 26.3 
181 3.57 2.85 1.79 0.62 19 0.31 6 0.39 10 1.12 10 10.0  191 5.04 7.25 6.32 1.11 - 1.40 - 0.97 35 7.03 - 40.0 
204 2.13 2.85 1.79 0.39 9 0.33 7 0.24 4 0.69 4 5.6  535 2.74 2.37 1.79 2.13 - 1.40 - 1.62 - 3.83 42 20.0 
331 13.41 12.84 6.32 0.69 22 0.33 8 0.34 9 4.39 48 25.0  442 1.99 2.06 1.79 1.70 - 1.54 - 1.48 - 3.06 29 25.0 
464 9.48 10.87 6.32 0.50 14 0.33 9 0.29 6 3.15 32 15.0  138 2.94 1.69 1.61 2.84 - 1.55 - 2.70 - 4.57 51 46.2 
87 9.46 7.25 6.32 0.57 17 0.38 10 0.49 18 3.57 40 30.0  543 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.70 23 1.62 - 0.95 34 4.40 49 40.0 
443 13.41 10.19 6.32 0.82 29 0.39 11 0.51 19 5.19 57 30.0  407 1.99 2.06 1.79 1.81 - 1.64 - 1.58 - 3.25 34 25.0 
412 6.52 4.62 6.32 0.40 11 0.39 12 0.55 21 2.55 22 25.0  447 1.99 2.06 1.79 1.83 - 1.65 - 1.59 - 3.28 35 45.0 
613 7.43 6.23 6.32 0.52 15 0.44 13 0.53 20 3.29 36 25.0  582 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.75 25 1.75 - 1.03 36 4.75 52 55.0 
606 2.74 1.67 1.79 0.70 24 0.46 14 0.75 27 1.25 11 5.0  299 2.13 2.06 1.79 2.13 - 1.80 - 1.86 - 3.83 43 35.0 
381 1.68 1.87 1.61 0.48 12 0.46 15 0.42 11 0.78 6 10.0  632 0.59 1.67 1.79 0.61 18 1.85 - 0.65 23 1.09 8 10.0 
34 6.97 7.70 6.32 0.55 16 0.50 16 0.45 14 3.45 39 25.0  599 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.80 28 1.86 - 1.10 - 5.07 55 50.0 
587 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.24 4 0.56 17 0.33 7 1.51 14 15.0  411 1.68 0.84 1.61 2.01 - 1.93 - 3.86 - 3.24 33 45.0 
527 1.99 2.37 1.79 0.62 20 0.56 18 0.47 16 1.12 9 5.0  570 2.74 2.37 1.79 3.00 - 1.97 - 2.28 - 5.39 62 30.0 
192 5.04 7.25 6.32 0.48 13 0.61 19 0.42 12 3.06 28 25.0  418 1.68 0.84 1.61 2.10 - 2.02 - 4.04 - 3.38 38 35.0 
557 2.74 2.37 1.79 1.01 38 0.66 20 0.76 29 1.81 16 15.8  598 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.89 32 2.06 - 1.21 - 5.60 - 45.0 
120 3.57 2.1 1.79 1.42 - 0.71 21 1.21 - 2.55 23 25.0  503 1.99 2.37 1.79 2.48 - 2.24 - 1.88 - 4.46 50 15.0 
83 6.97 7.70 6.32 0.80 27 0.73 22 0.66 24 5.05 54 25.0  517 2.84 2.84 6.32 1.03 40 2.29 - 2.29 - 6.49 - 10.0 
150 10.06 9.77 6.32 1.16 - 0.73 23 0.75 28 7.32 - 35.0  228 2.63 2.63 6.32 0.96 34 2.30 - 2.30 - 6.06 - 20.0 
585 2.74 1.67 1.79 1.13 - 0.74 24 1.21 - 2.03 18 15.8  637 0.59 1.67 1.79 0.80 26 2.41 - 0.86 32 1.43 13 15.0 
107 3.57 2.1 1.79 1.47 - 0.74 25 1.26 - 2.64 24 20.0  604 2.14 1.07 1.61 3.34 - 2.51 - 5.03 - 5.37 59 63.6 
298 5.56 7.00 6.32 0.65 21 0.74 26 0.59 22 4.14 44 25.0  372 1.99 2.06 1.79 2.80 - 2.53 - 2.44 - 5.03 53 20.0 
55 6.97 7.70 6.32 0.85 30 0.77 27 0.70 25 5.38 60 42.1  408 2.44 4.06 6.32 1.03 39 2.66 - 1.60 - 6.48 - 35.0 
567 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.34 7 0.78 28 0.46 15 2.12 19 30.0  82 0.63 2.1 1.79 1.00 36 2.87 - 0.85 31 1.79 15 20.0 
18 6.97 7.70 6.32 0.90 33 0.81 29 0.74 26 5.66 - 40.0  648 0.59 1.67 1.79 1.06 - 3.23 - 1.14 - 1.91 17 15.0 
578 2.72 4.62 6.32 0.36 8 0.83 30 0.49 17 2.27 20 25.0  28 0.63 2.1 1.79 1.73 - 4.98 - 1.48 - 3.11 30 26.3 
366 6.52 4.62 6.32 0.98 35 0.95 31 1.35 - 6.23 - 50.0  631 0.59 1.67 1.79 1.86 - 5.63 - 2.00 - 3.33 37 25.0 
647 0.59 1.67 1.79 0.32 5 0.96 32 0.34 8 0.57 2 5.0  109 0.63 2.1 1.79 2.12 - 6.10 - 1.81 - 3.81 41 33.3 
35 5.56 5.68 6.32 0.85 31 0.97 33 0.95 33 5.38 61 45.0  74 0.45 1.69 1.61 1.81 - 6.49 - 1.73 - 2.92 27 30.0 
601 2.74 1.67 1.79 1.57 - 1.03 34 1.68 - 2.81 26 15.0  643 0.59 1.67 1.79 2.38 - 7.21 - 2.56 - 4.27 45 33.3 
605 7.43 6.23 6.32 1.22 - 1.03 35 1.23 - 7.69 - 40.0  634 0.59 1.67 1.79 2.91 - 8.84 - 3.13 - 5.23 58 25.0 
286 2.13 2.85 1.79 1.33 - 1.12  0.84 30 2.39 21 33.3  79 0.45 1.69 1.61 3.20 - 11.45 - 3.05 - 5.16 56 55.0 




Table 2-3: SES method resistant lines distribution according to various combinations of the other methods of damage assessment 
 
Non-resistant with Resistant with Resistant with  Non-resistant with 


















648 418 125 28 648 109 28 192 464 601 34 484 34 443 34 464 34 443 34 443 34 443 74 593 
585 109 138 74 585 535 34 204 484 604 35 527 35 464 35 484 35 464 35 464 35 464 138 503 
286 535 183 79 120 299 35 234 503 606 49 543 49 484 49 527 49 484 49 484 49 484 79 631 
120 299 286 82 107 643 49 286 527 613 55 546 55 527 55 543 55 527 55 527 55 527 411 125 
107 643 299 109 328 183 55 298 535 631 82 557 83 546 82 546 83 546 83 546 83 546 418 570 
328 183 328 372 601 125 74 299 543 632 83 565 87 557 83 557 87 557 87 557 87 557 604 372 
601 125 407 418 74 503 79 328 546 634 87 567 107 565 87 565 181 565 181 565 181 565 648 643 
74 503 411 503 442 138 82 331 557 637 181 578 120 567 181 567 192 567 192 567 192 567 328 634 
442 138 442 570 28 372 83 372 565 643 192 582 181 578 192 578 204 578 204 578 204 578 28   
28 372 447 604 593 599 87 381 567 647 204 587 192 585 204 582 234 587 234 587 234 587 442   
593 79 535 631 411 79 107 407 570 648 234 599 204 587 234 587 298 606 298 606 298 606 183   
411 634 543 634 407 634 109 411 578   298 606 234 601 286 606 331 613 331 613 331 613 407   
407 604 582 637 447 604 120 412 582   331 613 298 606 298 613 381 647 381 647 381 647 447   
447 570 593 643 631 570 125 418 585   381 632 331 613 331 632 412 543 412   412  535   
631   599 648 418  138 442 587   412 637 381 647 381 637            109   
    632      181 443 593   443 647 412   412 647            299   
            183 447 599   464       443                  







2-2-2 Damage assessment according to RI-BA1 
Table 2-4 depicted 40 lines, accounting for 6.16% of the total of 649 test entries, to be Resistant 
with the RI-BA1 assessment. Among them eight, seven and eleven entries were not rated 
Resistant by the SES, RI-BA3 and RI-BA2 methods, respectively. In addition, six (Lines 39, 
228, 305, 408, 517 and 598) of them were rated Resistant only with the RI-BA1 method while 
27 were constantly rated Resistant by the three other methods considered together. Lines 599 
and 366, rated by RI-BA1 as Resistant, were not considered to be Resistant by both RI-BA2 
and RI-BA3 and by both SES and RI-BA3. 
  
Table 2-4: RI-BA1 method: distribution of resistant and susceptible lines relative to the other 
methods of evaluation. 




















SES RI-BA2 RI-BA3 RI-BA1 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 
18 
191 82 228 
49 412 298 35 234 464 587 567 546 565 181 83 
228 228 305 546 381 331 598 565 87 527 18 234 412 527 443 
305 305 366 234 192 543 18 484 443 192 578 587 381 298 55 
366 408 517 587 464 606 228 546 412 557 366 647 192 331 35 
408 598 598 647 613 582 366 181 613 83 647 484 464 543 18 
598 517 599 484 34 637 82 204 606 298 35 567 613 606 82 
517 543 408 567 87 83 305 331 381 55  578 34 582 557 
 582  578 632 599 557     204 87 637  












Total 8 11 7 40 27 33 
 
2-2-3 Damage assessment according to RI-BA2 
Thirty five entries, accounting for 5.39 % of the test entries, rated Resistant according to RI-
BA2. Six (17.14%), 6 (17.14%) and 4 (11.43%) of them did not rate Resistant with RI-BA1, 
RI-BA2 and SES respectively, while 27 were also depicted as Resistant by all the other 
methods. Each of the resistant lines was either rated as Resistant by one or two, if not by all the 





Table 2-5: RI-BA2 method: distribution of resistant and susceptible lines relative to the other 
methods of evaluation. 
  
Susceptible with Resistant with 





















18 150 585 49 331 606 120 55 647 234 331 578 55 
366 585 107 234 464 381 83 567 35 546 181 87 18 
605 107 366 565 87 34 150 18 601 204 381 443 606 
150  601 601 484 443 587 585 578 605 484 192 613 150 
  605 605 546 412 527 107 366  464 565 412 557 
  120  120  181 613 192 298  587 34 34 35 
      204  557   647 567 567  
Total 4 6 6 35 27 
 
2-2-4 Damage assessment according to RI-BA3 
Table 2-6 shows that 36 lines, representing 5.55% of the total test entries, rated Resistant 
according to RI-BA3. However, 8.33% (3 lines), 19.44% (7 lines) and 8.33% (3 lines) of them 
did not rate Resistant with RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and SES, respectively, while 27 were consistently 
assessed as Resistant by all the three other methods. Like RI-BA2, each of the resistant lines 
was either rated as resistant by one or two, if not by all the other methods of damage 
assessment. 
 
Table 2-6: RI-BA3 method resistant lines distribution of resistant and susceptible lines relative 
to the other methods of evaluation. 
  
Susceptible with Resistant with 





















18 150 286 49 587 34 613 606 35 
150 191 82 234 647 567 412 150 543 
191 286 637 546 331 527 298 557 191 
    543 204 181 578 632 286 582 
    191 484 381 87 83 82 565 
    
582 
632 
464 192 443 55 637 18 
Total 
 





2-2-5 Comparison of AfRGM damage assessment methods according to plot size 
2-2-5-1 Comparison of RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 methods using small plot size 
For small plot size, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 showed no difference for resistance checking. Of the 
six tested entries, only one rated differently from TOS14519. However, both mentioned 
methods were different from RI-BA1, which rated two entries either identical to TOS14519, 
less resistant, or more resistant than TOS14519 (Table 2-7).  
 





TOS14519 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 RI-BA1 
PI ZV IMV MV RI Rating RI Rating RI Rating 
10.1 4.84 4.84 4.4 4.97 1 IT 1 IT 1 IT 
20.1 4.05 4.05 2.0 4.97 1 IT 2 LRT 1 IT 
30.1 8.43 8.43 7.1 4.97 1 IT 1 IT 2 LRT 
40.1 1.41 1.41 1.5 4.97 1 IT 1 IT 0 MRT 
50.1 1.64 1.64 1.4 4.97 1 IT 1 IT 0 MRT 
60.1 9.46 9.46 7.2 4.97 1 IT 1 IT 2 LRT 
ZV = Zone value, IMV = Interval mean value, MV=Mean value, RI = Resistance index, PI = Percent infestation, 
IT = Identical to TOS14519, LRT = Less resistant than TOS14519, MRT = More resistant than TOS14519 
 
Table 2-8 shows the same trend with ITA306 for susceptibility evaluation, with the exception 
that RI-BA1 rated only one entry equivalent to ITA306. Among the remaining five tested 
entries, four were rated more susceptible and one, more resistant than ITA306. Apart from one 
entry, which was rated more resistant than ITA306 by RI-BA3, the others were rated identical 
to ITA306 by RI-BA3 and RI-BA2. 
 
Table 2-8: Comparison of the RI-BA methods of susceptibility evaluation when using a small 
plot size 
Entry No 
ITA306 RI-BA3 RI-BA1 RI-BA2 
PI ZV IMV MV SI Rating SI  Rating SI Rating 
10.1 43.9 43.9 47.5 54.3 0.8 MRI 0.9 MRI 1 II 
20.1 57.3 57.3 59.8 54.5 1.0 II 1.0 MSI 1 II 
30.1 62.2 62.2 59.6 54.5 1.0 II 1.1 MSI 1 II 
40.1 57.0 57.0 58.0 54.5 1.0 II 1.0 II 1 II 
50.1 59.1 59.1 59.6 54.5 1.0 II 1.1 MSI 1 II 
60.1 60.1 60.1 59.6 54.5 1.0 II 1.1 MSI 1 II 
PI = Percent infestation, SI = Susceptibility index, II = Identical to ITA306, MSI = More susceptible than ITA306, 




2-2-5-2 Comparison of RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 methods using a medium plot size 
For resistance evaluation, when entries were laid in a medium sized plot, a clear difference was 
noticed between the three RI-BA methods. Only RI-BA2 rated the tested entries consistently 
identical to TOS14519. Both RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 only rated two entries as similar to 
TOS14519. However, although six and five entries were identical to TOS14519 respectively 
with RI-BA3 and RI-BA1, the entries were not rated the same, and therefore distinguished the 
methods. For RI-BA3, three and two entries were rated less resistant and more resistant than 
TOS14519, respectively, while RI-BA1 rated two and four entries less resistant and more 
resistant than TOS14519 (Table 2-9).  
 






TOS14519 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 RI-BA1 
PI ZV IMV MV RI  Rating RI Rating RI Rating 
10.1 4.84 4.84 4.4 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 1  IT 
20.1 4.05 4.05 2.0 3.9 1.0  IT 2  LRT 1  IT 
30.1 8.43 8.43 7.1 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 2 LRT 
40.1 1.41 1.41 1.5 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 0 MRT 
50.1 1.64 1.64 1.4 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 0 MRT 
60.1 9.46 9.46 7.2 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 2 LRT 
70.1 0.01 0.01 2.8 3.9 1.0  IT 0 MRT 0 MRT 
80.1 5.68 5.68 4.1 3.9 1.0  IT 1  IT 1  IT 
90.1 2.44 2.44 1.2 3.9 1.0  IT 2 LRT 1  IT 
100.1 0.01 0.01 2.6 3.9 1.0  IT 0 MRT 0 MRT 
110.1 5.26 5.26 2.6 3.9 1.0  IT 2 LRT 1 IT 
ZV = Zone value, IMV = Interval mean value, MV=Mean value, RI = Resistance index, PI = Percent infestation, 
IT = Identical to TOS14519, LRT = Less resistant than TOS14519, MRT = More resistant than TOS14519 
 
In Table 2-10, susceptibility evaluation by the RI-BA2 method rated all the eleven tested 
entries as identical to ITA306 and conversely, RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 rated only four and seven 
entries to be the same as ITA306, respectively, confirming the superior accuracy of the RI-BA2 
method over RI-BA3 and RI-BA3 over RI-BA1. With RI-BA1, three and four entries were 
rated as more resistant and more susceptible than ITA306, respectively, while RI-BA3 
evaluated three entries as more resistant and one entry as more susceptible. Three entries were 
rated by both RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 as identical to ITA306, while three others were rated as 





Table 2-10: Comparison of the RI-BA methods of susceptibility evaluation when using a 




ITA306 RI-BA1 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 
PI ZV IMV MV SI  Rating SI Rating SI Rating 
10.1 43.94 43.9 47.5 54.5 0.9 MRI 1.0 II 0.8 MRI 
20.1 57.26 57.3 59.8 54.5 1.0 MSI 1.0 II 1.0 II 
30.1 62.25 62.2 59.6 54.5 1.1 MSI 1.0 II 1.0 II 
40.1 56.96 57.0 58.0 54.5 1.0 II 1.0 II 1.0 II 
50.1 59.05 59.1 59.6 54.5 1.1 MSI 1.0 II 1.0 II 
60.1 60.06 60.1 59.6 54.5 1.1 MSI 1.0 II 1.0 II 
70.1 43.94 43.9 47.5 54.5 0.8 MRI 1.0 II 0.9 MRI 
80.1 51.06 51.1 44.7 54.5 0.9 II 1.0 II 1.1 MSI 
90.1 38.26 38.3 46.7 54.5 0.7 MRI 1.0 II 0.8 MRI 
100.1 55.24 55.2 54.9 54.5 1.0 II 1.0 II 1.0 II 
110.1 54.64 54.6 55.7 54.5 1.0 II 1.0 II 1.0 II 
PI = Percent infestation, SI = Susceptibility index, II = Identical to ITA306, MSI = More susceptible than ITA306, 
MRI = More resistant than ITA306 
2-2-5-3 Comparison of RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 methods when using a large plot 
size. 
In Table 2-11 similar outcomes appear, as those observed for the small and the medium plot 
results. RI-BA2 again ranked the test entries consistently as similar to TOS14519 or ITA306, 
respectively, for resistance and susceptibility. However, with resistance evaluation, the 
differences between methods were more pronounced. Of the 34 entries that rated identical to 
TOS14519, 12 and 18 were rated identical to TOS14519 by RI-BA1 and RI-BA3, respectively. 
However, when they were considered together, RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 methods rated only 6 
entries as identical to TOS14519. With RI-BA1, 13 entries were designated as more resistant 
than TOS14519 while 9 others as less resistant than TOS14519. With the RI-BA3 method, 8 















TOS14519 RI-BA1 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 
PI ZV IMV MV RI Rating RI Rating RI Rating 
10.1 4.84 4.84 4.4 4.5 1.1 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
20.1 4.05 4.05 2.0 4.5 0.9 IT  1.0 IT 2 LRT 
30.1 8.43 8.43 7.1 4.5 1.9 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
40.1 1.41 1.41 1.5 4.5 0.3 MRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
50.1 1.64 1.64 1.4 4.5 0.4 MRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
60.1 9.46 9.46 7.2 4.5 2.1 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
70.1 0.01 0.01 2.8 4.5 0.0 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT 
80.1 5.68 5.68 4.1 4.5 1.3 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
90.1 2.44 2.44 1.2 4.5 0.5 IT  1.0 IT 2 LRT 
100.1 0.01 0.01 2.6 4.5 0.0 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
110.1 5.26 5.26 2.6 4.5 1.2 IT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
120.1 0.01 0.01 2.1 4.5 0.0 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
130.1 4.11 4.11 2.1 4.5 0.9 IT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
140.1 0.01 0.01 5.0 4.5 0.0 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
150.1 10.06 10.06 9.8 4.5 2.2 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
160.1 9.48 9.48 10.9 4.5 2.1 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
170.1 12.26 12.26 12.8 4.5 2.7 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
180.1 13.41 13.41 10.2 4.5 3.0 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
190.1 6.97 6.97 7.7 4.5 1.6 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
200.1 0.01 0.01 0.7 4.5 0.0 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
210.1 5.81 5.81 5.7 4.5 1.3 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
220.1 5.56 5.56 7.0 4.5 1.2 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
230.1 8.44 8.44 9.0 4.5 1.9 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
240.1 1.10 1.10 0.6 4.5 0.2 MRT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
250.1 5.04 5.04 6.2 4.5 1.1 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
260.1 7.43 7.43 7.0 4.5 1.7 LRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
270.1 6.52 6.52 4.6 4.5 1.5 IT  1.0 IT 1 LRT  
280.1 2.72 2.72 1.6 4.5 0.6 IT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
290.1 0.45 0.45 1.7 4.5 0.1 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
300.1 2.94 2.94 2.5 4.5 0.7 IT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
310.1 2.07 2.07 1.9 4.5 0.5 MRT  1.0 IT 1 IT 
320.1 1.68 1.68 1.1 4.5 0.4 MRT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
330.1 0.54 0.54 1.3 4.5 0.1 MRT  1.0 IT 0 MRT  
340.1 2.14 2.14 1.3 4.5 0.5 MRT  1.0 IT 2 LRT  
ZV = Zone value, IMV = Interval mean value, MV=Mean value, RI = Resistance index, PI = Percent infestation, 
IT = Identical to TOS14519, LRT = Less resistant than TOS14519, MRT = More resistant than TOS14519 
 
With susceptibility evaluation, among the 34 tested entries listed in Table 2-12 and ranked 
identical to ITA306 by RI-BA2, 9 and 15 entries were not rated identical to ITA306 by RI-BA1 
and RI-BA3, respectively. Surprisingly, 9 entries located at the end of the trial (bold entries in 




remaining, were rated either more resistant (7 entries) or more susceptible (8 entries) than 
ITA306 by the three methods together. Of these 15 progenies, 5 and 1 entries were rated more 
resistant and more susceptible than ITA306 by RI-BA3 and RI-BA1, respectively. When all the 
three methods were considered together, 17 entries were rated as similar to ITA306. 
  
2-2-6 Validation of the most accurate method among the RI-BA methods 
For the validation, TOS14519 was used as a test entry and as the resistant check for resistance 
evaluation and ITA306 was used as a test entry and as the susceptible check for susceptibility 
evaluation. Both TOS14519 and ITA306 were ranked equally resistant and susceptible to the 
test entry only by RI-BA2, consistently across the plot sizes. The RI value consistently equalled 
1, meaning that the test entry and the resistant check had exactly the same reaction, and 
therefore confirmed the Ho hypothesis, A=A. Only one type of reaction was observed with RI-
BA2, whereas RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 displayed three types. RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 ranked 
TOS14519 and ITA306 either equally resistant/susceptible (RI=1), or less resistant/susceptible 
























ITA306 RI-BA1 RI-BA2 RI-BA3 
PI ZV IMV MV SI Rating SI Rating SI Rating 
10 43.94 43.9 47.5 54.3 0.8 MRI 1.0 II  0.9 MRI 
20 57.26 57.3 59.8 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II  
30 62.25 62.2 59.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
40 56.96 57.0 58.0 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
50 59.05 59.1 59.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
60 60.06 60.1 59.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
70 43.94 43.9 47.5 54.5 0.9 MRI 1.0 II  0.8 MRI  
80 51.06 51.1 44.7 54.5 1.1 LRI  1.0 II  0.9 MRI 
90 38.26 38.3 46.7 54.5 0.8 MRI  1.0 II  0.7 MRI  
100 55.24 55.2 54.9 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
110 54.64 54.6 55.7 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
120 56.73 56.7 54.4 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II  
130 52.07 52.1 50.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
140 49.17 49.2 54.8 54.5 0.9 MRI  1.0 II  0.9 MRI  
150 60.48 60.5 59.4 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
160 58.27 58.3 58.0 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
170 57.78 57.8 55.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.1 LRI  
180 53.47 53.5 53.6 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
190 53.68 53.7 53.8 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
200 53.91 53.9 58.8 54.5 0.9 MRI  1.0 II  1.0 II 
210 63.64 63.6 60.1 54.5 1.1 LRI  1.0 II  1.2 LRI  
220 56.48 56.5 54.5 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 LRI  
230 52.59 52.6 53.3 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
240 54.04 54.0 53.5 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
250 52.92 52.9 53.4 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
260 53.85 53.8 53.7 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
270 53.48 53.5 54.2 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
280 54.94 54.9 54.9 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
290 54.77 54.8 54.5 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
300 54.22 54.2 52.2 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
310 50.21 50.2 52.2 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  0.9 MRI  
320 54.21 54.2 55.3 54.5 1.0 II  1.0 II  1.0 II 
330 56.31 56.3 49.4 54.5 1.1 LRI  1.0 II  1.0 II 
340 42.47 42.5 54.1 54.5 0.8 MRI  1.0 II  0.8 MRI  
 PI = Percent infestation, SI = Susceptibility index, II = Identical to ITA306, LRI = Less resistant than ITA306, 






2-3 Discussion  
Using four different resistant evaluation methods: SES, RI-BA1, RI-BA2 and RI-BA2, resulted 
in four discrete sets of results, which indicate that these methods were different from each 
other. When a test entry’s AfRGM infestation is nil, all four methods ranked the test entry as 
resistant regardless of the plot size. However, the methods provide different results when 
dealing with lines that carry partial resistance. The SES method selected nearly twice the 
number of resistant lines compared to each of the RI-BA methods. However, 24 lines of these 
lines were not identified as resistant by any of the three other evaluation methods. Nwilene et 
al. (2002) have demonstrated the accuracy of the RI-BA method relative to the SES. The large 
number of resistant lines found using SES, when compared to the other methods, was due to 
false resistant lines as reported earlier by Nwilene (2002), because the damage assessment is 
made with reference to the susceptible check. In addition, the SES assessment does not take 
into account the impact of the environment and does not adjust for variable pest distribution. 
The result is that SES frequently misclassifies susceptible lines as resistant. The resistance 
evaluation of Lines 647 and 484 illustrates this explanation. Line 647, with an infestation of 
0.57%, was ranked second by the SES method, but was ranked 32
nd
 out of 35 using RI-BA2. 
Line 484 with the same level of infestation (0.59%) ranked nearly the same using both the SES 
(third) and RI-BA2 (fourth) methods. The relative infestation of the resistant check entry 
(TOS14519) was 3.5 fold higher for Line 484 than for Line 647 (1.99% and 0.59% 
respectively) with RI-BA. Lines 647 and 484 were therefore ranked differently by the RI-BA 
method because of different values of infestation on the resistant check entry. With the SES 
assessment, the infestation was nearly the same for the two lines and infestation on the 
susceptible check entry (ITA306) for Lines 484 and 647 was 54.61% and 60.28%, respectively. 
Likewise, these two lines were closely ranked in the SES method because of the similarity in 
percentage infestation on the susceptible check entry. This difference in percentage infestation 
on check entries could be due to difference in insect pressure or due to difference in varietal 
response to pest attack. ITA306 is highly susceptible, so its level of infestation converges 
toward a maximum value, which is likely to remain the same throughout the trial. Therefore, 
assessing damage relative to this infestation is equivalent as referring only to direct percentage 
infestation on test entry. Thus, the infestation level of ITA306 at 45 DAT is highly variable 




65% at 70 DAT with a twofold lower coefficient of variation (0.095), confirming the least 
variation of infestation at 70 DAT.  
The RI-BA methods rely on the accurate assessment of the level of infestation of the 
resistant check entry. Therefore, conditions that impact upon its estimation influence the 
accuracy of the methods. The most accurate RI-BA method was confirmed using each of the 
two checks of known reaction against the AfRGM. Each check was compared to itself. In the 
case of the RI-BA2 method, the consistent evaluation of RI=1 means that the test entry and the 
check were of same value. This is the proof of a good evaluation since the two lines involved 
were the same. A consistent RI value was not obtained for the two other RI methods. 
Intermediate values between 0 and 1 were observed, reflecting a lack of accuracy for these two 
methods. RI-BA3 was more accurate than RI-BA1. In RI-BA2, the test entry is assessed 
relative to a nearby resistant check. This proximity minimises environmental impact, and also 
take into consideration the insect pressure that affects the test entry within this area.  
Our results also showed that plot size is important in choosing the method of estimation. 
For small plot size, no significant difference was observed between RI-BA2 and RI-BA3, while 
RI-BA1 differed from the two aforementioned methods. This is because in small plot, variation 
within the trial is low, so test entries and checks are subjected to the same influences and show 
little difference of infestation level regardless of the method used. The environment being non-
uniform may provide an explanation for the few lines that have scored differently by RI-BA1 
and RI-BA2. 
With medium plot sizes, a difference between methods was observed. RI-BA2 gave a better 
estimation of AfRGM damage than RI-BA1 and RI-BA3. With a large plot size, variation 
within plots tends to increase proportionally. RI-BA3, using the interval mean value calculated 
between two checks separated only by ten lines, reduced the variability more within the trial 
than RI-BA1 did and therefore showed more accuracy than RI-BA1. However, RI-BA3 showed 
less accuracy than RI-BA2 because, as the plot size becomes larger, checks were more repeated 
and more subjected to environmental variability. As the number of experimental plots to 
estimate RI-BA3 increased, the probability of environmental variability increased and therefore 




Large plot size showed differences among methods of estimation following the same pattern as 
described above. The more a test entry is evaluated relative to a further check; the higher the 
variation between environments, and the lesser the accuracy of the method.  
For the susceptibility index or RI calculated based on the susceptible parent, the 
difference between methods was not as highly pronounced as the one observed in resistance 
checking. In some parts of the trial, the three methods were surprisingly equivalent. This could 
be due to the fact that as the degree of infestation of ITA306 converged toward a maximum, the 
zone value, interval mean value and mean value also converged toward the same value and 
therefore lead to the same value of index. In this study, the mean infestation value for this part 
was 53.85%, with a low coefficient of variation (cv) of 0.014, confirming the least variation of 
infestation among entries.   
To implement the RI-BA methods, the experimental design had to be slightly modified 
by replicating each check every ten lines instead of every twenty lines. This modification led to 
an increase in the total number of entries involved in the trial. This could be a limitation for 
screening large numbers of test entries especially if one wants to increase the accuracy by 
replicating each check every 5 lines, for example. For single plant assessment, as in F2’s 
populations, gaps within check rows should be avoided because each test entry is evaluated by 
referring to the check of the same column to which it belongs. However, these limitations are 
largely manageable. Moreover, the RI-BA methods allowed us to assess AfRGM damage in the 
F2 generation on a single plant assessment basis, which is not possible with the SES method. 
The gain in saved time is substantial.  
Overall, the RI-BA methods provided better evaluations of AfRGM damage than the 
SES method, regardless of the trial size or the type of population being investigated. Within RI-
BA methods, RI-BA2 was more accurate than RI-BA1 and RI-BA3 when the plot was large 
because it consistently measures the reaction of the Control entries. No significant difference 
was observed between the two novel methods RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 when the plot size was 
small. However, RI-BA2 and RI-BA3 provided better resistance estimates than RI-BA1.When 
the plot was of medium size, RI-BA2 was significantly better than RI-BA3, and RI-BA3 was 
itself significantly better than RI-BA1. The best method of assessing AfRGM damage was 
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Gene mode action and heritability estimates in early filial generations segregating for 
AfRGM resistance in view of predicting genetic gain from selection  
Abstract 
Plant breeding depends upon the understanding of the genetic basis of the inheritance of the 
trait of interest and the variability of this trait in the population. The wider the variability, the 
bigger is the genetic progress that can be achieved. The part of this variability due to genetics is 
known as heritability. The genetic basis of the resistance to African rice gall midge (AfRGM), 
Orseolia oryzivora Harris and Gagné (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae) and the heritability estimate 
were therefore calculated in this present study in order to design an optimal mating design to 
develop AfRGM resistance. Five populations were produced and evaluated for genetic and 
heritability. These included the F1, F2 and F3 generations. The parents were ITA306, a 
susceptible Oryza sativa subsp. indica, and four varieties with a range of reactions to AfRGM 
attack. All the F1s from ITA306xTOS14519, ITA306xTOG7106, ITA306xBW348-1 and 
ITA306xCisadane crosses were susceptible, suggesting that the mechanism of resistance 
involved a recessive gene. The segregation pattern in the F2 generations of 1 resistant for 15 
susceptible in both the ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xTOG7106 crosses, and the segregation 
of 1 resistant for 8 segregant and 7 susceptible in the ITA306xTOS7106 F3 families, showed 
that AfRGM resistance is governed by two genes. However, the differences between the genes 
involved in the ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xTOG7106 combinations were not clear. 
Moreover, the segregation patterns observed in the ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xCisadane 
crosses were very dissimilar to those found in Mendelian segregations, suggesting that 
tolerance to AfRGM shown by BW348-1 and Cisadane were under complex genetic control 
rather than under simple genetic control. The narrow-sense heritability estimates were low in 
populations involving tolerant varieties, but were high in populations involving varieties 
resistant to AfRGM. It ranged from 0.086 in the ITA306xCisadane population to 0.4 in the 
ITA306xTOG7106 population. Intermediate values of 0.14 and 0.27 were observed for the 
ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xTOS14519 populations, respectively. Conversely, the broad-




observed in the ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xCisadane populations, respectively. 
Intermediate values of 0.32 and 0.53 were observed in the ITA306xBW348-1 and 
ITA306xTOG7106 populations. The high values of the broad-sense heritability compared to 
the narrow-sense heritability suggested that the variability observed amongst the populations 
was mostly due to non-additive gene effects rather than additive gene effects.  
Introduction  
In modern plant breeding, there is an increasing trend to use a range of molecular breeding 
tools (Cooper et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2004; Lorz and Wenzel, 2005; Varshney et al., 2006; 
Eathington et al., 2007; Mumm, 2007, Moose and Mumm, 2008). Breeding is no longer a 
speculative process where selection is made based only on the expressed phenotypes. It is also 
less subject to the impact of the environment or to sterility barrier constraints (Jones et al., 
1997). To deal with the latter problem, transgenic crops were developed to allow for the 
exchange of genes between different genera or species (James, 2007). Selection has become 
more precise and more oriented as DNA, which conditions genetic differences amongst 
individuals, is investigated directly (Moose and Mumm, 2008). However, the costs related to 
this technology, its specificity of being a challenging technique to implement and the need for 
qualified technicians, causes this technology to be inacessible to the majority of scientists of the 
National Agricultural Research System (NARS) of Africa. One of the most effective ways to 
approach this situation is to develop low cost, accessible technologies with acceptable 
efficiency which can be used to produce high-yielding hybrid varieties. Marker-assisted 
selection (MAS) or marker-assisted breeding (MAB) is one of the most dependable options that 
has emerged over these two last decades (Gepts and Hancock, 2006; Bliss, 2007). However, the 
success of MAS depends upon several factors, including genetic features and facility 
constraints (availability of technical facilities and number of individual samples that can be 
analysed) (Semagn et al., 2006). The genetic features include the distance between the closest 
markers and the target gene, the number of target genes to be transferred, the type of molecular 
marker(s) used, the genetic base of the trait, and the genetic background into which the target 
gene has to be transferred (Weeden et al., 1992; Francia et al., 2005). Apart from the last 
characteristic mentioned, all the other characteristics involving genetic features are either 




of the inheritance of the trait of interest is, therefore, the main prerequisite for production of 
improved varieties using MAS. The genetic basis of inheritance is sought through the first filial 
generations of inbreeding to the F3 generation. It implies stating whether the trait is for 
resistance or susceptibility, the number of genes involved in the phenotypic expression of the 
trait and how the trait is inherited. The last implication was inappropriately termed heritability. 
Heritability is not a measure of whether a trait is inherited, but rather a measure of the degree to 
which the variance in distribution of a phenotype is due to genetic causes (Sleper and 
Poehlman, 2006; Ullrich, 2007), and gives an estimate of the contribution of each parent 
involved in a cross. This contribution is designated as their breeding value, and is described as 
either general combining ability (GCA) or specific combining ability (SCA). GCA and SCA 
values reflect the relative importance of additive genetic effects and non-additive effects, 
respectively (Rojas and Sprague, 1952, Moose and Mumm, 2008). The GCA of one parent 
provides an assessment of its breeding value, as judged by the mean performance of its progeny 
from crosses with other crossing partners. The SCA is the ability of a line or population to 
exhibit superiority or inferiority when combined with specific lines or populations (Saad et al., 
2004).  
One problem affecting the breeding for resistance to AfRGM is that heritability estimates for 
resistance in African rice population have not been calculated, limiting progress in breeding for 
resistance to AfRGM. Estimating the heritability in its narrow and broad-sense, in view of 
predicting genetic gain, is an important step towards breeding for resistance to AfRGM. Broad-
sense heritability estimates include all genetic effects (additive, dominance and epistatic), while 
narrow-sense heritability estimates include only additive variance (Sprague and Tatum, 1942). 
Breeding for resistance to quantitative traits involves shifting the population mean toward 
resistance (Vacaro et al., 2002). In order to do this, breeding programmes rely heavily on 
additive genetic variation for successful population improvement toward more resistant 
phenotypes (Falconer and Mackay, 1996; Lynch and Walsh, 1998). However, since the 
inheritance of resistance to AfRGM in African rice is unknown, narrow-sense and broad-sense 
heritability would both be more useful to plant breeders. Heritability estimates for AfRGM 
have not yet been reported for any rice species. Therefore, this study was conducted to 
determine the narrow-sense and the broad-sense heritability of resistance to AfRGM in rice, 




determine the number of genes involved in the resistance to AfRGM and identify it as either 
dominant or recessive, in order to choose an appropriate method for mapping and tagging the 
genes, (2) to determine narrow-sense heritability estimates in view of predicting gain from 
selection for resistance to AfRGM in rice; and (3) to evaluate broad-sense heritability to 
determine the primary genetic effect (additive, dominant or epistatic) in the inheritance of 
resistance to AfRGM in early filial generations.  
3-1 Materials and methods 
3-1-1 Plant materials 
The plant material was constituted of five populations comprising 479 F2 plants and 649 
F3 families derived from a cross between ITA306 and TOS14519, 90 BC1F2 plants from an 
ITA306 and TOG7106 cross, 532 F2 from an ITA306 and BW348-1 cross and 413 F2 plants 
from an ITA306 and Cisadane cross. TOS14519 and TOG7106 are considered to be moderately 
resistant, and resistant, respectively, to AfRGM, according to IRRI’s evaluations. Cisadane and 
BW348-1 are tolerant, while ITA306, a popular variety released in Nigeria as FARO57, is 
susceptible. The crosses involved one susceptible variety, used as female, and four males with 
different levels of resistance to AfRGM. Previously, field screenings were conducted by Nwilene 
et al. in 2000 during the July to September rainy season to identify these parents used in our 
study. The screening material includes Oryza sativa lines, Oryza glaberrima accessions and their 
interspecific crosses. These were screened for resistance to AfRGM in a paddy screenhouse, and 
field conditions across four West African countries (Burkina-Faso, Mali, Nigeria and Sierra 
Leone). The screening material was provided by the Genetic Resources Centre (GRU) of the 
International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and the Africa Rice Centre (AfricaRice), 
Benin. 
3-1-2 Genetic basis of the resistance to AfRGM 
The level of damage caused by AfRGM was recorded on 20 hills representing the same number 
of F1 individuals from each cross, to determine whether the gene for resistance to AfRGM is 
dominant or recessive. Segregation pattern was determined in the F2 generation, to estimate the 




confirmation of this segregation pattern was done in the F3. F1 and F2 generations were 
evaluated on a single plant basis. Each plant was declared resistant when no galls were 
developed or susceptible when the tillers developed galls. For the F3 generation, evaluation for 
each F3 family was made on 20 hills. Resistance index (RI) was calculated based on zone value 
estimates of the level of tillers’ infestation of resistant or susceptible checks. The resistance was 
assessed referring to percent of the level of infestation of the resistant check entry while the 
susceptibility was referenced to the susceptible check.  
3-1-3 Development of F1 generation and validation 
Sowing: Based on their growth duration (Table 3-1), seeds of parents were sown in a 
scheduled to ensure that anthesis of the male parents coincided with the heading of the female 
parent. The female parent was sown into 5 pots of 12 liters filled 3/4 part with paddy soil, on 
weekly basis for a month prior to pollination. Male parents were sown either before 
(TOS14519), at the same time (Cisadane and BW348-1), or after (TOG7106) the female parent, 
depending on the duration of their crop cycle. 
Crossing: Emasculation of each flower was done by excising spikelets with a pair of 
scissors at the top 1/3 and removing the anthers with small pliers, then covering the flowers 
with a seed envelope, working early in the morning between 08h30 and 10h00. Anthesis took 
place at around 12h00, at which time a panicle shedding pollen was gently dusted on the 
emasculated spikelet of the female parent to effect pollination. It was then covered with 80 x 
130 mm waterproof transparent crossing envelopes and appropriately labelled. 
Validation of F1 plants: Successful crosses that created F1s from ITA306xTOS14519 
and ITA306xTOG14519 were identified through plant vigor assessment or/and through basal 
sheath anthocyanin colouration. The principle of this validation relies on the fact that F1 plants 
are more vigorous than their parents, and that the F1 plants’ basal sheath colouration could only 
come from TOS14519 and TOG7106, used as male parents, since the female parent ITA306, is 
not coloured. For Cisadane and BW348-1, which are not coloured, the F1 plants were identified 
with 3 highly polymorphic SSR markers for validation. Vigour assessment was also used to 






Table 3-1: Pedigree, cycle and country of origin of the varieties involved  




TOG7106 Landrace 90 Senegal 
TOS14519 Landrace 160 The Gambia 
BW348-1 Unknown 125 Sri Lanka 
Cisadane Pelita I-1/B2388 125 Nigeria 
3-1-4 Development of filial generations 
Ten F1 seeds for each cross were sown, and validated F1 plants were advanced to F2 in 
the greenhouse. Dormancy was broken by keeping F1 seeds in an incubator for 14 days at 40
o
C 
and by dehulling them manually before sowing. F1 seeds were pre-germinated in petri dishes 
under optimum germination conditions or in vitro. Three-week old seedlings were transplanted 
into 12-litre plastic buckets, which were 3/4-filled with paddy soil, at the rate of one seedling 
per bucket. Daily watering was done until plant maturity. Prior to transplanting, fresh leaves 
were harvested and DNA was extracted for the molecular identification of true F1 plants using 
to the cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol, as described by Temnykh et al. 
(2000). 
For the ITA306xTOS14519 cross, among the validated F1 plants, two produced 503 and 
689 F2 seeds and were chosen to produce 479 and 649 F2 plants, respectively. Each single F2 
plant of the latter was selfed to generate 649 F3 families. Prior to sowing, 1g of compound 
fertiliser (15:15:15 NPK) at the rate of 100 kg.ha
-1
 was incorporated into each pot. The pots 
were hand-weeded whenever necessary. At maturity, F2 individual plants were harvested 
separately and numbered for evaluation as F3 families. The same principle was adopted to 
produce 532 F2 plants derived from the ITA306xBW348-1 cross, and 413 F2 plants were 
derived from the ITA306xCisadane cross. From the ITA306xTOG7106 cross, 10 validated F1s 
were backcrossed to ITA306. One of them produced 154 grains BC1F1 which were individually 
seeded in plastic pots to produce BC1F2 plants. One of the BC1F1 plants was selfed and yielded 





3-1-5-1 Paddy greenhouse screening 
The experiment was conducted between January and August 2010 at AfricaRice-Ibadan, hosted 
by IITA, Ibadan Station, Nigeria. Seeds of the entries were sown in a nursery bed. The F2 plants 
and the F3 family were transplanted 14 days after sowing (DAS), in a paddy screenhouse, in a 2-
m long row with a space of 0.20 m within and between rows, with the two parents of the cross 
planted after every 10 entries. The F1 plants were transplanted 28 DAS to allow for their 
recovery from the leaf harvest which was done at 14 DAS. The experimental plot was flanked by 
five rows of ITA306 as an infestation band where the AfRGM population was maintained. The 
equivalent of 40 kg each of N, P2O5 and K2O per ha was applied at transplanting, using NPK 15-
15-15. Another 40 kg N/ha was applied at 21 days after transplanting (DAT), using urea. The 
plots were hand-weeded at 21 and 40 DAT. The experimental design was an augmented design 
with two checks replicated every ten lines. Two weeks after transplanting, daily water spraying 
was done every two hours from 8 am to 4 pm to facilitate larva movement. 
3-1-5-2 Assessment of damage by AfRGM 
Damage by AfRGM was assessed according to the resistance index-based assessment (RI-BA) 
as described in Chapter 2. The RI method of assessment followed was to use resistant check 
zone values to compute the percent tiller infestation relative to the resistant check, instead of 
each entry’s mean value. The formula is as follows:  
     % of tillers with galls on test entry  
Resistance Index (RI) =                                                   x 100 
     % of tillers with galls on resistant check variety  
 
The zone value is the value measured on the nearest resistant check within an interval of ten 
lines. The resistance index is either 0 if there are no galls on the test entry, less than 1 if the test 
entry is more resistant than the resistant check, or more than 1 when the test entry is less 





3-1-6 Heritability estimates 




) were estimated for each F2 
population and the F3 family. Narrow-sense heritability (h
2
) was determined from mid-parent 
versus progeny regression analysis, where the slope of the regression line is equal to h
2
 
(Fernandez and Miller, 1985). Mid-parent and progeny means utilised in the analysis are 
presented in Table 3-2. The pool of ten entry lines bordered by each of the two parents was 
used as family for the mean parent-offspring regression. Broad-sense heritability was estimated 
using the variance components method developed by Simmonds (1981). Broad-sense 
heritability (H
2





 =                                               =  
 
Where V = variance of the trait under consideration and H
2
 is the broad-sense heritability. 
Variances were estimated using percent tiller infestation. 
 
Table 3-2: Mid-parent and progeny mean used for narrow-sense heritability estimates 
according to population 
F2 ITAxTOS F2 ITAxCisadane F2 ITAxBW F2 ITAxTOG F3 ITA306xTOS 
PMI OMI PMI OMI PMI OMI PMI OMI PMI OMI 
31.59 38.95 60.40 54.01 61.70 50.89 27.01 54.90 33.96 39.52 
30.99 37.86 60.30 54.63 54.90 52.67 31.70 62.01 32.70 38.92 
23.02 36.49 53.84 45.91 55.87 50.76 27.33 52.42 22.83 36.49 
28.85 41.00 59.86 42.25 53.90 47.31 35.24 55.46 30.09 41.43 
29.99 39.14 64.69 53.95 54.00 52.88 33.95 64.34 32.80 41.21 
30.54 38.96 59.38 52.30 63.00 55.54 25.57 53.41 33.94 39.56 
31.62 42.14 56.30 58.14 57.25 51.35 30.03 60.48 35.62 42.43 
30.87 41.03 58.31 56.66 59.06 52.09 28.37 55.84 34.27 40.97 
27.00 38.16 57.69 50.35 58.97 48.05 34.52 61.18 37.70 42.65 
30.54 36.99 62.74 55.48  30.48 59.40 35.65 38.11 
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3-1-7 Statistical analyses 
Data on the levels of tillers and hill infestations were transformed using the Arcsin 
transformation prior to the analysis of variance, as described by Gomez and Gomez (1984), as 
follows: (1) percentage data from the range 30% to 70% was not transformed; (2) when all data 
in the range was between 0% and 50% or between 50% and 100% the square root 
transformation was needed; (3) for data that did not belong to any of the aforementioned 
ranges, the Arcsin transformation was used. XLSTAT package version 2010 was utilised for 
analysis of variance of both the raw and transformed data. 
3-2 Results  
3-2-1 Genetic basis of the resistance to AfRGM 
3-2-1-1 Screening of F1 generation 
The F1s were all susceptible, irrespective of crosses. The maximum infestation level 
always corresponded to the maximum RI. Conversely, minimum infestation level did not 
correspond to the minimum RI except for ITA306xBW348-1. Overall, the lowest level of tiller 
infestation was observed in ITA306xTOS14519 (34.8%), followed by ITA306xBW348-
1(59.7%), then by ITA306xTOG7106 (64.9), and finally by ITA306xCisadane (67.1%) for the 
highest infestation. However, the lowest index value was observed in the ITA306xBW348-1 
combination (1.01), followed by ITA306xCisadane (1.45), then by ITA306xTOG7106 
(16035.34), and finally by ITA306xTOS14519 (17981.17). Table 3-3 also shows that despite 
ITA306xTOS14519 progenies being the least infested, their corresponding index was the 
highest. The tail values of the infestation were not correlated to those of the RI, confirming that 










Table 3-3: Percentage tiller infestation and RI among F1 progenies involving ITA306 and four 
parental lines of various degrees of resistance to AfRGM 
F1 generations 
Percent infestation (%) Resistance index (RI) 













































(*) corresponds to the progeny on which the data was recorded 
 
Concerning ITA306xTOS14519 F1 progenies, the level of tiller infestation ranged from 
15.85 (Line 3) to 57.14% (Line 11) with an infestation mean of 34.8%. The RIs associated with 
this cross were 1.28 (Line 4), 1798.17 and 57142.86 (Line 11) as a minimum, mean and 
maximum, respectively. Of the 20 hills involved in the data record, 13 individuals died due to 
high levels of infestation. At 45 DAT each hill was highly infested.  
For the ITA306xBW348-1 cross, minimum and maximum level of infestation was 
associated with the corresponding RI. Percent tiller infestation ranged from 33.3% (Line 4) to 
91.7% (Line 12), with an infestation mean of 59.7%. These corresponded to resistance indices 
of 0.43 (Line 4), 1.01 and 1.92 (Line 12) as a minimum, mean and maximum respectively. Of 
the 20 F1 progenies, 12 were rated more resistant (RI<1) than BW348-1, one (Line 1) was rated 
as being of the same resistance (RI=1) and 7 (Lines 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 20) were 
designated less resistant (RI>1) than BW348-1 (Table 3-4). 
 
Table 3-4: RI calculated on twenty ITA306xBW348-1 F1 progenies recorded at 70 DAT 
Progenies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Resistance Index 0.73 0.74 0.92 0.43 0.73 0.64 0.83 0.86 0.86 1.43 
Progenies 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 





In the progenies of ITA306xCisadane, tiller infestation ranged from 50% (Line 3) to 
87.5% (Line 6) with a mean infestation of 67.1%. The RIs associated with this cross were 0.96 
(Line 1), 1.45 and 2.63 (Line 6) as minimum, mean and maximum, respectively. 
Concerning the ITA306xTOG7106 F1 generation, the maximum tiller infestation of 
87.5% and the maximum index of 31500, were recorded on Line 14. The minimum infestation 
was 44.4% (Line 6) with a mean infestation of 64.9%. The least and mean indices associated 
with this cross were 7.35 (Line 2) and 16035.34 respectively. 
3-2-1-2 Screening of F2 generation 
Apart from ITA306xTOG7106 cross, in which maximum infestation was rated 90.9%, in the 
other cross combinations, minimum and maximum tiller infestation rated 0 and 100% 
respectively. For the mean infestation, ITA306xTOS14519 was the least infested (40.1%) while 
ITA306xCisadane was the most infested (67.1%). ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xTOG7106 
had values of 51.4% and 58.6%, respectively, ranking them second and third. Table 3-3 also 
points out that minimum index was 0% in all crosses. In ITA306xBW348-1 and 
ITA306xTOG7106, this index was observed for many progenies while only one progeny had a 
0 index in ITA306xTOS14519 (Line 4) and ITA306xCisadane (Line 142). Very high index 
values were also recorded for the mean and maximum indices for ITA306xTOS14519 
(60360.18 and 200000) and ITA306xTOG7106 (14322.9 and 31500) while ITA306xCisadane 
and ITA306xBW348-1 rated 1.35 and 0.93, respectively. Overall, progenies from the 
ITA306xBW348-1 cross were more resistant (RI<1) than their parents whereas those of the 
other crosses appeared less resistant (RI>1) compared to the male parent. Apart from the 
ITA306xCisadane combination, where each tail value of infestation or index was consistently 
recorded on a single individual, in the other combinations, tails values were recorded on both 









Table 3-5: Percentage tiller infestation and RI among F2 progenies involving ITA306 and 4 
parental lines of various degrees of resistance to AfRGM  
F2 generations 
Percent infestation (%) Resistance index (RI) 













































(*) corresponds to the progeny on which the effect or the index was observed 
(***) means that infestation effect or index was observed on multiple progenies   
3-2-1-3 Screening of ITA306xTOS14519 F3 generation 
Table 3-6 shows that some lines were not affected among the ITA306xTOS14519 F3 families, 
giving a corresponding RI of 0. Maximum tiller infestation was as high as 68.1% and was 
observed only on Line 3. Overall, around one-third of the tillers of each family was infested 
(28.5%). The mean index of 9.64 is distant from the maximum index of 123.94 observed on 
Progeny 81. 
 
Table 3-6: Percentage tiller infestation and RI among F3 families involving ITA306 and 
TOS14519   
F3 generation 
Percent infestation Resistance index (RI) 












(*) corresponds to the progeny on which the effect or the index was observed 
(***) means that infestation effect or index was observed on multiple progenies   
3-2-2: Segregation pattern of progenies in filial generations 
All the F1 progenies were susceptible to AfRGM, irrespective of the cross. Of the 20 hills 




segregation patterns varied from a clear segregation of 1 resistant for 15 susceptible in ITA306-
TOS14519 and ITA306xTOG7106 crosses, to an ambiguous one in ITA306xCisadane and 
ITA306xBW348-1 crosses. Indeed, a segregation of 1 resistant for 412 susceptible and 6 
resistant for 526 susceptible was observed. These ratios do not correspond to any ratio of the 
known F2 segregation pattern. However, these segregations (1 for 412 and 6 for 526) are 
statistically similar to the 0:1 ratio. An F3 segregation pattern of 1 resistant for 8 segregant and 
7 susceptible (1-8-7) was observed for the cross ITA306xTOS14519 (Table 3-7). 
 
Table 3-7: F2 and F3 segregation patterns among ITA306 crosses with 4 parental lines of 
various degrees of resistance to AfRGM 
Cross 
F1 F2 F3 
R:S Ratio R:S Ratio Khi
2
 R:Seg:S Ratio Khi
2
 
ITA306xTOS14519 0:20 0:1 34:445 1:15 0.66* 38:358:253 1:8:7 6.89* 
ITA306xCisadane 0:20 0:1 1:412 0:1 0.002*  - - - 
ITA306xBW 348-1 0:20 0:1 6:526 0:1 0.068* - - - 
ITA306xTOG7106 0:20 0:1 4:86 1:15 0.48* - - - 
- means the data was not recorded, U=Unknown, * = Not significant deviation from expected ratio at p= 0.001 
3-2-3 Genetic variability among early generation using heritability estimates 
3-2-3-1 Narrow-sense heritability estimates with mean parent offspring regression in the 
F2 and F3 generations 
The results for the narrow-sense heritability estimates for resistance to AfRGM within early 
filial generations are presented in Figure 3-1. Narrow-sense heritability estimates ranged from 
0.06 to 0.44 in the ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xTOG7106 crosses, respectively. Globally, it 
was low in populations involving ITA306 and the tolerant varieties, while it was high in 
populations where ITA306 was crossed with resistant varieties. Narrow-sense heritability 
estimates were as low as 0.06 and 0.13 in the ITA306xCisadane and ITA306xBW348-1 





















 estimate in ITA306xBW348-1 F2 
progenies 
Figure 3-1 a-d: Narrow-sense heritability (h
2
) estimates by mid-parent offspring regression 
within F2 populations, involving ITA306 and 4 lines of various levels of resistance to AfRGM 
 
In Figure 3-2, the narrow-sense heritability estimate at the F3 level showed a higher value (0.4) 
than at the corresponding F2 (0.26). This value remained low, amounting to less than 0.5. 
 
Figure 3-2: Narrow-sense heritability estimate within the ITA306xTOS14519 F3 progenies 
3-2-3-2 Broad-sense heritability estimates with variance components method in F2 and F3 
generations 
In the F2 generations, broad-sense heritability estimates ranged from 0.23 within the 




































Regression of offspring mean by ITA-
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values of 0.32 and 0.53 were observed within the ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xTOG7106 
progenies, respectively. Broad-sense heritability estimates were higher than those of narrow-
sense heritability. The highest value of estimate was observed with ITA306xTOS14519 for H
2
, 
whereas it was recorded in the ITA306xTOG7106 progenies for h
2
. The lowest values were 
consistently recorded on the ITA306xCisadane progenies in both cases, but the broad-sense 
estimate was higher. Like narrow-sense heritability, H
2
 estimates were higher in populations 
involving resistant parental lines than in tolerant parental lines. Variances also varied within 
populations and across generations. Within generations, F2 had the highest variance values, 
regardless of the cross. Crosses involving resistant lines were more variable than crosses 
involving tolerant lines. The least variability was, however, observed with the male parents (P2) 
of the ITA306xTOG7106 (5.87) and ITA306xTOS14519 crosses (72.88). 
In the ITA306xTOS14519 F3 generation, H
2
 (0.34) was low and was in the same range as H
2
 in 
the F2 cross of ITA306xBW348-1 (0.32). It represented nearly half (0.34) of its corresponding 
F2 (0.63) (Table 3.8 second part). 
 
Table 3-8: Broad-sense heritability estimates in F2 and F3 generations involving ITA306 and 
different parental lines of various degrees of resistance to AfRGM 
F2 Cross VF2 VF1 VP1 VP2 Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) 
ITA306xTOG7106 351.81 215.77 273.52 5.87 0.53 
ITA306xTOS14519 502.74 256.24 224.14 72.88 0.63 
ITA306xBW348-1 280.07 151.45 190.40 226.06 0.32 
ITA306xCisadane 242.19 177.25 189.61 194.82 0.23 
F3 Cross VF3 VF2 VP1 VP2 Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) 
ITA306xTOS14519 273.29 502.74 28.034 12.99 0.34 
VF3, VF2, VF1, VP1and VP2 are variances for F3, F2 , F1, P1 and P2 
3-3 Discussion 
All the F1 progenies exhibited susceptibility, irrespective of the crosses, proving that the gene 
involved in the resistance or tolerance to AfRGM studied here is recessive. In the F2 
generations, the segregation patterns varied. Crosses between ITA306 and rice varieties with 




suggesting a higher order of interaction. Himabindu et al. (2008) reported similar results for 
crosses between MR1523 (a resistant cultivar to Asian gall midge Biotypes 1, 3 and 4) and rice 
varieties with known and unknown gall midge resistance. However, in ITA306xTOS14519 and 
ITA306xTOG7106 crosses, a segregation of 1 resistant for 15 susceptible was noted. 
Inheritance of resistance to AfRGM is therefore controlled by two genes. This assertion was 
confirmed by the F3 segregation pattern of 1 resistant for 8 segregants and 7 susceptibles (1-8-
7) for the cross ITA306xTOS14519. Meanwhile, it is not clear whether the genes involved in 
the resistance in the ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xTOG7106 crosses are the same. An 
allelic test, involving the two parental lines, could help in deciding on the identity of these 
genes. This result that two genes governed a resistance also contradicts the paper by Maji 
(1998) who found that resistance in TOG7106 is controlled by a single recessive gene when he 
considered F2 generation pooled data over locations. The segregation patterns, he documented, 
referring to F1 and F3 generations, did not conform to the 1R:3S and 1R:8S segregation models 
expected in the case of a single recessive gene inheritance. However, an allelic test involving 
two resistant lines (TOG7106 and TOG7442) each bearing, one recessive resistance gene, not 
only confirmed the existence of the same gene in the two lines, but also confirms that resistance 
in TOG7106 was under the control of a single recessive gene. The result reported here may 
differ from that of Maji because: (1) TOG7106 could have inherited the second gene from the 
traditional tropical japonica landrace TOS14519, which had been growing in close vicinity to 
TOG7106 during crossing for mapping population development, or during field screening, as 
reported by Asante et al. (2009) on the genetic origin of fragrance in Nerica1. Indeed, due to 
space limitation and experimental constraints, all the parental lines involved in the present 
study were grown side by side; (2) following the same explanation, the BC1F2 
ITA306xTOG7106 population could have also exchanged genes with the varieties in its 
vicinity. Indeed, the population was surrounded by many other landraces, cultivars or varieties, 
including a collection of glaberrima landraces collected from Niger and Burkina-Faso; (3) The 
low number of 90 BC1F2 ITA306xTOG7106 progenies (due to interspecific incompatibility 
between ITA306 and TOG7106), could explain the difference because limited population sizes 
introduce bias into estimations. Maji (1998) reported similar constraint where the single 
location ratio did not fit the expected ratio but when data was pooled (meaning large population 




with TOS14519, the mapping of the gene and the use of a large population size could all be 
investigated to clarify the number of genes involved in TOG7106 resistance to AfRGM. 
However, the high value of the narrow-sense heritability recorded for the ITA306xTOG7106 
population provides a strong indication of more than one resistance gene being present. Our 
results also point out significant deviations from the expected 1S:0R ratio, which was recorded 
for the tolerant parents and their F1 progenies, indicating a possible role of modifiers or some 
degree of heterozygosity in the tolerant parents (Maji, 1998).  
 
Heritability refers to the proportion of variation between individuals in a population that is 
influenced by genetic factors. Heritability describes the population, not individuals within that 
population. The determination of the extent of heritability is risky because the parameters 
defining heritability as low, medium or high have not clearly been stated. However, Singh 
(2005) suggested that the magnitude of heritability estimates for a highly heritable trait is more 
than 0.5. For a moderately heritable trait, heritability values fall between 0.2 and 0.5. In 
reference to the nature of the inheritance of the trait in this study, heritability estimates were 
globally considered as low to medium, ranking at most at 0.63. The overall low levels of 
heritability especially in the F2 may be explained by the single plant data and the distribution of 
AfRGM (Edelson et al., 1989; Fournier et al., 1995). AfRGM are not randomly distributed 
throughout the tunnel paddy screenhouse. Therefore, any particular plant may have very few 
AfRGM infestations due to true genetic resistance or simply by chance. The heritability 
estimate changes according to the genetic and environmental variability present in the 
population. In this view, genetically inbred populations have much higher heritability estimates 
than outbred (genetically variable) populations under very homogeneous environments. 
Therefore, the lowest heritability estimates observed in populations involving varieties tolerant 
to AfRGM, compared to populations with resistant lines, may be explained by the similarity or 
the close relatedness of the tolerant lines to the susceptible lines ITA306, in terms of reaction 
against AfRGM. Indeed, the tolerant lines (BW348-1 and Cisadane) had the same range of 
infestation (59.1 and 52.5%) as ITA306 the susceptible parent (62.4%) (data not shown). The 
difference between them is due to the acceptable yield produced by the tolerant lines relative to 
the susceptible line, where almost all the plants died before reaching maturity. In such cases, 




as parental lines, led subsequently to a more homogeneous population and are therefore prone 
to exhibit low heritability. Indeed, several authors (Hill et al., 2006, Ahmad et al., 2008) 
reported the variability of the trait within the population as one of the requirements to have high 
heritability estimates irrespective of the material involved in the studies. Likewise, crosses 
involving distant parental lines according to their resistance to AfRGM produce a 
heterogeneous population in which heritability is consequently high. 
 
Broad-sense heritability reflects all possible genetic contributions to a population's phenotypic 
variance. Included are effects due to allelic variation (additive variance), dominance variation, 
epistatic (multi-genic) interactions, and maternal and paternal effects, where individuals are 
directly affected by their parents’ phenotype. The higher values of the broad-sense heritability 
relative to the narrow-sense values, suggested that the variability observed amongst the 
populations was mostly due to dominant and epistatic effects rather than additive effects. 
Conversely, narrow-sense heritability quantifies only the portion of the phenotypic variation 
that is additive (allelic). Variability was observed in the ITA306xTOS14519 F3 population 
where narrow-sense heritability was preponderant over broad-sense heritability, and was 
mostly due to the additive effect.  
Heritability estimates were also calculated in its narrow and broad senses, in the F2 and F3 
generations, as per Painter (1951), who recommended evaluating F3 families rather than F2 
plants for insect resistance research. Our result identified two trends. The first trend was in 
concordance with Fehr’s (1991) assertion, which postulates that estimating heritability on a 
family basis increases the levels of heritability estimated. This trend was observed in the 
narrow-sense heritability estimates, where the estimate was higher in the F3 than in the F2 
generation. Conversely, the second trend depicted a higher heritability estimate in the F2 
generation compared to the F3 generation, in the broad-sense heritability estimates. This 
variation has been explained by many authors (Jensen, 1973a, b; Heimstein and Murray, 1994 
and William and James, 2001), who claimed that heritability estimates change according to the 
genetic and environmental variability present in the population, and therefore they are not an 
absolute measurement of the contribution of genetic and environmental factors to a phenotype.  
Overall, the low level of heritability for resistance to AfRGM in African rice cultivars 




for this trait than single plant selections. Moreover, it is difficult to screen for resistance against 
AfRGM because of the low heritability (less than 0.5), due to the masking effect of the 
environment on genotypic effects, as reported by Singh (1993), and Singh et al. (1994), on a 
similar study conducted on sugarcane. However, the values of 26.4 and 44.2 suggest that 
resistance to AfRGM is a moderately heritable trait that can respond to selection. In addition, 
the study indicated that the resistance to AfRGM is governed by two recessive genes in both 
the landraces TOS14519 and TOG7106. However, their nature was not determined, and an 
allelic test, involving the two parental lines, would help in deciding on the identity of these 
genes.  
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Performance of progenies of F2 and F3 populations and parental lines of various degrees 
of resistance to Africa rice gall midge (AfRGM) exposed to AfRGM attack at different 
growth stages   
Abstract 
Plant responses to insect attack are influenced by environmental factors and the growth stage or 
the genotype of the plant. With African rice gall midge (AfRGM), this response is particularly 
pronounced because the pest is of seasonal and vegetative types. A study was conducted in two 
different filial populations at two growth stages. For each population, resistance index (RI) and 
disease incidence (DI) were calculated at 45 and 70 DAT, which represent the vegetative and 
reproductive stages, respectively. Four F2 generations, involving ITA306 and BW348-1, 
Cisadane, TOS14519 and TOG7106 each with different levels of resistance to AfRGM, were 
evaluated. The plant material included 532, 413 and 479 F2 progenies from ITA306xBW348-1, 
ITA306xCisadane and ITA306xTOS14519 crosses, respectively, in addition to 90 BC1F2 
progenies from ITA306xTOG7106 cross. One F3 generation of ITA306xTOS14519 cross, 
consisting of 649 F3 families, was also tested. Progenies were grouped into four resistance 
categories: progenies that were more resistant than the check entry at 45 days after 
transplanting (DAT) and were still more resistant at 70 DAT; progenies that were more 
resistant at 45 DAT but became susceptible at 70 DAT; progenies that were susceptible at both 
45 and 70 DAT; and finally, progenies that were susceptible at 45 DAT, but became resistant 
by 70 DAT. The first three categories were the most frequently observed and occurred in all 
combinations of crosses, while the last category was observed only for few progenies in the 
ITA306xTOS14519 F2 and F3 generations and for many progenies of the ITA306xBW348-1 
cross. The last resistance category suggests that complex mechanisms are responsible for 
resistance to AfRGM. This may be a tolerance mechanism leading to the production of extra 
tillers after AfRGM attack, to compensate for the initial reduction in the number of tillers. With 




percentage of infestation decreased afterwards. This may be combined with a physiological 
response by the plant to reduce levels of further AfRGM attack.  
Introduction 
The AfRGM, Orseolia oryzivora Harris and Gagné (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae) is a destructive 
insect pest of lowland rice in Africa (Umeh et al., 1992; Omoloye, 2000), causing yield losses 
between 45-80% in farmers’ fields (Nwilene et al., 2006). Generally, the severity of the 
AfRGM attack is influenced by three major factors acting either independently or in 
combination. The first factor affecting AfRGM severity is related to the virulence of a given 
insect species or biotype, enabling it to overcome genes of resistance. Gunadasa et al. (2000) 
and Biradar et al. (2004) reported failure of resistance to the Asian rice gall midge (AsRGM) of 
all released rice lines in Sri Lanka and India, respectively. This was caused by the emergence of 
a new virulent AsRGM biotype, leading to the total and partial loss of harvest in farmers’ 
fields, respectively.  
AfRGM severity is also affected by environmental conditions, as reported by Williams et al. 
(2001), Omoloye (2002) and Nwilene et al. (2006). AfRGM severity is also affected by abiotic 
constraints and cultivation habits. Abiotic constraints include: (1) cloudy, humid weather with 
frequent rain or mist favours AfRGM build-up more than heavier, less frequent rainfall; (2) 
rainfed lowland and hydromorphic cropping systems favour AfRGM more than upland and 
mangrove cropping systems (Williams et al., 2002). Cultural practices include: (1) Wide range 
of planting dates, increasing the risk of AfRGM outbreaks. Late-planted fields are usually at 
higher risk; (2) Planting of new high-yielding varieties which are generally more susceptible to 
AfRGM than traditional landraces (Ukwungwu and Joshi, 1992); (3) Increase use of fertiliser, 
which has contributed to increased AfRGM infestation (Williams et al., 2002). 
Site and field characteristics are also associated with higher risks of AfRGM. These concern 
planting method, wet-season weather pattern and presence of alternative hosts. Transplanted 
rice is at higher risk than direct-seeded rice. Alternate hosts such as Oryza longistaminata A. 
Chev. and Roehr. and volunteer rice, increases the risk, because they contribute to an early pest 
build-up in the wet season before rice crops have been planted.  
Finally, the third factor affecting AfRGM severity is varietal response to AfRGM attack. Plant 




course of the lifetime of an individual (Silvertown and Gordon, 1989; Silvertown, 1998) and 
has been intensively studied and widely reviewed (Novoplansky, 2002; de Kroon and 
Mommer, 2005; de Kroon et al., 2005; Trewavas, 2005; Karban, 2008). These reviews have 
highlighted the ways in which plants collect resources, respond to physical stimuli, pathogens, 
pests and herbivory attacks. For example, plants develop leaves and roots non-randomly within 
their heterogeneous environments to allow them to actively modify their acquisition of essential 
nutrients, water and light. The growth or abscission of organs such as leaves or roots aim at 
recovering some of its investment to redirect resources to where the need is most critical 
(Pearcy and Sims, 1994; Ballare, 1999; Schmitt et al., 1999; Smith, 2000). Thus, plants respond 
to the attacks of pests and herbivores by changing many phenotypic traits (Karban and 
Baldwin, 1997; Agrawal et al., 1999), and initiating chemical, physiological, and 
morphological changes. It has also been reported that plants appear to anticipate, remember and 
communicate (Karban, 2008). In AfRGM, previous studies reported the differential reactions of 
lines against AfRGM attack (Ukwungwu and Alam, 1991; Ukwungwu and Joshi, 1992; 
Williams et al., 1998; Nwilene et al., 2002). This reaction is believed to be controlled by 
genetic factors involving antibiotic resistance, antixenotic resistance and tolerance. 
Understanding these factors may help breeders in their selection protocols when breeding for 
resistance to AfRGM. Moreover, no study has been reported previously on the resistance 
profiles of a segregating population derived from crosses involving two parental lines of 
different reactions to AfRGM. Furthermore, the response pattern between two growth stages of 
rice is also lacking. These aspects, in addition to evaluating the severity of AfRGM attack, and 
progenies’ response patterns are investigated in the present study. The specific objectives were 
to: (1) determine the resistance reactions of progenies in two segregating generations against 
AfRGM attack at 45 and 70 DAT; (2) determine how much of the total infestation was 
achieved at 45 DAT for the susceptible and the resistant parents; and (3) discuss the different 
mechanisms of resistance observed in the resistance reactions. This study reports for the first 
time, the resistance reactions of a segregating population against AfRGM, and the extent of 





4-1 Materials and methods 
4-1-1 Plant materials 
The parent plants were constituted of ITA306, TOS14519, TOG7106 and BW348-1 which are 
susceptible, moderately resistant, resistant and tolerant to the AfRGM, respectively. The F2 and 
F3 progenies from the ITA306xTOS14519 crosses, comprising 479 and 649 individuals, 
respectively, were evaluated. The material also included 90 BC1F2 interspecific and 532 F2 
intraspecific progenies derived from the ITA306xTOG7106 and ITA306xBW348-1 crosses, 
respectively.   
4-1-2 Methods  
4-1-2-1 Screening of the F2 and F3 progenies 
The progenies were screened in a tunnel paddy screenhouse at the International Institute for 
Tropical Agriculture (IITA) station at Ibadan from November 2009 to March 2010 for the F3 
generation, and from May 2010 to August 2010, for the F2 generation. Seeds of the entries were 
sown in a nursery bed. The F2 progenies and the F3 families were transplanted 14 days after 
sowing (DAS) in a paddy screenhouse, in a 2-m row at a spacing of 200 mm within rows and 
between rows, with the two parents involved in the cross as a check after every 10 entries. The 
F2 were transplanted on a single plant basis, while the F3 were transplanted on family basis: 
each row of F2 progenies consisted of twenty different individuals, while the row of the F3 
family consisted of twenty individuals of the same family. The experimental plot was flanked 
by an infestation band constituted of five rows of ITA306, also used as a susceptible check. The 
equivalent of 40 kg each of N, P2O5 and K2O per ha was applied at transplanting, using NPK 
15-15-15. Another 40 kg N/ha was applied 21 DAT, using urea. The plots were hand-weeded at 
21 and 40 DAT. The experimental design was an augmented design with two checks, replicated 
every ten lines. 
4-1-2-2 African rice gall midge damage assessment 
AfRGM damage was assessed using previous established rating schemes, such as Resistance 
Index (RI) and Disease Incidence. RI-BA was calculated, as described in Chapter 2. The RI 




tillers’ infestation relative to the resistant and tolerant checks. The formula used is from 
Williams (1998), with minor modifications, as follows: 
              % of tillers with galls on test entry  
Resistance Index (RI) =                                                                    x 100 
     % of tillers with galls on resistant/susceptible check variety  
 
Where the % of tillers with galls on resistant/susceptible check variety is computed using zone 
values (ZV) which is the level of tillers’ infestation of each resistant check, replicated after 
every 10 lines of test entry. 
Disease incidence (DI) or percent hill infestation was calculated as follows: 
 
              Number of infested hills  
Disease incidence (DI) =                                                  x 100. 
              Total number of hills 
4-1-2-3 Determination of the resistance reaction of F2 and F3 generations of intraspecific 
and interspecific progenies to AfRGM 
ITA306, TOS14519, TOG7106 and BW348-1 and the F2 or F3 progenies involving ITA306 and 
the three other parents were evaluated for their reaction to AfRGM at 45 and 70 DAT. 
Progenies’ reactions were classified either as more resistant than the parent under test,  
identical to the parent, or less resistant than the parent. DI was calculated on a single plant basis 
for the F2 generations whereas it was evaluated on family basis with the F3 families.   
4-1-2-4 Comparison of progenies and parents levels of infestation at vegetative and 
reproductive stages 
The parents involved in the different crosses and their progenies were evaluated to state their 
level of infestation by AfRGM during the full growth cycle of rice. Percent infestation was 
calculated at 45 and 70 DAT, representing the vegetative and the reproductive stages, 
respectively. Comparison was made to state how much of the total infestation was achieved at 




4-1-2-5 Statistical analysis 
Data on the level of tiller and hill infestations were transformed prior to the analysis of 
variance, as described in Gomez and Gomez (1984), as follows: (1) percentage data in the 
range 30% to 70% were not transformed; (2) when all data in the range was between 0% and 
50% or between 50% and 100%, the square root transformation was used; (3) for data that did 
not belong to any of the aforementioned ranges, the Arcsin transformation was used. XLSTAT 
package version 2009 was used for analysis of variance of both raw and the transformed data. 
4-2 Results 
The resistance, susceptibility and combined reactions in respect to the two evaluation dates 
reflect the behavioural patterns of the rice progenies. The identical reaction of progenies to each 
check entry was reported but was not discussed as it was considered as simple resistance. 
4-2-1 Parental lines reaction against gall midge at 45 and 70 DAT 
The reaction of parental lines was assessed using the standard evaluation system (SES) score. It 
shows two types of reaction patterns. Parental lines were either susceptible at both 45 and 70 
DAT or resistant at both 45 and 70 DAT. The resistant (TOG7106) and the moderately resistant 
(TOS14519) parents were resistant at both growth stages while the susceptible (ITA306) and 
the two tolerant (BW348-1 and Cisadane) parents were susceptible at both 45 and 70 DAT. 
Apart from TOG7106 where the infestation at 70 DAT was lower (1.4%) than the level at 45 
DAT (2.4), the percent infestation was always higher at 70 DAT than at 45 DAT among 
parental lines (Table 4-1).  
 
Table 4-1: Percent mean infestation (PMI) of parental lines involved in cross combinations 
screened for African against rice gall midge resistance at 45 and 70 days after transplanting  
Parental 
lines 
45 Days after transplanting 70 Days after transplanting 
PMI SES rating PMI SES rating 
ITA306 49.8 HS 62.4 HS 
TOS14519 2.9 MR 3.5 MR 
TOG7106  2.4 MR 1.4 R 




Cisadane 34.1 HS 52.5 HS 
PMI= Percent mean infestation, SES=Standard evaluation system, HS=Highly susceptible, MR=Moderately 
resistant, R=Resistant 
 
4-2-2 F2 progenies’ reactions against AfRGM at 45 and 70 DAT 
4-2-2-1 Behaviour of Oryza sativa-Oryza glaberrima (ITA306-TOG7106) progenies  
No progenies were similar to TOG7106 at 70 DAT and none of the progenies that were more 
resistant than TOG7106 at 45 DAT (48, 50, 69 and 88) were confirmed at 70 DAT. However, 
four (40, 41, 63 and 89) of the 11 progenies that were similar to TOG7106 at 45 DAT were 
rated more resistant than TOG7106 at 70 DAT. All the progenies that developed less resistance 
than TOG7106 at 45 DAT were confirmed to be less resistant at 70 DAT. Of the 86 progenies 
rated less resistant than TOG7106 at 70 DAT, eleven were similar to TOG7106 at 45 DAT. Of 
the four types of reactions that a progeny can have, three were observed in this cross 
combination. The progenies were either: resistant at both 45 and 70 DAT (40, 41, 63 and 89), 
or resistant at 45 DAT and susceptible at 70 DAT (11, 36, 45, 53, 74, 82 and 85), or susceptible 
at both 45 and 70 DAT (Table 4-2). No progeny declared susceptible at 45 DAT became 
resistant at 70 DAT. The disease incidences were high amounting to 85.55% and 95.55% at 45 





Table 4-2: Behavioural pattern of interspecific BC1F2 progenies derived from a cross between 
ITA306 and TOG7106 screened for resistance to AfRGM   
Generation MRTg ITg LRTg 














48 40 11 - 1 17 32 54 71 1 16 31 48 64 79 
50 41 36 
 
2 18 33 55 72 2 17 32 49 65 80 
69 63 40 
 
3 19 34 56 73 3 18 33 50 66 81 
88 89 41 
 
4 20 35 57 75 4 19 34 51 67 82 
    45 
 
5 21 37 58 76 5 20 35 52 68 83 
    53 
 
6 22 38 59 77 6 21 36 53 69 84 
    63 
 
7 23 39 60 78 7 22 37 54 70 85 
    74 
 
8 24 42 61 79 8 23 38 55 71 86 
    82 
 
9 25 43 62 80 9 24 39 56 72 87 
    85 
 
10 26 44 64 81 10 25 42 57 73 88 
    89 
 
12 27 46 65 83 11 26 43 58 74 90 
    
  
13 28 47 66 84 12 27 44 59 75 
 
    
  
14 29 49 67 86 13 28 45 60 76 
 
    
  
15 30 51 68 87 14 29 46 61 77 
 
        16 31 52 70 90 15 30 47 62 78   
TOTAL 4 4 11 0 75 86 
MRTg= More resistant than TOG7106, ITg=Identical to TOG7106, LRTg = Less resistant than TOG7106, DAT= 
Days after transplanting 
4-2-2-2 Behaviour of Intraspecific O. sativa subspecies indica-O.sativa subspecies japonica 
(ITA306-TOS14519) progenies  
Overall, most progenies can be grouped into one of the two reactions. Progenies were either 
more or less resistant than TOS14519. Thus, only few progenies were similar to TOS14519 at 
both 45 (Progenies 29 and 210) and 70 (Progenies 59 and 90) DAT. Of the total of 479 
progenies tested, Progenies 105 and 373 were more and less resistant than TOS14519 at 45 
DAT respectively, whereas Progenies 50 and 427 developed the same reaction pattern at 70 
DAT. However, in terms of behavioural pattern, four types of reactions were observed. Of the 
107 resistant progenies at 45 DAT, 45 were confirmed resistant at 70 DAT, whereas the 
remaining 62 showed susceptibility at 70 DAT. Three hundred and seventy three entries were 
rated susceptible at 45 DAT, among which 366 were confirmed susceptible at 70 DAT, while 7 
recovered to being resistant at 70 DAT. This ability to recover concerned Progenies 9, 39, 69, 
99, 110, 201 and 456. The disease incidence was, however, 13% higher at 70 DAT than at 45 
DAT. The numbers of non-infested hills were 97 and 34 at 45 and 70 DAT, respectively, 





Table 4-3: Behavioural pattern of intraspecific F2 O. sativa subsp. indica-O.sativa subsp. 
japonica progenies derived from a cross between ITA306 and TOS14519 screened for 




MRTs ITs LRTs 




























10 63 135 193 281 354 422 *9 115 264 438 210 89 
11 67 140 194 290 359 423 10 141 291 448     
12 68 141 196 291 360 427 11 145 300 *456     
14 70 143 203 300 369 429 14 147 301 483     
16 74 145 223 301 382 438 21 151 316 
 
    
21 85 147 225 306 383 448 25 160 317 
 
    
22 89 151 229 316 389 449 *39 165 332 
 
    
23 90 152 231 317 394 451 40 166 336 
 
    
25 98 160 232 322 398 473 48 177 346 
 
    
38 100 165 244 329 403 475 *69 196 349 
 
    
40 102 166 247 332 406 476 74 *201 354 
 
    
43 106 168 253 336 407 481 *99 223 359 
 
    
48 109 171 256 346 409 483 100 244 369 
 
    
49 115 177 260 349 411 487 106 253 398       
TOTAL 105 50 2 2 373 427 
MRTs= More resistant than TOS14519, ITs=Identical to TOS14519, LRTs = Less resistant than TOS14519, 
DAT= Days after transplanting, TMTBL= Too many to be listed. * represent lines that were not resistant at 45 
DAT but became resistant at 70 DAT.  
4-2-2-3 Behaviour of Intraspecific O. sativa subsp. indica-O.sativa subsp. indica (ITA306-
BW348-1) progenies  
Conversely to the other intraspecific and interspecific progenies, more intraspecific O. sativa 
subsp. indica-O. sativa subsp. indica progenies expressed similar reactions to the check 
(BW348-1). Twenty seven progenies reacted similarly to BW348-1, compared to 11, 2 and 8 
progenies for ITA306xTOG7106, ITA306xTOS14519 and the F3 families’ progenies, 
respectively, at 45 DAT. Likewise, 59 progenies, similar to BW348-1, were matched by the 
resistance of 0, 2 and 5 progenies belonging to the same cross combinations at 70 DAT. 
Surprisingly, only one progeny (149) rated the same as BW348-1 at 45 DAT, maintained the 
same rating at 70 DAT. In addition, the number of progenies that were more resistant than 




than BW348-1 (222 progenies) at 45 DAT. Likewise, 293 progenies were more resistant 
compared to 181 progenies that were less resistant at 70 DAT. Among the four expected types 
of reactions, a high number of progenies that were susceptible at 45 DAT reverted to being 
resistant at 70 DAT. Sixty three (68.47%) of the 92 progenies concerned were less infested at 
70 DAT than they were earlier at 45 DAT (Table 4-5 bold type), 6 (6.52%) had the same level 
of infestation (Table 4-5 type with asterisk), while 23 (25%) were more infested at 70 DAT 
than at 45 DAT (Table 4-5). DI was also very high, especially at 70 DAT, where only 6 hills 
out of the 532 plant stands were not infested, corresponding to a DI of 98.87%. At 45 DAT, 
where 85 hills were not infested, the DI was 80.01%.  
   
Table 4-4: Behavioural pattern of intraspecific F2 O. sativa subsp. indica-O. sativa subsp. 
indica progenies derived from a cross between ITA306 and BW348-1 screened for resistance to 
AfRGM. 
Generation MRB IB LRB 














25 *149 403 2 79 158 277 400 513 
TMTBL TMTBL 
33 162 409 12 81 166 291 421 517 
41 184 449 17 83 198 303 457 518 
62 195 460 34 97 215 312 459 524 
82 239 489 43 123 223 320 461 533 
85 259 529 44 135 249 335 471 536 
130 306 540 56 137 254 374 475 544 
134 375 
 
60 145 255 377 476 573 
139 385 
 
64 *149 260 379 480 576 
140 390 
 
72 154 274 393 484   
   
            
TOTAL 286 293 27 59 222 181 
MRB= More resistant than BW348-1, IB=Identical to BW348-1, LRB = Less resistant than BW348-1, DAT= 





Table 4-5: Phenotypic data on 92 susceptible progenies at 45 DAT and resistant at 70 DAT 






































































































11 18 37 49 86 0.6 4 6 67 40 1.7   425 11 21 52 58 0.9 4 6 67 33 2.0 
14 5 11 45 83 0.5 1 2 50 29 1.8   432 9 18 50 78 0.6 4 5 80 33 2.4 
22 6 13 46 59 0.8 2 3 67 50 1.3   434 9 17 53 60 0.9 5 5 100 38 2.7 
28 6 19 32 76 0.4 3 5 60 20 3.0   442 5 15 33 43 0.8 3 6 50 21 2.3 
39 11 24 46 85 0.5 6 8 75 70 1.1   457 3 9 33 38 0.9 1 2 50 29 1.8 
44 5 16 31 56 0.6 2 3 67 60 1.1   465 7 15 47 58 0.8 3 4 75 33 2.3 
45 3 8 38 65 0.6 3 4 75 50 1.5   474 5 9 56 60 0.9 2 3 67 38 1.8 
46 8 14 57 62 0.9 4 5 80 56 1.4   477 4 14 29 38 0.7 2 4 50 29 1.8 
66 7 13 54 62 0.9 3 4 75 56 1.3   478 4 10 40 57 0.7 2 3 67 0 VH 
74 11 17 65 83 0.8 2 3 67 29 2.3   484 2 3 67 80 0.8 1 1 100 22 4.5 
79 8 13 62 85 0.7 5 6 83 70 1.2   485 1 5 20 58 0.3 4 5 80 57 1.4 
94 4 11 36 83 0.4 1 2 50 29 1.8   504 7 19 37 77 0.5 2 4 50 33 1.5 
103 7 18 39 47 0.8 3 5 60 30 2.0   515 4 10 40 50 0.8 3 4 75 56 1.4 
120 12 27 44 52 0.8 3 6 50 43 1.2   528 5 11 45 67 0.7 4 5 80 50 1.6 
127 11 25 44 54 0.8 4 5 80 67 1.2   538 11 21 52 60 0.9 3 3 100 63 1.6 
165 11 21 52 58 0.9 5 7 71 60 1.2   *47 3 9 33 38 0.9 1 3 33 0 VH 
179 4 11 36 60 0.6 2 3 67 50 1.3   *67 2 10 20 38 0.5 1 5 20 0 VH 
199 8 22 36 60 0.6 5 7 71 50 1.4   *352 13 18 72 78 0.9 5 7 71 33 2.1 
209 11 21 52 67 0.8 5 7 71 64 1.1   *413 6 12 50 64 0.8 2 4 50 40 1.3 
211 2 6 33 57 0.6 1 1 100 89 1.1   *463 5 10 50 77 0.7 1 2 50 33 1.5 
257 5 13 38 43 0.9 2 4 50 25 2.0   *525 11 22 50 73 0.7 2 4 50 33 1.5 
265 4 15 27 58 0.5 4 6 67 60 1.1   37 8 15 53 59 0.9 1 3 33 14 2.3 
270 3 6 50 64 0.8 2 3 67 60 1.1   48 11 22 50 76 0.7 2 8 25 20 1.3 
283 3 10 30 47 0.6 1 3 33 30 1.1   57 2 8 25 59 0.4 1 3 33 14 2.3 
299 5 11 45 60 0.8 3 3 100 50 2.0   60 11 18 61 65 0.9 2 5 40 38 1.1 
303 5 13 38 77 0.5 4 5 80 33 2.4   65 7 21 33 65 0.5 5 9 56 50 1.1 
304 2 5 40 80 0.5 1 2 50 22 2.3   68 5 7 71 76 0.9 1 4 25 20 1.3 
312 8 18 44 78 0.6 4 6 67 33 2.0   88 15 23 65 76 0.9 3 8 38 20 1.9 
324 7 15 47 80 0.6 4 7 57 22 2.6   97 4 8 50 59 0.8 1 3 33 14 2.3 
330 18 26 69 78 0.9 6 7 86 75 1.1   323 21 32 66 77 0.9 4 9 44 33 1.3 
344 10 14 71 80 0.9 4 5 80 22 3.6   332 12 20 60 78 0.8 4 8 50 33 1.5 
345 6 14 43 58 0.7 2 3 67 33 2.0   343 2 3 67 77 0.9 1 2 50 33 1.5 
348 6 14 43 73 0.6 3 3 100 75 1.3   372 8 14 57 78 0.7 2 4 50 33 1.5 
353 7 17 41 64 0.6 4 4 100 40 2.5   373 4 8 50 64 0.8 2 3 67 40 1.7 
364 8 12 67 80 0.8 4 5 80 22 3.6   384 19 40 48 80 0.6 5 20 25 22 1.1 
365 4 12 33 58 0.6 1 2 50 33 1.5   404 7 12 58 80 0.7 2 4 50 22 2.3 
374 8 19 42 60 0.7 4 5 80 38 2.1   443 5 9 56 77 0.7 1 2 50 33 1.5 
379 1 6 17 71 0.2 2 2 100 64 1.6   444 6 16 38 80 0.5 1 4 25 22 1.1 
382 6 19 32 43 0.7 2 4 50 21 2.3   452 7 15 47 78 0.6 2 5 40 33 1.2 
383 4 20 20 77 0.3 2 5 40 33 1.2   464 5 14 36 80 0.4 1 4 25 22 1.1 
386 4 20 20 67 0.3 2 3 67 57 1.2   472 6 9 67 78 0.9 2 5 40 33 1.2 
393 6 12 50 64 0.8 3 5 60 40 1.5   473 9 16 56 64 0.9 2 4 50 40 1.3 
394 8 14 57 60 1.0 2 3 67 38 1.8   498 6 11 55 57 1.0 2 4 50 0 VH 
405 2 6 33 58 0.6 1 2 50 33 1.5   533 4 7 57 62 0.9 2 4 50 25 2.0 
412 8 16 50 78 0.6 3 3 100 33 3.0   539 10 20 50 67 0.8 2 6 33 17 2.0 
414 4 10 40 60 0.7 2 4 50 38 1.3   542 7 13 54 92 0.6 2 4 50 40 1.3 




4-2-3 Reaction of F3 families from the cross of ITA306xTOS14519 against AfRGM at 45 
and 70 DAT 
Forty eight of the progenies rated more resistant than TOS14519 at 45 DAT. Of these, 13 (bold 
type in Column 2 and 3 Table 4-6) were confirmed at 70 DAT. Three (*366, *605 and *647) 
(Column 2 Table 4-6) were similar to TOS14519 at 70 DAT. None of the progenies similar to 
TOS14519 at 45 DAT were similar to TOS14519 at 70 DAT. However, 32 of the total of 48 
progenies, rated more resistant than TOS14519 at 45 DAT, lost their resistance at 70 DAT. In 
addition, 580 out of the total of 649 progenies that ranked less resistant than TOS14519 at 45 
DAT, were confirmed to be susceptible at 70 DAT. Of the 31 progenies more resistant than 
TOS14519 at 70 DAT, 13 were rated less resistant than TOS14519 at 45 DAT. Pest incidence 
was high at 70 DAT, ranging from 0 to 100 %, with a mean of 72.8 %. Its mean value was 58% 
at 45 DAT, also with a minimum and maximum of 0 and 100% respectively.  
  
Table 4-6: Behavioural pattern of intraspecific F3 O. sativa subsp. indica-O. sativa subsp. 
japonica progenies derived from a cross between ITA306 and TOS14519 screened for 
resistance to AfRGM 
Generation MRTs ITs LRTs 















12 163 331 527 587 18 204 546 28 35 
TMTBL TMTBL 
23 181 357 542 589 34 234 557 83 366 
34 189 *366 543 593 49 298 565 120 601 
70 196 390 546 598 55 331 567 133 605 
82 210 412 554 *605 83 381 578 185 647 
106 234 419 567 613 87 412 585 333   
114 255 464 570 624 107 443 587 407   
132 267 484 573 *647 120 464 606 447   
150 268 499 578 
 
150 484 613     
153 289 526 582 
 
181 527       
          192 542       
TOTAL 48 31 8 5 594 614 
MRTs= More resistant than TOS14519, ITs=Identical to TOS14519, LRTs = Less resistant than TOS14519, 
DAT= Days after transplanting, TMTBL= Too many to be listed 
4-2-4 Comparison of progenies and parental lines level of infestation at 45 and 70 DAT 
4-2-4-1 Comparison among parental lines 
Table 4-7 shows two types of reactions amongst the parental lines. Each landrace did not show 




infestation (PMI) at 45 and 70 DAT. However, for each cultivar, a clear difference was noticed. 
This difference ranged from 9.7 to 18.4, respectively, with BW348-1 and Cisadane. Within 
parental lines, the PMI at 45 DAT varied from 2.4 to 49.8, respectively, for TOG7106 and 
ITA306. No significant difference of infestation was observed between the two landraces 
TOS14519 and TOG7106 (2.9 vs. 2.4). Cultivars ITA306 (49.8) and BW348-1 (49.4) were 
equally infested at 45 DAT but were more infested than Cisadane (34.1). At 70 DAT, 
conversely to 45 DAT, a difference in PMI was noticed between landraces and cultivars. The 
PMI at 70 DAT for ITA306, TOS14519, TOG7106, BW348-1 and Cisadane were 62.4, 3.5, 
1.4, 59.1 and 52.5, respectively. Overall, nearly 80% of the final infestation was reached by 45 
DAT, the remaining 20% occurring between 45 and 70 DAT. The proportions of PMI reached 
at 45 DAT were 79.7, 83.5, 170, 83.6 and 65 for ITA306, TOS14519, TOG7106, BW348-1 and 
Cisadane, respectively. Surprisingly, the PMI at 70 DAT for the landrace TOG7106 was lower 
than its PMI at 45 DAT. The corresponding difference in percent infestation (DPI) at 45-70 
DAT and the proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT were 1% lower and 170%, respectively.   
  
Table 4-7: Comparison of parental lines involved in cross combinations tested for AfRGM 
resistance at 45 and 70 DAT  
Parental lines Pedigree 
PMI at 45 
DAT 




Proportion of PMI 
reached at 45 DAT (%) 
ITA306 Cultivar 49.8 62.4 12.6 79.7 
TOS14519 Landrace 2.9 3.5 0.6 83.5 
TOG7106  Landrace 2.4 1.4 - 1 170.7 
BW348-1 Cultivar 49.4 59.1 9.7 83.6 
Cisadane Cultivar 34.1 52.5 18.4 65 
PMI=Percent mean infestation, DPI= Difference percent infestation   
4-2-4-2 Comparison among cross combinations 
Each F2 generation combination displayed differences in infestation at 45 and 70 DAT. The 
smallest DPI was 2.3% and was observed with the ITA306xCisadane cross while the highest 
value of 22.52% was noted for ITA306xTOG7106. Intermediate values of 3.5% and 7.5% were 
observed, respectively, for ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xBW348-1 crosses. Within cross 




(36.6) and ITA306xTOG7106 (36) at 45 DAT. PMI at 45 DAT, however, were different for 
ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xCisadane crosses, amounting to 43.9 and 54%, respectively. 
At 70 DAT, PMI was different among cross combinations and ranged from 40.1 to 58.6% with 
ITA306xTOS14519 and ITA306xTOG7106 crosses, respectively. Intermediate values of 
51.4% and 56.3% were recorded for ITA306xBW348-1 and ITA306xCisadane crosses, 
respectively. In terms of level of infestation at 45 DAT, ITA306-Cisadane showed the highest 
infestation, followed by ITA306xTOS14519, then by ITA306xTOS14519 and finally by 
ITA306xTOG7106 (Table 4-8). The corresponding PMI values associated with these cross 
combinations were 95.9, 91.3, 85.5 and 61.5%, respectively.  
 
Table 4-8: Comparison of F2 generations involving parental lines of various degrees of 
resistance to AfRGM at 45 and 70 DAT  
Cross Pedigree 
PMI at 45 
DAT 




Proportion of PMI 
reached at 45 DAT (%) 
ITA306-TOS14519 F2 36.6 40.1 3.5 91.3 
ITA306-TOG7106 BC1F2 36 58.6 22.5 61.5 
ITA306-BW348-1 F2 43.9 51.4 7.5 85.5 
ITA306-Cisadane F2 54 56.3 2.3 95.9 
PMI=Percent mean infestation, DPI 45-70 DAT= Difference percent infestation from 45 to 70 DAT 
 
Table 4-9 shows a clear difference for the ITA306xTOS14519 F3 generation in PMI at 45 and 
70 DAT. It also shows a difference in infestation compared to the F2 generations at 45 and 70 
DAT. In each case, the PMI values recorded were lower than the ones observed in the F2 
generations. However, for a DPI 45-70 DAT of 12.9%, which is higher than the DPI values of 
three of the F2 generations (ITA306-TOS14519, ITA306-BW348-1 and ITA306-Cisadane), the 
proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT was the lowest compared to the corresponding 
proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT of these three F2 generations. The values associated with 
PMI at 45 and 70 DAT, DPI 45-70 DAT, and proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT were 17.7, 
30.6, 12.9 and 57.9%, respectively. Likewise, values associated with PMI at 45 DAT, PMI at 
70 DAT, DPI 45-70 DAT and proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT for TOS14519 in the F3 





Table 4-9: Percent mean infestation (PMI) at 45 and 70 DAT, difference in percent infestation 
(DPI) 45-70 DAT and proportion of PMI reached at 45 DAT of the F3 generation involving 
ITA306 and TOS14519 
 
Pedigree 
PMI at 45 
DAT 




Proportion of PMI 
reached at 45 DAT (%) 
TOS14519 Landrace 3.1 5.1 2 61.1 
ITA306-TOS14519 F3 17.7 30.6 12.9 57.9 
4-3 Discussion 
In assessing resistance to AfRGM, more weight was given to the second scoring at 70 DAT 
because the infestation levels were higher, and the likelihood of an entry escaping infestation 
by chance was lower (Williams et al., 2001). The periods of 45 and 70 DAT, retained as a 
timing range to record damage caused by gall midge, corresponded to a two-week damage 
score. Indeed, the first generation of galls on the test entries started to appear at about 32 DAT 
and the second at about 55 DAT (Williams et al., 2001). These two dates also correspond to the 
vegetative and the reproductive growth stage for a medium maturing rice variety. For the very 
early or very late maturing varieties, this period coincided either with their reproductive stages 
or their very early vegetative stages. In such cases, lines were not infested because the AfRGM 
is a vegetative insect pest. As such, the extra tillers produced in reaction to the initial AfRGM 
attack and late tillers produced by the very late maturing varieties, escaped from infestation.  
Overall, four types of reactions were observed in the progenies. However, the parental lines 
exhibited only two types of behaviour. They were either resistant or susceptible at both growth 
stages studied. These types of reactions observed in parental lines were consistent with the fact 
that they are landraces or cultivars and are therefore fixed lines with constant and known 
reactions. Indeed, they were already designated as resistant, susceptible or tolerant to the 
AfRGM in previous studies conducted by Nwilene et al. (2002), Omoloye, (2002) and 
Williams et al. (2002). Our results therefore agree with these authors. The differential reaction 
of the parental lines could also be explained by three facts: (1) TOG7106 and TOS14519, being 
an African indigenous O. glaberrima and a traditional African O. sativa from the Gambia, 
respectively, may have co-evolved with the pest over years and have therefore accumulated 
horizontal resistance; (2) the O. sativa subsp. indica ITA306 is a newly released breeding line 




resistance genes, even though a previous study conducted by Omoloye et al. (2002) reported a 
certain amount of tolerance rather than susceptibility; and (3) the tolerant cultivars, Cisadane 
and BW348-1 from Indonesia and Sri Lanka, respectively, are popular cultivars widely 
cultivated in Nigeria, one of the area most affected by AfRGM. The tolerance mechanism could 
be assimilated to a horizontal resistance due to progressive accumulation of additive genes 
during the repetitive cropping of the cultivar, as documented by Robinson (1973).  
On the other hand, progenies were either susceptible at both 45 and 70 DAT, or resistant at 45 
DAT and became susceptible at 70 DAT, or were resistant at both 45 and 70 DAT, or were 
susceptible at 45 DAT but reverting to resistance at 70 DAT. The most frequent reactions were 
the first three, and were observed in all cross combinations, while the last one with 
susceptibility at 45 DAT and resistance at 70 DAT was rare. Progenies that were susceptible at 
both 45 and 70 DAT can be classified as purely susceptible, exhibiting no mechanism of 
resistance. Conversely, progenies that were resistant at 45 DAT but became susceptible at 70 
DAT could be considered as partially resistant lines, exhibiting an early resistance or tolerance 
mechanism which was overcome with the increase of the gall midge pressure when progenies 
were exposed longer to the pest. Progenies that exhibited resistance at both growth stages could 
be considered as truly resistant lines, using a mixture of antixenotic and antibiotic resistance 
mechanisms, as reported by Vijaykumar et al. (2009). This persistent resistance throughout the 
growth stage may be due to repellants or morphological characteristics of the rice plant that 
prevented the adult insect from laying eggs or preventing the larvae from moving in the stem.   
In the case of susceptible progenies that reverted to resistant progenies, three discrete 
explanations are the following: firstly, the progenies could have recovered from an early 
AfRGM damage if the attack was not sustained, as reported by Williams (1998). In this case, 
the non-sustainability of the attack could be due to low gall midge pressure due to a decrease in 
the number of insects because of a sex-ratio bias in the F1 adult progeny, as reported by 
Omoloye (2006). The bias could have produced only males, leading in such a case, to few or no 
ovipositions; or could have favoured female prevalence, leading therefore to few matings or 
low fecundity. Secondly, the progenies could have produced more tillers than the newly 
infested ones so that the ratio between them was largely in favour of the new extra tillers 
produced (Omoloye et al., 2002). Thirdly, the damage was assessed relative to the infestation 
of the check entry. This check entry could have expressed a partial resistance mechanism which 




level of tiller infestation of the check entry increasing, the RI proportionally decreased and the 
resistance of the entry appeared to increase. This phenomenon could be seen as a 
hypersensitive reaction aiming to suppress or reduce the AfRGM symptom on hills. 
Our results also showed variation among cross combinations in the number of progenies 
susceptible at 45 DAT and resistant at 70 DAT. For the O. sativa subsp. indica-O. sativa subsp. 
japonica cross involving ITA306 and TOS14519, 7 progenies were concerned. This was due to 
an increase in the percent tiller infestation of the check entry while the level of tiller infestation 
at 45 and 70 DAT of test entries remained similar. Indeed, almost all (91.33 %) the PMI was 
already reached at 45 DAT, while a slight increase (0.58%) in TOS14519 PMI was noted at 70 
DAT. Conversely, 14 susceptible progenies reverted to resistant within the F3 families of the 
cross ITA306-TOS14519 with 3/5 of PMI reached at 45 DAT. The explanation could be that 
the 2/5 of the PMI remaining after 45 DAT either did not affect, or slightly affected, the 14 
reverted progenies. The PMI remaining constant while the check entry recorded a slight 
increase in infestation, led to an apparent increase in resistance in these progenies. In addition, 
the F3 being a more advanced generation, progenies were more fixed and therefore less prone to 
variation. The number of progenies reverting to resistance was twice as high in the F3 
combination (14) compared to the F2 combination (7), probably because of the higher number 
of F3 families (649) compared to the number of the F2 progenies (479).  
No progeny reverted to resistance for the O. sativa subsp. indica-O. glaberrima cross 
combination because with the check entry becoming more resistant at 70 DAT than at 45 DAT, 
the RI increased and therefore the progenies rated less resistant than the check entry. The type 
of resistance mechanism developed here by the resistant check entry TOG7106 could be a 
mixture of antixenosis and antibiosis, as described by Vijaykumar et al. (2009). For example, 
when TOG7106 was first attacked it reacted physiologically and stopped hence further AfRGM 
infestation. Subsequently, the tillering ability progressing with low or no infestation, hence the 
PMI decreased.  
An unusually high number of susceptible progenies at 45 DAT that reverted to resistance at 70 
DAT for the cross combination ITA306-BW348-1 was also observed. This situation can be 
explained by the following scenarios: (1) progenies were less infested at 70 DAT than they 
were at 45 DAT. Moreover, the PMI of the check entry was the highest at 70 DAT, apart from 
ITA306, the susceptible parental line. This led to a reduction of the RI and therefore implied 




high number of reverted progenies was due to the tolerance of the check entry. Indeed; because 
of its tolerance to AfRGM, BW348-1 can be highly infested without dying. At 70 DAT, the 
degree of infestation was higher than at 45 DAT due to longer exposure to the pest. The PMI of 
the check entry increased and therefore contributed to reduce the RI and subsequently increased 
the apparent level of resistance of the progenies. The same explanation is also valid when 
progenies susceptible at 45 DAT despite their higher infestation at 70 DAT than at 45 DAT, 
reverted to resistant at 70 DAT.  
Despite the high infestation levels recorded on the tolerant cultivars used in our study, adequate 
numbers of seeds were harvested from F2 plants from the ITA306xCisadane and 
ITA306xBW348-1 crosses. However, the F2 plants from ITA306xTOG7106 and 
ITA306xTOS14519 crosses died before reaching maturity. Along with many authors (Louda, 
1984; Parker, 1985; Young, 1985; Karban and Strauss, 1993; Omoloye et al., 1998a,b; 
Williams et al., 1998), we found Cisadane and BW348-1 to be tolerant of damaging levels of 
AfRGM, which led to harvesting seeds from their crosses, conversely to ITA306. Results also 
agree with Omoloye et al. (2002) on the tolerance of Cisadane, but contrary to his results, a 
higher level of tolerance was found for BW348-1 relative to ITA306. 
 The progenies can be grouped into four classes of behavioural patterns against African 
rice gall midge. The first class comprised progenies behaving similarly to ITA306, their 
susceptible parent, by being susceptible at 45 and 70 DAT. The second class comprised 
progenies behaving similarly to their resistant parent, TOS14519, by being resistant at 45 and 
70 DAT. The third class bore progenies that were resistant at 45 DAT but became susceptible 
at 70 DAT. These progenies expressed partial resistance and could be improved using recurrent 
selection. Finally, the fourth class comprised of progenies that were susceptible at 45 DAT but 
which reverted to resistance at 70 DAT. Hence, they represent a good material suitable for 
initiating recurrent selection. 
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Diversity of agro-morphological traits in an F3 population segregating for resistance to 
African Rice Gall Midge (AfRGM), determined through heritability estimates and 
correlation among traits. 
Abstract  
The extent to which genetic gain is possible is measured with the degree of variability that is 
controlled either by genetic or environmental factors. The success of most crop improvement 
programmes largely depends upon the heritability of desirable traits. Heritability estimates were 
calculated for 15 major traits in a segregating F3 rice population, in order to predict the genetic 
gain associated with each trait, together with the resistance to AfRGM. Correlation of Pearson 
and Shannon-Weaver diversity index for these traits were also calculated. The high level of 
genetic variability was confirmed by the high diversity index (from 0.76 to 0.88) recorded for 8 
of the 15 traits studied, and the intermediate values of 0.56, 0.57, 0.69, 0.64 and 0.49 recorded 
on tillering ability (Til), number of days to booting (DB), number of days to first heading 
(DFH), culm length (CL) and panicle length (PanL) respectively. Only ligule length (LigL) 
(0.17) and thousand grains weight (TGW) (0.22) were less diverse. Correlation among traits 
was only high (0.71 to 0.99) in traits associated either with plant maturity (DB, DFH, DH, and 
DM), plant stature (PH, CL), or plant dry weight (PLW, FLW and FLL). However, almost all 
the traits under study were highly heritable. Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) estimates were high 
for the penultimate leaf length (0.99), the penultimate leaf width (1), the flag leaf length (0.99), 
the flag leaf width (1), the ligule length (0.99), the tillering ability (0.99), the number of days to 
booting (0.95), the number of days to first heading (0.96), the number of days to heading 
(0.89), the number of days to maturity (0.98), the culm length (0.99), the plant height (0.99), 
the panicle length (0.95), the secondary branching (0.95) and thousand grains weight (0.71). 
Conversely, narrow-sense heritability estimates were very low (nearly 0) in PLL, FLL, Lig, 
DB, DFH, DM and SB; low (at most 0.267) in PLW, FLW, DH and PH with a medium value 
of 0.727 for TGW. Inheritance of the traits investigated in the present study was therefore 
under dominance and epistatic gene effects rather than additive genetic effects and can 





Rice is the world’s most important crop and a major source of nutrition for approximately 66% 
of mankind (Schalbroeck, 2001; Jena and Mackill, 2008). In West Africa, where 7.2 million 
tons of milled rice is consumed on average annually, the production for the same period is 13.2 
million tons of paddy rice (AfricaRice, 2008) due to many constraints including African rice 
gall midge (AfRGM). AfRGM is one of the major pests causing extensive damage to both 
lowland and upland rice in Africa. The most effective way to control the pest is genetic 
resistance. This has led to breeding strategies for varietal resistance. Varietal resistance 
involves either looking for varieties already resistant to the pest or transferring resistance from 
an existing source of resistance into varieties without resistance. The first option was 
investigated and high level of AfRGM resistance was found only amongst Oryza glaberrima 
accessions (Nwilene et al, 2006, Maji et al., 1998) which were not very productive, or prone to 
shattering (Jones, 1997). Moreover, O. glaberrima was not susceptible enough, and Oryza 
sativa was not resistant enough, to use the new breeding strategy, tagged Marker-Assisted 
Breeding (MAB). The most susceptible O. glaberrima documented was susceptible at 60% 
(Nwilene et al, 2006, Maji et al., 1998). A few O. sativa lines, including the traditional sativa 
landrace TOS14519 from the Gambia, have moderate resistance to AfRGM (Nwilene et al., 
2002, Ukwungwu et al., 1998, Williams et al., 1999), thus opening the opportunity of gene 
transfer to explore the second option of managing the pest. Crosses, involving ITA306 and 
TOS14519, were therefore made. In the early filial generations, variability among progenies 
was so pronounced that understanding how much of this variability was due to genetic factors 
and how much the traits responsible for the variability are correlated, is required for an 
understanding of whether or not important traits can be transmitted along with AfRGM 
resistance. This approach aims to prevent progenies from performing less well than their best 
parent. The proportion of the variability due to genetic factors is termed as heritability. 
Additive components on one hand, and dominance and epistatic components, on the other hand, 
are referred to as narrow-sense heritability and broad-sense heritability, respectively. According 
to the inheritance or the gene action of the trait of interest, one type of heritability is dominant 
over the other. However, in a case of multiple traits of unknown genetic pattern, both narrow-
sense and broad-sense heritability are important. Two options were investigated: the first option 




environmental or genetic factors is responsible for the variability. In the latter case, it was to 
determine which of the components of the genetic factors were preponderant over the others. 
Narrow-sense and broad-sense heritability were estimated for this issue. Narrow-sense 
heritability referred to additive genetic variance, while broad-sense heritability dealt with 
dominance and epistatic variances. The second approach was to determine the principal 
components of the traits responsible for the variability using correlation and cluster analyses as 
means.  
The objectives of this study were to: (1) Determine the origin of the variability observed in the 
segregating population; (2) Determine the two types of heritability estimates and state which of 
the narrow-sense or broad-sense heritability is preponderant over the other; (3) Estimate 
correlation between traits involved in the study, in order to design appropriate breeding and 
selection strategies, that will best exploit any variability found, in order to create farmer-
preferred varieties. 
5-1 Material and method  
5-1-1 Plant material 
The plant material was constituted by F2 and F3 generations, each consisting of 652 
individuals derived from a cross between ITA306, a high-yielding Oryza sativa subsp. indica 
cultivar, that is susceptible to AfRGM, which was used as the female parent, and TOS14519, 
an Oryza sativa subsp. japonica cultivar used as the male parent resistant to AfRGM. F1 plants 
were validated prior to advancing them to F2 and F3. Routine care included watering and 
weeding until plant maturity and data collecting.  
5-1-2 Field site description 
The experiment was conducted from October 2009 to July 2010, in between the small dry 
season and the main rainy season, at the Africa Rice Center (AfricaRice) research station at 
Togoudo, Benin. Soil composition was of a fine-loamy type. Rainfall, evaporation, wind speed, 
solar radiation, temperature and relative humidity during the period of the experiment are 





























10 Total Mean 
TRF  Mm 117.2 8.3 0.0 13.5 45.0 177.7 121.6 273.5 286.1 230.1 1273.0 127.3 
TEv Mm 110.1 124.1 517.4 112.9 141.7 126.7 128.1 91.0 75.7 98.4 1526.0 152.6 
ARF mm/day 3.8 0.3 0.0 0.4 1.6 5.7 4.1 8.8 9.5 7.4 41.7 4.2 
Aev mm/day 3.7 4.1 16.7 3.6 5.1 4.4 4.6 3.5 2.9 3.6 52.2 5.2 
AWS Km/h. 5.7 11.4 5.1 4.9 7.4 5.9 5.6 4.4 4.3 6.9 61.6 6.2 
ASR * 16.5 17.6 16.0 13.7 17.9 16.9 17.8 16.0 12.6 14.8 159.7 16.0 
AmT °C 22.8 22.8 23.3 23.6 25.1 25.3 24.8 24.0 23.5 22.9 238.1 23.8 
AMT °C 30.4 32.7 33.8 33.4 32.1 33.7 33.5 32.4 30.8 30.3 323.1 32.3 
Am RH % 70.6 52.8 48.2 53.1 49.5 54.4 55.9 63.7 73.6 72.4 594.1 59.4 
AM RH % 99.1 95.6 95.2 95.1 94.7 94.6 95.3 95.3 99.2 96.7 960.8 96.1 
MAT °C 28.3 27.7 28.6 28.7 30.3 29.4 29.2 28.2 27.1 26.6 284.1 28.4 
MRH % 84.9 74.2 71.7 74.5 72.2 74.5 75.6 79.5 86.4 84.5 778.0 77.8 
RF: Total rainfall, TEv: Total evaporation, ARF: Average rainfall, AEv: Average evaporation, AWS: Average 
wind speed, ASR: Average solar radiation, AmT: Average minimum temperature, AMT: Average maximum 






5-1-3-1 Production of the segregating population of the study  
652 F2 plants were grown in 12-litre plastic buckets at the AfricaRice Research Station at 
Cotonou, Benin. Basal fertilisation of 1g of each of N, P2O5 and K2O was added in each pot at 
transplanting, using NPK 15-15-15 as source. One gram of urea was added at the late 
vegetative stage. The pots were hand-weeded whenever necessary. Upon maturity, F2 plants 
were harvested and labelled for the F3 study. 
5-1-3-2 F3 characterisation 
The experimental design was laid in an augmented design (Federer, 1956) with two checks 
repeated in each block. ITA306 and TOS14519, which were the respective susceptible and the 
resistant parents to the population, were used as checks. Plot size for each accession was 600 
mm x 3300 mm with 3 rows, with a spacing of 300 mm between and within rows and a 
distance of 400 mm maintained between plots. Direct seeding at the rate of two plants per hill 
was done. Plot number per block was 52 (50 progenies + 2 checks). A total number of 676 plots 




used was NPK (10-18-18) as basal application, at the rate of 200 kg/ha during land preparation. 
Urea was also applied at the rate of 65 kg.ha
-1
 as top-dressing, first at tillering and a second 
time at booting. Observation was made on the ten hills of the central row. 
5-1-3-3 Field investigated characters 
A total of 15 quantitative characters were measured at various growth stages using the 
descriptors of wild and cultivated rice (Oryza spp.) (Bioversity International et al., 2007). The 
quantitative characters were scaled randomly and included the penultimate leaf length (PLL), 
the penultimate leaf width (PLW), the flag leaf length (FLL), the flag leaf width (FLW), the 
ligule length (LigL), the tillering ability (Til), the number of days to booting (DB), the number 
of days to first heading (DFH), the number of days to heading (DH), the number of days to 
maturity (DM), the culm length (CL), the plant height (PH), the panicle length (PanL), the 
secondary branching (SB) and thousand grains weight (TGW). 
5-1-3-4 Statistical analysis 
The data was analysed using the XLSTAT 2010 package. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
descriptive statistics were performed on characters studied to determine the broad-sense 
heritability (H
2
). Mid-parent offspring regression mean was used to determine the narrow-sense 
heritability (h
2
), where the mid-parent value of each block was plotted against the offspring 
mean of the same block. Broad-sense heritability was estimated using the block as the 
repetition and as environments. H
2
 was calculated according to the variance component method 









: Broad-sense heritability, Vg: Genotypic variance, Ve: Environmental variance, Vi: 





Simple correlations among traits under study were also analysed using the formula of Gomez 





rxy : Correlation between the traits X and Y 
Xi : X value 
Yj: Y value 
X : Mean value of character X 
Y : Mean value of character Y 
 
The Shannon-Weaver diversity index was also computed using MS Excel according to the 
formula proposed by Jain et al. (1975) as follows: 
 
Where k is the number of phenotypic classes for a character and Pi is the proportion of the total 
number of entries (N) in the ith class. Each value of H’was standardised by dividing it by its 
maximum value (log2k), in order to keep the values in the range of 0-1 (Abdi et al., 2002). For 
the calculation of H’ the data was transformed into phenotypic classes. The scales for recording 
characters to phenotype frequencies were as indicated by the descriptors of wild and cultivated 
rice (Oryza sp.) (Bioversity International et al., 2007) and Kayode et al., 2007, and are 











Table 5-2: List of characters and their respective classes used for the evaluation of diversity in 
an F3 population segregating against AfRGM 
Characters Abbreviation Code Description Characters state 
Penultimate leaf 
length (mm) 
PLL 1 < 400 Short 
 
5 410-600 Medium 
 
9 > 600 Long 
Penultimate leaf 
width (mm) 
PLW 1 < 12 Narrow 
 
5 12-16 Medium 
 
9 > 16 Broad 
Flag leaf length 
(mm) 
FLL 1 < 400 Short 
 
5 410-600 Medium 
 
9 > 600 Long 
Flag leaf width 
(mm) 
FLW 1 < 12 Narrow 
 
5 12-16 Medium 
 
9 > 16 Broad 
Ligule length 
(mm) 
LigL 1 < 5 Short 
 
3 5-15 Medium 
 
5 > 15 Long 
Tillering ability Til 1 > 25 Very high 
 
3 20-25 Good 
 
5 10-19 Medium 
 
7 5-9 Low 
 
9 < 5 Very low 
Days to booting 
(days) 
DB 1 < 45 Very early 
 
3 46-60 Early 
 
5 61-75 Medium 
 
7 76-90 Late 
 
9 > 90 Very late 
Days to first 
heading (days) 
DFH 1 < 60 Very early 
 
3 61-75 Early 
 
5 76-90 Medium 
 
7 91-105 Late 
 
9 > 105 Very late 
Days to heading 
(days) 
DH 1 < 75 Very early 
 
3 76-90 Early 
 
5 91-105 Medium 
 
7 106-120 Late 
 
9 > 120 Very late 
Days to maturity 
(days) 
DM 1 < 100 Very early 
 
3 101-115 Early 
 
5 116-130 Medium 
 
7 131-145 Late 
 




Table 5-2 continued 
Characters Abbreviation Code Description Characters state 
Culm length (mm) CL 1 < 500 Very short 
 
2 510-700 Very short to short 
 
3 710-900 Short 
 
4 910-1050 Short to intermediate 
 
5 1060-1200 Intermediate  
 
6 1210-1400 Intermediate to long 
 
7 1410-1550 Long 
 
8 1560-1800 Long to very long 
 
9 > 1800 Very long 
Plant height (mm) PH 1 < 800 Very short 
 
2 810-1000 Very short to short 
 
3 1010-1200 Short 
 
4 1210-1350 Short to intermediate 
 
5 1360-1500 Intermediate  
 
6 1510-1700 Intermediate to tall 
 
7 1710-1850 Tall 
 
8 1860-2100 Tall to very tall 
 
9 > 2100 Very tall 
Panicle length 
(mm) 
PanL 1 < 110 Very short  
 
3 110-200 Short  
 
5 210-300 Medium  
 
7 310-400 Long  
 
9 > 400 Very long 
Secondary 
branching 
SB 1 < 45 Low 
 
3 46-60 Medium 
 
5 61-75 Dense 
 
7 76-90 Very dense 
 
9 > 90 Clustered 
Thousand grains 
weight (g) 
TGW 1 < 20 Light 
 
5 20-40 Intermediate 
 
9 > 40 Heavy 
Source: Adapted from Bioversity, IRRI and WARDA (2007) and Kayode et al. (2007) 
5-2 Results 
5-2-1 Variances analysis 
Report on variances analysis refers to environmental variance arising from differences between 
replications of each non-segregating genotype (parents and checks) and concerned only inter-




block variances were generally low for all traits studied and are displayed in Table 5-3. The 
maximum and minimum values of 57.39 and 0.003 were recorded for number of DH and FLW. 
The corresponding standard deviation and coefficient of variation (CV) were 7.58% and 0.8%, 
respectively, for the maximum while they were the same value of 0.05, for the minimum. Apart 
from DB, DFH and DH, the standard errors recorded were less than 1. The CVs were also very 
low, at most 11%, and were observed in both SB and TGW. The lowest CV was 0.03% and 
was observed in PLL, DM, CL and PH variance estimates (Table 5-3). 
 


















Min 323.5 07.5 211.5 08.5 15.50 10.00 61.00 68.50 
Max 362.5 09.5 254.5 10.0 19.00 14.00 77.00 83.50 
Mean 344.5 08.3 230.1 09.2 17.00 12.23 65.42 73.31 
Var 1.41 0.004 1.55 0.003 0.96 1.19 16.33 15.02 
Std 1.19 0.06 1.25 0.05 0.98 1.09 4.04 3.88 
CV 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.05 
SE 0.33 0.02 0.35 0.01 0.27 0.30 1.12 1.07 
 
Table 5-3: continued 
Statistic DH (days) DM (days) CL (mm) PH (mm) PanL (mm) SB (No.) TGW (g) 
Min 79.50 104.00 830.0 1065.0 230.0 16.00 21.30 
Max 103.50 114.00 930.0 1175.0 260.0 22.50 31.85 
Mean 89.35 108.85 878.5 1116.9 238.5 18.50 25.51 
Var 57.39 12.10 7.85 8.94 0.77 4.25 8.22 
Std 7.58 3.48 2.80 2.99 0.88 2.06 2.87 
CV 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.11 
SE 2.10 0.96 0.78 0.83 0.24 0.57 0.80 
Number of observation for each trait: 13, PLL=Penultimate leaf length, PLW= Penultimate leaf width, FLL=Flag 
leaf length, FLW=Flag leaf width, LigL=Ligule length, Til=Tillering, DB=Days to booting, DFH=Days to first 
heading, DH=Days to heading, DM=Days to maturity, CL=Culm length, PH=Plant height, PanL=Panicle length, 
SB=Secondary branching, TGW=1000 grains weight. 
5-2-2 Genetic variation analysis 
The diversity index was generally high, ranging up to 0.88 with a mean value of 0.66 (Table 5-
4). However, a couple of particularly low values of 0.17 and 0.22 were noticed. The variables 




at least 0.8, and another with a low index value of at most 0.22. A medium class also existed 
bearing index values of 0.5 to 0.8. PLL, FLL, FLW, DH, DM, PH and SB recorded high index 
values amounting to 0.88, 0.88, 0.8, 0.79, 0.87, 0.81 and 0.83, respectively. Medium index 
values were recorded for PLW, Til, DB, DFH, CL and PanL. The corresponding indices were 
0.76, 0.56, 0.57, 0.69, 0.64 and 0.49 respectively. Conversely, the low values of 0.17 and 0.22 
were noticed for LigL and TGW, respectively. The lowest index values recorded for the high 
and medium classes were 0.79 and 0.49, and were recorded for DH and PanL, respectively. 
 
Table 5-4: The Shannon-Weaver diversity (H’) index according to 15 agro-morphological traits 
recorded on an F3 population segregating against AfRGM 
Variables H’ Class 
 
Variables H’ Class 
Penultimate leaf length 0.88 High 
 
No of days to heading 0.79 Medium 
Penultimate leaf width 0.76 Medium 
 
No of days to maturity 0.87 High 
Flag leaf length 0.88 High 
 
Culm length 0.64 Medium 
Flag leaf width 0.80 Medium 
 
Plant height 0.81 High 
Ligule length 0.17 Low 
 
Panicle length 0.49 Medium 
Tillering ability 0.56 Medium 
 
Secondary branching 0.83 High 
No of days to booting 0.57 Medium 
 
Thousand grains weight 0.22 Low 
No of days to first heading 0.69 Medium 
   
 
H’ mean   0.66    
H’=Shannon index, Low ≤ 0.5; Medium > 0.5 to ≤ 0.8; High > 0.8 
5-2-3 Simple correlations between traits 
Results of simple correlations among traits are presented in Table 5-5. The p-values associated 
with these correlation coefficients were highly significant, ranging from 0 (p<0.0001) to 0.009 
for an alpha level of 5%. High correlation was observed amongst traits, following a grouping 
pattern with respect to a particular metabolism mechanism of the rice plant. Thus, traits 
involved in dry weight mass (PLW, FLW and FLL) were highly correlated, as well as traits 
involved in maturity (DB, DFH, DH, and DM), and plant stature (PH, CL). In this regard, DM, 
DB, DFH and DH were positively and highly correlated with each other. Thus, DM was 
positively correlated to DH, DFH and DB with a correlation coefficient of at least 0.93. 
Likewise, DH was strongly correlated with DB and DFH while DFH and DB were correlated at 
0.96. PH was also strongly correlated to CL at a correlation rate of 0.99. Slightly lower 
correlation coefficients of 0.81, 0.72 and 0.61 were also observed for PLW and FLW, FLL and 




Intermediate correlation coefficients ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 were observed and mainly 
concerned: (1) PLL and the other traits, excluding FLL, PanL and SB; and (2) FLL and the 
other traits, excluding LigL, Til, CL and TGW (Table 5-5). In this view, SB was correlated in 
the same range to CL, PH and PanL (0.34, 0.38 and 0.38, respectively), while PanL showed the 
same level of correlation to CL, PH, PLL and FLL (0.33, 0.46, 0.3 and 0.33 respectively) 
(Table 5-5 line 13). 
Low correlation coefficients were also found and were evenly distributed among traits. These 
values were as low as 0 (FLW and TGW) and as high as 0.28 (FLW and CL) for the positive 
correlation. Poor and negative correlations were depicted among traits and involved DB, DFH, 
DH and DM, which were poorly correlated to PanL, SB and TGW. The correlation amongst 
some traits cannot be clearly stated as the p-value was not significant. Examples were FLW 
with DB, DFH, DH and DM. The same trend was observed for PH and CL with DB, DFH and 
DH, whose p-values were not significant (for an alpha of 0.05). 
 
Table 5-5: Simple phenotypic correlation among traits recorded on an F3 O. sativa population 
segregating for AfRGM resistance 
Variables PLL PLW FLL FLW LigL Til DB DFH DH DM CL PH PanL SB 
PLW 0.46 
             
FLL 0.72 0.27  
           
FLW 0.45 0.81 0.40  
          
LigL 0.58 0.14 0.61 0.15  
         
Til 0.35 0.57 0.20 0.52 0.17  
        
DB 0.47 0.18 0.39 -0.03 0.32 0.18  
       
DFH 0.43 0.16 0.35 -0.06 0.29 0.18 0.96  
      
DH 0.44 0.15 0.39 -0.04 0.30 0.20 0.95 0.93  
     
DM 0.48 0.19 0.41 0.00 0.31 0.22 0.95 0.94 0.93  
    
CL 0.53 0.34 0.27 0.28 0.35 0.34 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.09  
   
PH 0.54 0.33 0.30 0.30 0.37 0.34 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.99  
  
PanL 0.30 0.12 0.33 0.23 0.23 0.15 -0.13 -0.14 -0.11 -0.12 0.33 0.46  
 
SB 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.40 0.12 0.14 -0.19 -0.20 -0.20 -0.18 0.34 0.38 0.38  
TGW -0.07 -0.04 -0.09 0.00 -0.01 0.06 -0.10 -0.10 -0.08 -0.12 0.04 0.05 0.07 -0.02 
Bold values are significant and the corresponding p-values were significant at an alpha level of 0.05 ranging from 
0 to 0.009. Non-bold=non-significant, PLL=Penultimate leaf length, PLW=Penultimate leaf width, FLL=Flag leaf 
length, FLW=Flag leaf width, LigL=Ligule length, Til=Tillering, DB=Number of days to booting, DFH=Number 
of days to first heading, DH=Number of days to heading, DM=Number of days to maturity, CL=Culm length, 




5-2-4 Cluster analysis 
A principal component analysis (PCA) conducted on the 15 quantitative characters did not 
show any separation pattern among the progenies. The maximum variability explained by any 
two factor combinations was 58.24%, and was observed between the two first factors (Figure 5-
1). The contributions of each trait to these factors were as follows: traits contribution ranged 
from 0.15% (TGW) to 13.66% (PLL) for Factor 1, while it ranged from 0.35% (TGW) to 
11.25% (DFH) for Factor 2. PLL (62.95%), PLW (36.2%), FLL (24.42%), FLW (45.68%), 
LigL (31.9%), Til (38.31%), DB (70.66%), DFH (42.09%), DH (54.45%), DM (73.58%), CL 
(46.38%), PH (52.43%), PanL (44.85%), SB (28.6%) and TGW (68.89%) contributed the most 
to Factors 10, 11, 9, 11, 6, 8, 14, 12, 12, 13, 15, 15, 7, 6 and 5, respectively. An agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering using the principal component scores (PC score) of the first five factors 
explained up to 82% of the total variability. The automatic truncate proposed by the XLSTAT 
version 2010 depicted three groups of low intra-group variance (Figure 5-2). The three classes 
were statistically similar and contained 235, 211 and 206 individuals, respectively, for Classes 
1, 2 and 3 (Table 6). The variance component estimates were low, amounting to 9.763, 6.797 




Figure 5-1: Principal component analysis of 15 agro-morphological traits segregating in a 






Table 5-6: Progenies distribution in cluster and within-class variance estimates obtained by 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering  
Class 1 2 3 
Number of individuals 235 211 206 
Within-class variance 9.763 6.797 6.144 
Minimum distance to centroid 0.956 0.788 0.554 
Average distance to centroid 2.960 2.461 2.330 
Maximum distance to centroid 5.886 6.451 4.997 
 
5-2-5 Broad-sense and narrow-sense heritability estimates 
Globally, heritability estimates were of two types: they were either very high or very low. They 
are shown in Table 5-7 and Figure 5-3. Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) estimates were generally 
high, conversely to the narrow-sense heritability (h
2
) estimates, which depicted low values. 
However, a surprising high narrow-sense heritability estimate of 0.72 was recorded for TGW 
(Table 5-7). Apart from this value, the highest h
2
 was 0.267, followed by 0.258, 0.225 and 
0.159, for DH, PH, PLW and CL, respectively (Figure 5-3). The other characters showed h
2
 
estimate values of at most 0.10. Among them, PLL, FLL, LigL, DFH and PanL showed very 
low h
2
 estimates amounting to nearly 0%. Narrow-sense heritability estimates associated with 
these traits were 0.001, 0.003, 0.000, 0.000 and 0.001 respectively (Table 5-7 last column). 
Conversely to narrow-sense heritability, broad-sense heritability (H
2
) estimates were 
surprisingly high for all traits (Table 5-7). The lowest value was 0.71 and was recorded for 
TGW. Two traits, PLW and FLW, recorded the maximum value of 1.0 for H
2
. Five other traits, 
PLL, FLL, Til, CL and PH, also recorded nearly the maximum (0.99). Amongst the eight traits 
remaining, two traits, DH and TGW, had H
2
 estimates below 0.9 (0.89 and 0.71, respectively). 
Three characters (DB, PanL and SB) had an H
2
 value of 0.95. Two traits (LigL and DFH) had 
H
2
 values of 0.96. DM had an H
2










Table 5-7: Broad-sense and narrow-sense heritability estimates 





Penultimate leaf length (PLL) 147.23 1.41 148.64 0.99 0.001 
Penultimate leaf width (PLW) 0.06 0.004 0.06 1.00 0.225 
Flag leaf length (FLL) 167.53 1.55 169.08 0.99 0.003 
Flag leaf width (FLW) 0.06 0.003 0.06 1.00 0.105 
Ligule length (LigL) 25.78 0.96 26.74 0.96 0.000 
Tillering ability (Til) 173.76 1.19 174.95 0.99 0.101 
No of days to booting (DB) 352.10 16.63 368.73 0.95 0.064 
No of days to first heading (DFH) 389.04 15.02 404.06 0.96 0.000 
No of days to heading (DH) 441.82 57.39 499.21 0.89 0.267 
No of days to maturity (DM) 494.59 12.10 506.69 0.98 0.031 
Culm length (CL) 541.50 7.85 549.35 0.99 0.159 
Plant height (PH) 612.87 8.94 621.81 0.99 0.258 
Panicle length (PanL) 14.35 0.77 15.12 0.95 0.001 
Secondary branching (SB) 84.98 4.25 89.23 0.95 0.073 
Thousand grain weight (TGW) 19.86 8.22 28.08 0.71 0.727 





=Narrow sense heritability estimate 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Dendrogram of 652 progenies obtained by agglomerative hierarchical clustering 









Legend: ● = Active,             =  model, OM=Offspring mean, PM=Parent mean  
Figure 5-3: Narrow-sense heritability (h
2
) estimates for 15 agro-morphological traits 







5-3 Discussion  
The genetic variability among progenies was checked by simple statistics (means, 
ranges, standard deviation and coefficient of variation), and was confirmed by the high 
Shannon index recorded for most of the traits under investigation apart from TGW and LigL. 
The fact that the inter-block variance was low, supported the assertion that the variability 
observed in the population was not due to environmental causes but was likely due to genetic 
causes (Villanueva and Moro, 2001). Our results also depicted variation in heritability 
estimates, irrespective of the trait measured, or the type of heritability computed. This agrees 
with Falconer (1989), who claimed that heritability estimates for agro-morphological traits in 
rice are sparse and contradictory, depending upon the genetic materials and methods used. 
Moreover, estimation of heritability are controversial, the magnitude of heritability estimates 
for a highly heritable trait is considered more than 0.5, and for a medium heritable trait it is 
between 0.2 and 0.5 (Singh, 2005). Indeed, in this present study, the broad-sense heritability 
was high in contrast to the narrow-sense heritability. This trend was observed in earlier studies 
conducted by Kato (1990), Rabiei et al. (2004), Vanaja and Babu (2006) and Fahliani et al. 
(2010). Broad-sense heritability was estimated by the variance component method developed 
by Becker (1984). Therefore, as reported above, the environmental variance being low, the 
phenotypic variance was proportionally low and its ratio under the genotypic variance was 
high. The other obvious explanation of this phenomenon of high broad-sense heritability (H
2
) 
and low narrow-sense heritability (h
2
) is that the increase of broad-sense heritability estimate 
was because of higher genetic variance rather than low environmental variance, as confirmed 
by the high Shannon index measured for the population for several of the traits investigated. 
The last explanation for this phenomenon is that, it could have been due to the control of the 
inheritance of the different traits by genetic dominance and/or epistatic effects, rather than by 
additive gene effects. This implies that the traits are under the control of either few genes or 
major genes. Indeed, the lowest broad-sense heritability was recorded for TGW. This character 
is believed to be a yield contributing character, which is also known to be a complex 
mechanism involving multiple genes (Abdus et al., 2009). High heritability estimates in their 
broad-sense were observed for DFH, PH, PanL, Til and TGW, indicating limited potential for 






by Panwar et al. (1997), Sarawgi et al. (2000), Gannamani (2001), Sao (2002) and Rita et al. 
(2009).  
All the explanations provided above also applied to narrow-sense heritability: low 
additive variance, high genetic variance and multiple genes interaction, acting independently or 
in combination resulting in low narrow-sense heritability values. However, one more reason for 
the low narrow-sense heritability estimates observed was due to the method of calculation. 
Narrow-sense heritability was estimated using the mid-parent offspring mean regression, which 
is sensitive to the normal distribution or the skewness of the data. Indeed, the preliminary 
normality tests prior to the regression showed that, apart from PLL and FLL, the other traits 
were not normally distributed, according to the normality tests of Shapiro-Wilk, Anderson-
Darling, Lilliefors and Jarque-Bera from XLStat 2010 (data not shown). 
Our results showed that leaf characters, LigL, maturity-related traits (excluding DH) 
and PanL had very low narrow-sense heritability, while plant stature-related traits (CL and PH) 
had low heritability. Therefore, breeding for these traits is difficult because low heritability 
suggests that the phenotype is not highly correlated with the genotype (Fahliani et al., 2010). 
Conversely, high heritability estimates imply a fairly easy selection of character due to a close 
correspondence between the genotype and phenotype, due to a relatively smaller contribution 
of the environment to the phenotype (Umadevi et al., 2009). According to Singh (2005), the 
contribution of environmental conditions for low heritable traits is relatively high. This 
assertion is in contradiction with our result, which showed low environmental variance despite 
the low narrow-sense heritability recorded for most of the studied traits. This could have been 
due to the preponderance of non-additive gene effects over additive gene effects, rather than the 
impact of environmental conditions, a possibility that was reinforced by the high broad-sense 
heritability recorded for these traits. The low broad-sense heritability estimate of PanL is, 
however, in agreement with previous results reported by Toriyama and Futsuhara (1958), Wells 
and Faw (1978), Jennings et al. (1979), Wayne and Dilday (2003), Sabu et al. (2009) and 
Fahliani et al. (2010). Likewise, low narrow-sense heritability of Til observed in our study 
agrees with previous reports documented by Hoshikawa (1989), Moldenhauer et al. (1994), 
Gravois and Helms (1996) and Fahliani et al. (2010). 
TGW was found to have both high narrow (0.727) and broad (0.71) sense heritability estimates 






0.77. Hence, TGW will respond to selection because a high level of narrow sense heritability 
suggests large additive variance. Moreover, the PLL (0.99) and the PLW (1) showed high 
broad-sense heritability estimates as confirmed by a similar study (0.88 vs. 0.79) reported by 
Mohapatra and Mohanty (1985). 
Overall, correlations reported in the present study were of three types. Traits were either 
positively correlated or negatively correlated or non-correlated. For the first two types, the 
extent of the correlation was either high or low. High positive correlations were observed 
within traits involved in rice maturity, plant stature and weight dry mass. Rice cycle and 
maturity depend upon the vegetative phase because the reproductive and maturity phases 
remained quite constant (N’cho, 1992). Therefore, the cycle duration is influenced by the early 
steps of the reproductive stage including the booting stage. The sooner the booting occurs, the 
sooner plants mature. Likewise, the sooner the booting occurs, the shorter the Days to first 
heading and the Days to heading and consequently, the earlier the plant matures. However, 
some few cases were observed where, despite the precocity of the booting, the subsequent steps 
were delayed. This fact can be explained by environmental constraints. Indeed, according to 
Shah et al. (1999), the opening of the spikelets depends primarily on the prevailing atmospheric 
temperature, the light intensity and other climatic conditions. Plant height was highly correlated 
to Culm length, while it was moderately correlated to Panicle length. Plant height in rice is a 
complex character and is the end product of several genetically controlled factors called 
internodes (Cheema et al., 1987); their elongation is directly responsible for the Plant height. 
The moderate correlation could be explained by the fact that the plant, mobilising large stem 
reserve to support panicle growth, consequently auto-regulates the size of the panicle (Ali et 
al., 2000). Our results also surprisingly showed that Thousand grains weight was not correlated 
to PanL as reported by Zafar et al. (2004). Abbasi et al. (1995) claimed that although it 
contributes positively, PanL is not the only factor responsible for higher grain yield because a 
plant can have a maximum PanL, but due to lower grain fertility, can exhibit lower grain yield. 
Therefore, Panicle length alone does not determine the high grain yield because traits such as 
grain size, grain shape, higher numbers of tillers/plant, longer panicles and greater number of 
grains/panicle ultimately contribute to higher grain yield (Akram et al., 1994). TGW was not 
correlated with Panicle length, probably because, to reduce substantial yield losses, plants 






(Abbasi et al., 1995). Overall, TGW was either very poorly and negatively correlated or very 
poorly and positively correlated or not significantly correlated, irrespective of the traits. This 
observation was different from the findings documented earlier by Khedikar et al. (2004), 
Borbora et al. (2005), and Panwar and Mashiat Ali (2007). These authors observed that TGW 
was highly and positively correlated to the number of panicles per plant and secondary 
branches per panicle. In the same trend, highly significant negative correlation with PH was 
also observed by Rita et al. (2006), Panwar and Mashiat, (2007) and Umadevi et al. (2009).  
The high and positive correlation between the penultimate leaf and the flag leaf width and 
length (traits involved in dry weight mass) is probably due to the fact that, being the top leaves, 
their greater length and width will result in better photosynthesis, providing more resource to 
meet the demands of the plant. A study conducted by Jain et al. (2001) on the flag leaf and 
penultimate leaf revealed that the amount and activity of RuPBCO, a chlorophyll precursor, in 
flag leaf is two-fold higher as compared to the penultimate leaf. They also mentioned that a 
reduction in leaf area led to less RuPBCO, inducing low photosynthesis activity for a low 
weight dry mass of the whole plant. 
Apart from TGW, the PLL was consistently well correlated to the other traits studied. This 
trend was observed for PLW and FLL with an exception that the correlations were globally less 
than PLL. This fact is probably attributable to the involvement of these dry weight mass 
components in the metabolism of the traits under study. Indeed, as aforementioned in the Jain 
et al. (2001) study, these components are very active in photosynthesis, which conditions plant 
stature, maturity and dry weight mass. 
 This study reveals that the phenotypic traits investigated here had either low levels of 
narrow sense heritability, or high levels of broad sense heritability and cannot be improved 
through selection. Only Thousand grains weight (TGW) can respond to selection. However, 
this trait is either poorly negatively correlated, or poorly positively correlated or not correlated 
to the other traits investigated. Hence, selection for yield should be oriented toward yield 
component related traits such as number of tiller per plant, number of primary and secondary 
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Genetic variability in rice (Oryza sp.) genotypes with a range of resistance to the African 
Rice Gall Midge (AfRGM), Orseolia oryzivora Harris and Gagné 
Abstract  
Genetic variability studies on rice landraces conserve various objectives. Historically, its main 
use was to enable the creation of a core collection of rice for future breeding. Recently, with the 
use of new breeding approaches, genetic diversity has been studied for many purposes 
including biotype characterisation, phylogeny studies, population structures and genome-wide 
characterisation. Genetic variability among five gall midge Orseolia oryzivora Harris and 
Gagné resistant, tolerant and susceptible rice (Oryza sativa L.) genotypes, comprising of 
cultivars and landraces, was studied in terms of polymorphism, using 303 SSR primers 
covering the whole genome. Of the 178 polymorphic primers between cultivars and landraces, 
60 were found to be highly polymorphic and informative. The number of alleles amplified by 
these primers ranged from one to five for a total of 1,041 alleles. The polymorphism rate was 
globally high ranging from 45.2 to 66.8%. The highest polymorphism rate was noted with 
primers from Chromosome 7 while the lowest was observed on Chromosome 9. The average of 
polymorphism information content (PIC) was 0.553. Factorial analysis based on the allelic 
diversity clearly demarcated the cultivars and landraces into O. glaberrima, Oryza sativa subsp. 
japonica and Oryza sativa subsp. indica groups. However, the cluster analysis distinguished the 
genotypes into gall midge resistant, susceptible, moderately resistant and tolerant groups. Two 
of the cultivars, BW348-1 and Cisadane, showed the least diversity, despite their diverse 
geographical origin. Likewise, two landraces (TOS14519 and TOG7106) and one cultivar 
(ITA306) showed more divergence, despite their common West African origin. This diversity 
among the genotypes tested is more evident with respect to natural evolution of genetic 
background or African rice gall midge (AfRGM) resistance rather than direct breeding efforts 







The AfRGM, O. oryzivora Harris and Gagné , is one of the more important insect pests of rice 
in the African lowland cropping system. Unlike its Asian counterpart where more than fifteen 
biotypes have been reported (Kumar et al., 1998, Sardesai et al., 2001, Bentur et al., 2003, Jain 
et al., 2004) with seven of them characterised (Vijaya et al., 2006), the number of biotypes of 
the African Orseolia is unknown to this day. However, the difference in reaction to multiple 
rice genotypes suggested the existence of more than one biotype. Furthermore, three insect 
species have been reported by Nwilene et al. (2006), who distinguished, based on genomic 
DNA fingerprinting using random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and sequence-
characterized amplified region (SCAR), Orseolia. nwanzei Harris and Nwilene from the most 
closely related O. oryzivora Harris and Gagné and Orseolia bonzii Harris. Breeding and 
cultivation of resistant rice varieties are an important strategy to manage the pest. Field and 
paddy screenhouse screenings have led to the identification of resistant lines (Ukwungwu and 
Alam, 1991; Ukwungwu and Joshi, 1992; Maji, 1998; Williams et al., 1999; Nwilene et al., 
2002). However, the resistant varieties found in these studies were mostly Oryza glaberrima 
landraces. Studies conducted  by Williams et al. (1998), and more recently by Nwilene et al. 
(2002), identified TOS14519, a O. sativa subsp. japonica cultivar from the Gambia and the O. 
glaberima landrace TOG7106, as resistant lines to AfRGM. Like all the O. glaberima lines, 
they are less productive and could not be released to farmers. Varieties that have an acceptable 
yield because of tolerance to AfRGM are Cisadane from Indonesia, released in Nigeria as 
FARO 51, and BW348-1 from Sri Lanka. The latter is, however, susceptible to iron toxicity, 
one of the major constraints in African lowland cropping system (Singh, 1998). ITA306 is a 
breeding line released by the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) but it has not 
been cultivated by farmers because it is highly susceptible to AfRGM (Williams et al., 2002). 
Although their difference in reaction against AfRGM is known, the genome-wide diversity of 
these genotypes carrying either the same or different resistance genes has not been studied. 
Moreover, the genetic control involved in the tolerance of Cisadane and BW348-1 (Omoloye, 
1998) to AfRGM is not known. The study conducted by Omoloye et al. (2002) only reported 
tolerance to infestations on the basis of a higher level of seedling survival, production of a 
significantly more fertile tillers, productive panicles and significantly higher grain yield per 






AfRGM infestation. Studying the variability of these lines reacting differently to AfRGM may 
reveal convergent evolution of same or similar resistance gene(s) in geographically distinct 
landraces or divergent evolution of genotypes carrying the same gene. Variability among 
populations has been historically addressed using agro-morphological traits. But with the major 
breakthrough in molecular breeding tools, molecular markers are being extensively used in the 
study of genetic diversity of crop plants to address questions of phylogeny, evolution and 
adaptation through domestication (Wang et al., 1992; Joshi et al., 2000; Bautista et al., 2001; 
Ren et al., 2003). Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) markers are the most commonly used in rice 
diversity because of their availability (over 25,000 SSR markers are available) (McCouch et al., 
2002) and the significant level of allelic diversity that they reveal (Ishii et al., 2000). They are 
also particularly suitable for evaluating genetic diversity in different rice cultivars (Ren et al., 
2003) and different crops (Ellwood et al., 2006). Germplasm analysis (Yong et al., 2002), 
genetic relationships (Zhang et al., 2003) and phylogenetic studies (Provan et al., 2001) were 
also investigated by microsatellite SSR markers. The present study reports on a genetic 
diversity analysis based on genome wide polymorphism using SSR markers, with respect to 
five AfRGM resistant, tolerant and susceptible genotypes representing cultivars and landraces. 
Our results revealed the genomic diversity between cultivars and landraces and also 
distinguished them according to their reaction to AfRGM. 
6-1 Material and method 
6-1-1 Plant material 
Five O. sativa and O. glaberima gall midge rice genotypes, including two landraces 
(TOS14519 and TOG7106), and three cultivars (BW348-1, Cisadane and ITA306), were used 
in this study. TOS14519 is an O. sativa subsp. japonica type from Gambia while TOG7106 is 
an O. glaberima accession from Casamance. BW348-1 is an O. sativa subsp. indica from Sri 
Lanka. Cisadane, from Indonesia, was released in Nigeria as FARO51. ITA306 is a high-
yielding cultivar bred by the IITA. Details of these genotypes, along with their pedigree, their 
genotype type, their country of origin, their species type and their reaction against AfRGM 
attack are given in Table 6-1. 















BW348-1 Unknown Cultivar Sri Lanka indica Tolerant 






TOG7106 Landrace Landrace Casamance glaberrima Resistant 
TOS14519 Landrace Landrace Gambia japonica MR 
* MR= Moderately resistant 
6-2 Methods 
6-2-1 Choice of the SSR markers 
A set of 303 SSR markers (Orjuela et al., 2009), covering the entire rice genome, was chosen 
based on the following criteria: (1) they express polymorphism according to two referenced 
populations including Azucena-IR64 and Azucena-TOG; (2) they derive from the Universal 
Core Genetic Map (UCGM) (Orjuela et al, 2009); (3) they belong to the 147 anchors evenly 
distributed along the rice genome; and (4) if one selected marker, belonging to an anchor and 
polymorphic for one population, was not polymorphic for the other population; another 
additional marker, polymorph for this second population, was chosen, making two markers 
equivalent for this anchor. 
6-2-2 DNA extraction 
Total genomic DNA was extracted using the cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) 
method as described by Doyle and Dickson (1987), and later by Rusterucci et al. (2000), with 
minor modifications. Fresh leaves were collected 15 days after sowing from each individual. 
Three hundred mg of each sample was ground in liquid nitrogen, transferred into 25 ml tubes 
after being added to 7 ml of CTAB buffer, capped and incubated at 65
o
C for one hour in a 
water bath and shaken intermittently during incubation. They were thereafter removed and 
cooled to room temperature. Seven ml of 24:1 chloroform: isoamyl alcohol was added to each 
sample and mixed by gently turning the tube upside down for 5 min and centrifuged for 15 min 






into a pre-labelled 25 ml tube without disturbing the chloroform phase. Seven ml (i.e. about the 
volume of the light green phase) of 2-propanol (isopropanol) was added to the supernatant, 
mixed gently and incubated overnight. The samples were then spun for 10 min at 4000 rpm. 
The isopropanol was carefully decanted. The whitish pellet suspended on the surface of the 
tube was washed in 5 ml of 70% cold ethanol, transferred into a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and 
dried for 12 hours. The DNA pellet was then dissolved in Tris-ethanol (TE) for 24 hours.  
6-2-3 DNA quality and quantity determination  
The quality (level of non-degradation) of the extracted DNA was determined by 
spectrophotometer based on the ratio D260 to D280 and confirmed using an agarose gel 
electrophoresis method, using a 1% gel. The quantity of DNA was determined by 
spectrophotometer for reliability. A DNA ratio (OD260/OD280) of 1.8 to 2 is considered to be 
of good quality (Themo Scientific, 2010). DNA was diluted to 1/250 (2 l of DNA dissolved in 
480 l of water) and its concentration was assessed using its optical density, read at a wave 
length of 280 nm. Then 3 l of diluted DNA mixed with 5 l of 10X loading dye (40% 
bromophenol blue plus 40% xylene cyanol FF and 50 % glycerol) was loaded into each well of 
the gel. The size of the amplified fragments was estimated using AlphaImager software with a 
100-bp ladder (MBI Fermentas, Lithuania) as the size reference standard. DNA quality was 
verified by visualisation of the PCR product on an Alpha Imager gel documentation machine 
(Alpha Innotech, USA). A DNA sample with little or no smearing is considered as good 
quality. The values of the band size were used to perform a factorial analysis and to construct a 
dendrogram using DARwin Software version 5.0.155 (Perrier and Jacquemoud-Collet, 2006).  
6-2-4 Genotyping 
The susceptible female parent ITA306 and the four males of various levels of resistance were 
screened with the 303 SSR markers to reveal the polymorphism between them. A marker was 
considered polymorphic according to its polymorphism information content (PIC). A PIC 
above 0.7 was chosen as the polymorphism threshold. Polymorphism chain reaction (PCR) was 
performed as described by Temnykh et al. (2000) with slight modifications. Each reaction 
mixture consisted of a final volume of 15 µl containing 15 ng of template DNA, 1.3 X buffer 






NTP, 0.1 µM of each primer, and 0.0250 unit of Taq polymerase. The mixture was placed in 
plate tubes covered with a thermal PCR seal to avoid evaporation. DNA amplification was 
performed on G-Storm thermocycler (Applied Bioscience, USA), programmed for an initial 3 
min at 94°C, followed by 30 cycles of 30 seconds at 94°C, 45 seconds from 50 to 61°C 
according to the optimal annealing temperature for each SSR primer, and 1 min at 72°C, with a 
final extension of 5 min at 72°C to fill out any incompletely extended strands of DNA. The 
amplified products were separated by electrophoresis using a 4% non-denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel (Sambrook and Rusell 2001). When no or low amplification was observed, 
the PCR conditions were optimised by varying the annealing temperature of the primers (from 
51 to 57°C), and the magnesium concentration (from 1X to 1.5X), in the PCR reaction.  
6-2-5 Data analysis 
The genetic distance between accessions was determined with DARwin software 5.0.155 
(Perrier and Jacquemoud-Collet, 2006). The dissimilarity between individuals was calculated 
using the simple matching distance method based on the Sokal and Michener (1958) index as 
follows:  
 
With dij: dissimilarity between units i and j, L: number of loci, : ploidy and ml : number of 
matching alleles for locus l 
The distances were used for factorial and cluster analyses. A dendrogram was constructed 
based on the dissimilarity allelic value according to the Unweighted Pair Group Method using 
the Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) hierarchical clustering method. The PowerMarker 3.25 
software package (Liu and Muse, 2005) was used to calculate the allele number per locus, 







where pi and pj are the frequencies of the i and j alleles, respectively (Botstein et al., 1980). The 
difference between the five AfRGM resistant, tolerant and susceptible lines was tested locus by 






6-3 Results  
6-3-1 Major allele frequency  
Major allele frequency (MAF) ranged from 0.2 to 1 with a mean of 0.48. Five allelic classes 
were observed. Allelic Class 1 had a MAF of 0.2 and bore 5 alleles revealed by 19% (60 
markers) of the total number of markers used. Allelic Class 2 had twice (0.4) the MAF of 
allelic Class 1 shared by four alleles revealed by 131 of the total markers. Class 3 showed a 
MAF of 0.5 - 0.6 and contained 3 alleles representing 20.46% (62 markers) of the total markers 
used to reveal these 3 alleles. Allelic Classes 4 and 5 displayed a MAF of 0.8 and 1, revealing 
only 2 and 1 alleles, respectively. The numbers of markers which revealed these alleles 
associated to these classes were both 25. The MAF was low in Class 1, medium in Classes 2 
and 3 and high in Classes 4 and 5. Along with chromosomes, MAF ranged from 0.37 on 
Chromosome 7 to 0.59 on Chromosome 10.   
6-3-2 Allelic diversity 
A total of 1,047 alleles were amplified with all the SSR markers. Number of alleles per marker 
ranged from 1 to 5, with an average of 3.46. Within these two extremes, markers also revealed 
4, 3 or 2 alleles. Across chromosomes, alleles detected ranged from 54 on Chromosome 9 to 
144 on Chromosome 1, with a mean number of alleles per marker of 2.85 on chromosome 9 
and 4.05 on Chromosome 7, respectively, as the minimum and maximum values. 
 
Table 6-2: MAF, number of alleles per marker, and number of revealing marker distributions 




1 2 3 4 5 
Major allele frequency 0.2 0.4 0.5-0.6 0.8 1 
Number of alleles/marker  5 4 3 2 1 
Number of revealing marker 60 (*19.8) 131 (*43.23) 62 (*20.46) 25 (*8.25) 25 (*8.25) 






6-3-3 Gene diversity 
Gene diversity was as high as 0.8 and as low as zero, with a mean value of 0.6. Of the 303 
primers used, 278 revealed diversity among the tested genotypes; the 25 remaining primers 
produced nil values for gene diversity. Between these extremes, intermediate gene diversity 
values were also observed, ranging from 0.32 to 0.72. In between this interval, other values of 
0.48, 0.56, 0.63 and 0.64 were noted. Gene diversity distribution across chromosomes ranged 
from 0.5 on Chromosome 10 to 0.67 on Chromosome 7. 
6-3-4 Polymorphism information content  
Similarly to the gene diversity, 278 of the 303 SSR markers tested showed polymorphism 
among the test genotypes. Of these, 60 were the most informative in being highly polymorphic 
in reference to a threshold value of PIC higher than 0.7. The remaining 134 and 84 markers had 
moderate and low level of polymorphism with respect to threshold values of 0.5-0.7, and 0.3-
0.5, respectively. Among the polymorphic markers, polymorphism varied from 26.9 to 76.8%. 
The mean of PIC was 0.553. The most polymorphic chromosome was Chromosome 7 (66.8%), 
while the least polymorphic was Chromosome 9 (45.2%).  
 
 
Figure 6-1: MAF, allele frequency, gene diversity distribution and PIC along the twelve 






6-3-5 Correlation between genetic parameters 
The summary table (Table 6-3) of the coefficient of determination (R
2
) shows that the genetic 
parameters were highly correlated. The extent of correlation ranged from 0.833 between gene 
diversity and allele number to 0.99 between PIC and gene diversity.  
 
Table 6-3: Coefficient of determination (R
2
) between genetic parameters 
Parameters MAF Allele No Gene Diversity PIC 
MAF 1 0.920 0.931 0.945 
Allele No 0.920 1 0.883 0.935 
Gene Diversity 0.931 0.883 1 0.990 
PIC 0.945 0.935 0.990 1 
MAF= Major allele frequency, PIC = Polymorphism information content  
 
Table 6-4 confirms not only the high correlation between genetic parameters but also the nature 
of the correlation. The parameters were correlated at 94% to 99.5%. Indeed, MAF was 
strongly, negatively correlated to allele number, gene diversity and PIC, whereas strong 
positive correlation was observed between allele number, gene diversity and PIC. The least 
correlation was observed between allele number and gene diversity (0.94) while the highest 
correlation was observed between PIC and gene diversity. A positive correlation of 0.967 
between PIC and allele number was also measured. 
 
Table 6-4: Correlation between genetic parameters according to the correlation matrix of 
Pearson  
Parameters MAF Allele No Gene Diversity PIC 
MAF 1 -0.959 -0.965 -0.972 
Allele No -0.959 1 0.940 0.967 
Gene Diversity -0.965 0.940 1 0.995 
PIC -0.972 0.967 0.995 1 
MAF= Major allele frequency, PIC = Polymorphism information content, p-value <0.0001 
 
6-3-6 Genetic distance between individuals 
Genetic variability among the tested genotypes was analysed using the polymorphism data 






showed differential trend in genotype grouping. The factorial analysis performed on Axes 3 and 
1 which explained 55.88% of the total variability, demarcated the test lines into two distinct 
groups, representing O. sativa and O. glaberrima accessions. The O. glaberrima group was 
represented only by TOG7106 while the O. sativa group included BW348-1, Cisadane, ITA306 
and TOS14519. Among the O. sativa group, a clear demarcation was made between O. sativa 
subsp. indica types and the O. sativa subsp. japonica type (Figure 6-2). The O. sativa subsp. 
japonica TOS14519 was demarcated far away while the O. sativa subsp. indica varieties 
ITA306, BW348-1 and Cisadane, were closely associated. Axis 3 separated O. glaberrima 
from O. sativa while Axis 1 demarcated the O. sativa subsp. japonica TOS14519 from the O. 
sativa subsp. indica BW348-1, Cisadane and ITA306.   
 
 
Figure 6-2: Factorial analysis on five rice genotypes resistant, moderately resistant, 
susceptible and tolerant to AfRGM, based on 303 SSR data projected on Axes 3/1 
 
The dendrogram constructed based on the dissimilarity allelic value among the genotypes 
according to the UPGMA method at the threshold equality of 1% (Figure 6-3) grouped the 
tested genotypes into four distinct groups. The first group had only one member, the landrace 








O. glaberrima TOG7106, which is resistant to AfRGM. The second group included only the O. 
sativa subsp. indica cultivar ITA306, susceptible to AfRGM. The third group comprised the 
japonica landrace TOS14519, which is moderately resistant to AfRGM, while the last group 
comprised two O. sativa subsp. indica cultivars (BW348-1 and Cisadane), which are tolerant to 
AfRGM. The furthest dissimilarity was observed between the resistant landrace TOG7106 and 
the tolerant cultivars BW348-1 and Cisadane, followed by the one between TOG7106 and the 
moderately resistant landrace TOS14519. ITA306, the susceptible cultivar, was the less 
genetically dissimilar to TOG7106. ITA306 showed less dissimilarity to TOS14519 than 
TOS14519 showed to BW348-1 and Cisadane. BW348-1 and Cisadane showed the highest 
similarity (Table 6.5).  
 
 
Figure 6-3: Dendrogram resulting from UPGMA cluster analysis for five rice genotypes 
resistant, moderately resistant, susceptible and tolerant to AfRGM based on polymorphism 
data derived from 60 highly polymorphic SSR markers 
 
T=Tolerant, MR=Moderately resistant, S= Susceptible, R= Resistant 
 
 











Table 6.5: Dissimilarity index calculated for five rice genotype resistant, moderately resistant, 
susceptible and tolerant to AfRGM using Darwin software 5.0.155 based on simple matching 
Parental lines ITA306 TOG7106 TOS14519 BW348-1 
TOG7106 0.801325 
   TOS14519 0.677741 0.817881 
  BW348-1 0.731788 0.818482 0.718543 
 Cisadane 0.744186 0.82392 0.72 0.663333 
 
6-4 Discussion   
The MAF was inversely proportional to the number of alleles revealed by markers and 
the PIC. The higher the number of alleles, the lesser their individual frequency and the 
polymorphism were revealed. Likewise, the lesser the number of alleles, the bigger are their 
individual frequency and PIC value. Our results suggested that alleles revealed by each primer 
were equally represented in our population. This was confirmed by the mean MAF value of 
nearly fifty percent (0.48) and the nil value of heterozygosity (data not shown). This 
phenomenon could have been due to a consideration of a single allele during the polymorphism 
study rather than an equal frequency distribution of alleles. Thus, only alleles present in each of 
the genotypes which clearly demarcated and showed a visible band were considered during the 
genotyping.  
Direct comparison of the extent of genetic variability in our study with those observed 
in previous studies is risky because it may be biased by the number and the type of accessions 
used to evaluate the genetic diversity. Only five accessions, including three cultivars and two 
landraces, were used. However, the following can be claimed:  
The maximum number of alleles per primer (5) was lower than those reported by Barry 
et al. (2007), Zhang et al. (2007) and Semon et al. (2004) who found 15, 22 and 27 alleles, 
respectively, among the O. sativa and O. glaberrima landraces in the diversity study conducted 
on a country, province and regional scale, respectively. In another study on common wild rice 
of six Chinese provinces, more alleles were detected, on an average of 21.58 alleles per locus, 
with a maximum of 53 alleles, compared with ours (3.24 alleles) and previous reports by Gao et 
al. (2002) (3.1 alleles), Zhou et al. (2003) (10.6 alleles), and Song et al. (2003) (5 alleles). Our 






number of seven alleles for a similar study conducted on lines resistant and susceptible to the 
Asian gall midge. However, the mean values of alleles per marker were similar in the two 
studies (3.24 vs. 3.46 found in the present study). We also found 1,041 as the overall number of 
alleles, which is surprisingly, eight times more than the number of 129 found by Barry et al. 
(2007), but less than the 1,161 alleles documented by Himabindu et al. (2009). The differences 
with the Himabindu study can be explained by the limited number and type of accessions 
(mostly cultivars) used in our study. This also is probably owing to more representative 
materials being used in their study. Indeed, only five accessions were investigated here, in 
comparison to twelve used in the study conducted by Himabindu. The low level of 129 alleles 
observed was reported by Barry et al. as being due to the number and the choice of the SSR 
loci.  
The PIC which refers to the value of a marker for detecting polymorphism within a 
population, depending on the number of detectable alleles; and the distribution of their 
frequency, was higher (0.553) than the PIC found by Semon et al. (0.34). However, it was 
lower than those reported by Barry et al. (0.8) and Himabindu et al (0.589).  
Our gene diversity value (0.6) was also almost twice the value (0.27) reported by 
Semon et al. This is due to the fact that, accessions used in our study were mostly cultivars, 
representing the final product of plant breeders who have therefore broadened the cultivars’ 
genetic background. Moreover, the composition of our accession set comprised of 1 O. 
glaberima, 1 O. sativa subsp. japonica and 3 O. sativa subsp. indica was more genetically 
diverse than the glaberima landraces used in Semon’s study; landraces being least intervened. 
As reported by Glaszmann (1987), the O. sativa subsp. indica sub-species have very broad 
genetic diversity.  
The lowest values of allelic diversity, gene diversity and PIC were consistently 
observed on Chromosome 9, which was reported by Biradar et al. (2004) as bearing the Asian 
gall midge resistance gene Gml, flanked by the SSR markers RM316, RM444 and RM219 at 
the genetic distances of 8.0, 4.9 and 5.9 cM, respectively.  
Positive and negative strong correlations were measured between genetic parameters. A 
negative correlation was detected by the method of Pearson between allele number and the 
MAF. However, a consideration of this correlation on the chromosome scale, showed that the 






correlated on Chromosomes 2, 8, 9 and 11, or they were conversely positively correlated on the 
other chromosomes. In this latter case, the hypothesis of the existence of only one type of 
allele, considered as a major allele, can be postulated; and consequently, genes bearing these 
alleles can be considered to be major genes. Likewise the decrease in the number of alleles 
associated with the increase of gene diversity and PIC can be explained by genes bearing few 
alleles. 
The factorial analysis distinguished three clusters of genetic variability among cultivars 
and landraces into O. glaberima, O. sativa subsp. japonica and O. sativa subsp. indica types, 
meaning that the markers used were effective and informative. Although, the O. sativa indica 
sub-species group was constituted only of cultivars, which are the final product of plant 
breeders and have gone through intensive selection pressure, their O. sativa subsp. indica 
background was not altered. Indeed, ITA306 is of BC2F6 generation whereas Cisadane is of 
BC3 generation. The fact that selection narrows the genetic background could partly explain the 
least range of diversity among them.  
However, the O. sativa indica sub-species were clearly separated in the cluster analysis, 
suggesting a divergence in their reaction to AfRGM. BW348-1 and Cisadane, which are both 
tolerant to AfRGM, showed no divergence, whereas a clear divergence was made between 
them and ITA306. This grouping trend, respective to AfRGM reaction was also confirmed by 
the nearest convergence between TOS14519, a moderately AfRGM resistant landrace and the 
two AfRGM tolerant cultivars. The cluster analysis separated TOG7106, the resistant landrace, 
from the others, which showed a differential reaction to AfRGM. The second clustering 
distinguished ITA306, the susceptible cultivar, from those with a low to moderate level of 
resistance, and the third clustering demarcated TOS14519, the most resistant landrace from 
BW348-1 and Cisadane, the tolerant cultivars. Surprisingly, our result depicted that resistance 
and susceptibility, although associated with extreme behavioural pattern against AfRGM, were 
the least divergent in terms of genetic diversity. However, resistance, moderate resistance and 
tolerance which are closer in terms of reactions against the AfRGM showed the furthest 
divergence in gene diversity. These suggested that resistance to AfRGM is rather of qualitative 
control than of quantitative. Breeding for resistance to AfRGM using introgression into 






genome screening. Marker assisted selection (MAS) could be a focused means to achieve this 
goal. 
The geographical origin of the genotypes was not critical in the groupings, contrary to 
Zhou et al. (2003), who found that the genetic distances among twelve natural populations were 
related to their spatial distances; and Cai et al. (2004) who also reported the correlation 
between genetic distance and spatial isolation. Indeed, BW348-1 and Cisadane, respectively 
from Indonesia and Sri Lanka, were grouped together despite their wide geographical origins, 
while TOG7106, ITA306 and TOS14519, respectively, from Senegal, Nigeria and the Gambia 
from West Africa, were clustered. Our results are in line with the conclusion of Wang et al. 
(2008) on geographical genetic diversity and divergence of common wild rice (Oryza rufipogon 
Griff.) in China who claimed that, although isolation is a necessary factor for divergence in 
accessions such as cultivar and landraces, natural selection or other factors that substantially 
cause the loss and frequent change of alleles, would be the direct dynamics of divergence.  
Our study using SSR markers showed four levels of clustering (resistant, susceptible, 
moderately resistant and tolerant) between cultivars and landraces, respective to their reaction 
against AfRGM and three distinct groups, respective to species and sub-species. Conversely, 
the grouping showed no pattern with their geographical origins. This finding is different from 
the one of Himabindu et al. (2009) who reported grouping only according to cultivars, with a 
low diversity noticed among them. 
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Constitution of a core collection for a reduced mapping population size, bearing the total 
variability of the whole population, using agro-morphological traits in view of genome 
wide mapping  
Abstract  
Bulked segregant analysis and selective genotyping efficiently help in dealing with large 
population sizes. However, these mapping methods only permit the mapping of the major genes 
controlling the trait of interest, obliging breeders to use the tedious and time consuming 
procedure of genome wide mapping to monitor the effects of the minor quantitative trait loci 
(QTLs). A variant of these methods was studied, aiming to select individuals for a reduced 
mapping population based on a core sample that represents as much as possible the entire 
variability of the population. A diversity study amongst F2 and F3 generations involving 15 
quantitative and 26 qualitative agro-morphological characters was carried out to discriminate 
between the individual previously used. First, seven morphological descriptors, including the 
leaf blade distribution of anthocyanin colouration, the leaf blade pubescence on blade surface, 
the leaf margin pubescence, the auricle colour, the collar colour, the ligule shape and the degree 
of panicle shattering, were discarded because they were not discriminative. The diversity index 
(H) was calculated for each remaining morphological character. The discriminant descriptors 
were selected based on a diversity index threshold value above 0.4. Therefore, ligule length, 
ligule colour and panicle main axis attitude of H values of 0.17, 0.34 and 0.34 respectively 
were also discarded. The variability was confirmed using a neighbour joining tree cluster 
analysis which stratified the 649 individuals into four distinct clusters that did not distinguish 
the descriptors. The size of the core collection was determined using MSTRAT version 4.1 
package in redundancy mode. The 64 top ranking individuals, based on their frequency of 
appearance after a construction run of 100 times (number of replicates), and inferred with an 
iteration number of 500, were selected for the core collection. The comparison of the core 
sample to the entire population indicated a similarity between them for clustering pattern, 
minimum and maximum quantitative values, phenotypic variation, genotypic segregation and 






sample, which represents a 10% sample fraction of the whole population, can therefore 
efficiently represent it as a mapping population.    
Introduction 
As gene mapping becomes routine in many laboratories, requirements for its efficient operation 
constitute some of the major limitations and constraints to be overcome (Semagn et al., 2006a, 
Semagn et al., 2006b and Semagn et al., 2006c). Historically, linkage mapping and gene 
mapping populations have consisted of large, randomly selected samples of progeny from a 
given pedigree, which is tedious and time consuming. Several alternative approaches were 
identified. For linkage mapping, the alternative approach is to use “selective mapping” as 
reported by Vision et al. (2000). They demonstrated that, to construct a map with high genome-
wide marker density, it is neither necessary nor desirable to genotype all markers in every 
individual of a large mapping population. Instead they proposed the use of a reduced sample of 
individuals bearing complementary recombinational or radiation-induced breakpoints that can 
be selected for genotyping subsequent markers from a large, but sparsely genotyped, mapping 
population.  
For gene mapping, the strategy relies on using: (1) Bulk segregant analysis (BSA) 
which consists of genotyping individuals selected from the low and high tails of phenotypic 
distribution of the trait under study (Lebowitz et al., 1987; Lander and Botstein, 1989); (2) 
Selective genotyping (SG), which involves individuals of contrasting phenotypes randomly 
chosen from the corresponding contrasting phenotype population (Darvasi and Soller 1994, Sun 
et al., 2010); and (3) The technique of sequential bulk typing developed by Pérez-Enciso 
(1998), which is based on the pooling of DNA samples from consecutive pairs of individuals 













). For gene mapping, apart from the sequential bulk typing developed by Pérez-Enciso, BSA 
and SG only allow for mapping of major QTLs, therefore minimising the minor QTLs.  
Tagging minor QTLs involves implementing genome-wide mapping, for which the 
accuracy is commonly constrained to a large population size or a high density marker survey. 
The sequential bulk analysis is the only approach to date for the mapping of minor QTLs, 
without dealing with the entire population, by pooling consecutive individuals into a pool of at 






should be accurately quantified with respect of the ratio of equimolarity of the pooled 
individuals. The higher the number of pooled individuals, the less even is the pooling process. 
Moreover, depending on the availability, the concentration and the quality of the DNA, pooling 
difficulties vary greatly. Pooling concentrated with dilute DNA, or high quality with low 
quality DNA, leads to unbalanced amplification of each individual of the pool. Therefore, one 
of the most efficient options to avoid pooling constraints is to individually genotype some 
representatives of a large mapping population. The chosen individuals need to represent the 
variability of the whole population from which they were selected, as far as possible. The 
accurate selection of the individual is therefore the key component of the success of the 
mapping.  
Diversity studies have been dedicated to study variability among individuals. A 
diversity index is a statistic which intends to measure the diversity of a set consisting of various 
types of objects. Diversity indexes are used in many fields of study, to assess the diversity of 
any population in which each member belongs to a group, type or species. While categorising 
individuals, the diversity index quantifies the level of variability within these groups. A core 
collection is defined as a representative sample of the entire collection, with minimum 
repetitiveness and maximum genetic diversity of a crop species and its relatives (Zhang et al., 
2010). Although core collections have been widely used in association mapping during the last 
five years, they have not been used as a mapping population, even though the theoretical 
feasibility of this approach has been documented by others (Richards et al., 2009). This 
approach was investigated in this study as a novel approach to genetic mapping of a large 
population size. It is quicker and more consistent because it uses a much-reduced number of 
samples. However, the diversity of the core sample approach that of the larger populations from 
which it was derived. This should allow for high-quality, high-density, genome-wide mapping. 
The objectives of this present study was to: (1) Create an accurate mapping population based 
on the construction of a core collection, representing the variability of the entire population; (2) 
Compare the genetic variability and validate the core collection, as a representation of the 






7-1 Material and method  
7-1-1 Development of F2 and F3 population after validation of F1 generation   
A plant population was constituted from F2 plants and F3 families derived from a cross between 
ITA306, a high-yielding Oryza sativa subsp. indica cultivar that is susceptible to African Rice 
Gall Midge (AfRGM), used as the female parent; and TOS14519, an O. sativa subsp. indica 
cultivar resistant to AfRGM used as the male parent. The F1s obtained were confirmed by 
vigour assessment and basal sheath anthocyanin colouration, based on the vigour of true F1 
plants over their parents, and the presence of a discriminant character of the male parent in the 
progenies. Validated F1 plants were advanced to F2 in the greenhouse. Three-week old 
seedlings were transplanted into 12-litre plastic buckets, which were 3/4-filled with paddy soil, 
at the rate of one seedling per bucket. Daily watering was done until heading. 649 F2 plants 
were advanced to F3 generation. At maturity, F2 individual plants were harvested separately and 
numbered for evaluation as F3 families. 
7-1-2 Agro-morphological characterisation 
7-1-2-1 F2 characterisation 
649 F2 plants were grown individually in 12-litre plastic buckets at the AfricaRice temporary 
headquarters in Benin, Cotonou. Fertilizer at the level of 1 g each of N, P2O5 and K2O were 
added to each pot at transplanting, using NPK 15-15-15 as the source. The pots were hand-
weeded whenever necessary. The experimental design was an augmented design (Federer 
1956) with 6 checks. Each pot constituted the experimental plot. The rice accessions used as 
checks were: Moroberekan (drought resistant), Nerica4 (early maturing), RAM63 (late 
maturing) and B6144 (well adapted to the local site). ITA306 and TOS14519 were the 
susceptible and the resistant parents for resistance to AfRGM, respectively. 
A total of thirteen quantitative and twenty six qualitative characters were measured at various 
growth stages using published descriptors of wild and cultivated rice (Oryza spp.) (Bioversity 






7-1-2-2 F3 characterisation 
The design used was the same as described above, but with minor modifications, including the 
checks, the basal fertiliser application, the plot and the block size and the number of characters 
measured. The number of checks was 8 instead of 6 because of two other progenies (500 and 
467) that were added to balance the number of lines per block. Plot size for each accession was 
0.6 m x 3.3 m occupied by three rows, with a spacing of 300 mm between and within rows and 
a distance of 400 mm between plots. Direct seeding at the rate of two plants per hill was done. 
Plot number per block was 58 (50 progenies + 8 checks) with a total number of 728 [650 + 
(6x13)] plots shared in 13 blocks. The fertiliser applied was NPK (10-18-18) at a rate of 
200kg.ha
-1
. Urea was also applied at the rate of 30 kg.ha
-1
 N two weeks after thinning and at 
panicle initiation. A diversity index was calculated for each character of the F2 progenies. Only 
those found to discriminate with a high index diversity were used in the F3 agro-morphological 
characterisation. Observations were made on the ten hills of the central row.  
7-1-2-3 Crop characters investigated in field trials 
A total of 15 quantitative characters and 26 qualitative characters were measured at various 
growth stages using the descriptors of wild and cultivated rice (Oryza spp.) (Bioversity 
International et al., 2007). The quantitative characters included the penultimate leaf length 
(PLL), the penultimate leaf width (PLW), the flag leaf length (FLL), the flag leaf width (FLW), 
the ligule length (LigL), the tillering ability (Til), the number of days to booting (DB), the 
number of days to first heading (DFH), the number of days to heading (DH), the number of 
days to maturity (DM), the culm length (CL), the plant height (PH), the panicle length (PanL), 
the secondary branching (SB) and thousand grains weight (TGW). The qualitative characters 
included the basal leaf sheath colour, the leaf blade presence/absence of anthocyanin 
colouration, the leaf blade distribution of anthocyanin colouration, the leaf blade pubescence, 
the leaf blade pubescence on blade surface, the leaf margin pubescence, the auricle colour, the 
collar colour, the ligule shape, the ligule colour, the flag leaf attitude, the culm habit, the culm 
lodging resistance, the stigma colour, the lemma and palea color, the lemma colour of the 
apiculus, awn presence, awn distribution, awn colour, the awn length, the panicle arrangement 
of primary branches, the panicle attitude of main axis, the panicle attitude of branches, the 






7-1-3 Data analysis 
The diversity index of both quantitative and qualitative character was calculated using the 
Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H’). The quantitative values were transformed into 
phenotypic classes, according to Kayode et al. (2007) and the descriptors of wild and cultivated 
rice (Oryza spp.) (Bioversity International et al., 2007), prior to analysis, as described in 
Chapter 5. Jain et al. (1975) gave H’ as: 
 
Where k is the number of phenotypic classes for a character and Pi is the proportion of the total 
number of entries in the i
th
 class. 
7-1-4 Method for constitution of the mapping population 
Progenies of the mapping population were chosen according to the following: The traits that 
showed no variability among progenies, because they exhibited one type of phenotype, were 
dropped. The diversity index was calculated for each remaining character to select the 
discriminant characters based on a diversity index threshold value above 0.4. The selected traits 
were thereafter involved in a neighbour joining tree cluster analysis to confirm the level of the 
variability revealed by the Shannon-Weaver index within the population. Once the variability 
was quantified, according to the retained traits, the entire population was analysed with 
MSTRAT (Gouesnard, 2001) to determine first, the number of the core collection samples, 
using its redundancy mode. The size of the core collection was run in a construction 100 times 
(number of replicates) and inferred with an iteration number of 500. The individuals of the core 
collections were, thereafter, chosen based on the 64 most frequent sampled progenies, in the 
100 replications.   
7-1-5 Validation of the core collection  
The core collection was validated by comparing it to the entire population using descriptive 
statistics, the genotypic allelic segregation according to two SSR markers, RM317 and 
RM17303, and the Shannon-Weaver diversity index. These statistics included the minimum, 
the mean, the maximum and the coefficient of variation of each quantitative trait involved in 






investigated, as well as broad-sense heritability estimates, in order to check the impact of the 
environment on the agro-morphological descriptors.  
7-2 Results  
7-2-1 Preliminary classification analysis of F2 progenies according to quantitative and 
qualitative characters 
The 15 quantitative characters were all capable of discriminating progenies. Seven of the 26 
qualitative characters were dropped because they showed no variation amongst progenies. 
These characters included the leaf blade distribution of anthocyanin colouration where 
anthocyanin was distributed on the margin only, the leaf blade pubescence on blade surface 
where all progenies have hairs on their leaf upper surfaces, the leaf margin pubescence where 
all progenies have their leaf margin ciliated, the auricle colour where all auricles were of 
yellowish-green colour, the collar colour where all collars were green, the ligule shape which 
was of 2-cleft type and panicle shattering, which showed low shattering ability for all 
progenies. 
7-2-2 Variability of traits within F3 progenies 
7-2-2-1 Genetic diversity 
Genetic diversity was estimated according to the Shannon-Weaver diversity index. The index 
ranged from 0.99 for anthocyanin colouration to 0.17 for ligule length, with a mean value of 
0.63. The variables were grouped into three categorical classes: one class of a high index value 
above 0.69, a median class with index values between 0.4 and 0.7, and a class of low index 
values, lower than 0.4. Traits of high index values included PLL, PLW, FLL, FLW, DH, DM, 
PH, number of secondary (NSB) branches, anthocyanin coloration (AnthCol), flag leaf attitude 
(FLfAt) and lodging (Lodg). The class of median index values included Til, DB, DFH, CL, 
PanL, TGW, anthocyanin on leave (AnthOL), leaf glabness (LeafGlab), stem attitude (StemAt), 
stigma colour (StigC), lemma palea colour (LemPalC), apiculus colour (ApiC), awn length 
(AwL), awn distribution (AwDist), panicle branches attitude (PanBrAt), secondary branches 
attitude (SBrAt) and panicle exertion (PanEx). Traits with low index values included LigL, 






considered to be of low discriminant ability. Therefore, the minimum index value retained as 
diverse enough for the study was 0.41, and was recorded for lemma and palea colour (Table 7-
1).   
 
Table 7-1: Shannon-Weaver index calculated for 15 quantitative and 18 qualitative characters 



































Awn Color 0.50 
DB 0.57 
 
Leaf Glab 0.54 
 





















PLL: Penultimate leaf length, PLW: Penultimate leaf width, FLL: Flag leaf length, FLW: Flag leaf width, Til: 
Tillering ability, DB: Days to booting, DFH: Days to first heading, DH: Days to heading, DM: Days to maturity, 
CL: Culm length, PH: Plant height, PanL: Panicle length, NSB: Number of secondary branches, TGW: Thousand 
grain weight, AnthCol: Anthocyanin coloration, AnthCoL: Anthocyanin on leave, LeafGlab: Leaf glabness, 
FLfAt: Flag leaf attitude, StemAt: Stem attitude, Lodg: Lodging, StigC: Stigma colour, LemPalC: Lemma palea 
colour, ApiC: Apiculus colour, AwL: Awn length, AwDist: Awn distribution, PanMAxAt: Panicle main axis 
attitude, PanBrAt: Panicle branches attitude, SBrAt: Secondary branches attitude, PanEx: Panicle exertion.  
7-2-2-2 Clustering pattern of the entire segregating population according to the                          
UPGMA of the most diverse traits, according to DARwin software 
Both quantitative and qualitative variables were transformed into classes prior to cluster 
analysis. Four distinct groups were observed, based on the neighbouring method of the 
unweighted pair group mean analysis. All of them showed secondary sub-divisions. A total 
number of 14 sub-groups were observed and included 5 sub-groups from Cluster A (SgA-1 to 
SgA-5), 4 sub-groups from Cluster B (SgB-1 to SgB-4), 2 sub-groups from Cluster C (SgC-1 








Figure 7-1: Diversity clustering pattern among 649 F3 progenies of a ITA306-TOS14519 
segregating population according to the UPGMA of the most diverse traits according to 
DARwin software 
 
Globally, for each variable studied, none of the clusters depicted a clear grouping pattern. 
However, some exceptions were noticed, associating clusters or sub-clusters to a particular 
phenotype and can be summarised as follows: 
Cluster A is the only cluster bearing individuals with short penultimate leaves and these 
individuals were spread within SgA-1 to SgA-3; with SgA-4 and SgA-5 including individuals 
with medium Penultimate leaf length. Clusters B, C and D included individuals of medium and 
long Penultimate leaf length. Only SgA-1, SgA-2, SgA-3 and SgC-2 included progenies with 
broad penultimate leaves, even though the frequency was low. Overall, Cluster A was 
characterised by short flag leaves with few individuals of medium flag leaf length in SgA-4 and 
SgA-5. The other clusters segregated for Flag leaf length. Progenies either segregated on short 






flag leaves (Cluster C). However, no clear clustering pattern was depicted for flag leaf width 
for Clusters A, B and D, which included progenies of narrow, medium and broad flag leaves. 
Cluster C, mostly in SgC-2, included progenies with broad flag leaves. Progenies with medium 
ligule length were only observed in Cluster A, and belonged to the three first sub-groups; the 
other clusters had progenies with long ligules. The Til was not distinguishable in Cluster A and 
B, ranging from low tillering to very good tillering ability. Conversely, Cluster C and D mostly 
included individuals with good or very high Til. 
Apart from SgA-1, SgA-2 and SgA-4 in Cluster A, where some progenies were of medium 
booting ability, progenies booted either late or very late (Cluster C). Particularly in Cluster B 
and D, progenies booted very late, apart from SgB-4. The same clustering pattern was observed 
with days-to-first-heading and days-to-heading, with the exception that few progenies were 
early heading in Cluster A, medium heading in Cluster B and late heading in Cluster D. This 
was conversely to number of days-to-booting.      
Apart from SgA-1, SgA-2 and SgA-4 in Cluster A, where progenies matured early, progenies 
were either medium or late maturing (Cluster C). Particularly in Clusters B and D, progenies 
were of late or very late maturing, apart from SgB-4. 
Progenies belonging to Clusters A and C had Culm length between short to intermediate, while 
those from Clusters B and D had short culms and long culms respectively. In contrast, the 
clusters distinguished progenies for Plant height. Apart from SgD-3, which was characterised 
by tall and very tall progenies, the other sub-groups included progenies with variable height: 
very short and very tall progenies co-existed (SgB-3) and character states co-clustered (SgA-1, 
SgA-2, SgB-1 and SgD-1). The same trend was observed for panicle length, with the exception 
that the smallest panicle was of medium height. Likewise SgD-3 was characterised by long and 
very long panicles. 
The level of secondary branching did not show any grouping pattern across clusters and sub-
groups; panicle secondary branching ranged from low (<45) to highly branched (>90). Cluster 
D included a cluster bearing extreme panicle branching. SgD-3 was represented by a group of 
very dense branching (76-90) and clustered secondary branching. SgD-1 included a sub-group 






In Cluster C, the progenies were of intermediate TGW, whereas the other clusters segregated 
either into light or intermediate TGW. However, SgA-1, SgA-2, SgB-1, SgB-4 and SgD-3 
displayed the same pattern as Cluster C. 
For the basal leaf sheath colouration, SgA-1 and SgA-2 represented sub-groups with green 
sheaths. In SgA-3, SgA-4, SgA-5 and the other clusters the sheath was either green with light 
purple, light purple and purple. However, SgD-3 included progenies with green sheaths with 
light purple colouration. In regard to leaf blade anthocyanin colouration, the SgD-1 sub-group 
represented this group. Overall, clusters did not segregate into either presence or absence of 
leaf blade anthocyanin colouration. 
The leaf blade pubescence on blade leaf did not distinguish clusters. Progenies were either 
hairy on the upper surface or hairy on the lower surface across clusters and sub-groups. 
For ligule colouration, progenies with white ligules were clustered in the sub-groups SgA-1 and 
SgA-2, while progenies with purple lines were grouped into the sub group SgA-5, the Clusters 
B, C and D except the sub-group SgD-3.  
The flag leaf attitude, the culm habit and the culm lodging resistance also did not distinguish 
clusters.  
For the flag leaf attitude, progenies had either erect, semi-erect, horizontal or descending flag 
leaves across clusters and sub-groups. However, SgD-2 displayed mostly semi-erect flag 









) culms across clusters and sub-groups. Concerning the culm 
lodging resistance, progenies had intermediate, strong or very strong culms across clusters and 
sub-groups. However, SgD-3 contained mostly progenies with weak culms. 
Concerning the stigma color, apart from SgA-1, SgA-2, SgA-3 and SgA-4 in Cluster A, where 
progenies had white stigmas, progenies had either white or purple stigmas across clusters and 
sub-group.  
Individuals from the SgA-1 and SgA-2 sub-groups mostly had yellowish-green palea and 
lemma, whereas the other clusters and sub-groups presented admixtures of two (SgD-2), three 
(Cluster C, SgA-5, SgD-2, SgD-3) or four (SgB-1) types of palea and lemma colouration. 
Progenies had brown furrows on green, blackish brown, yellowish green, and purple furrows on 






Apiculus colour was white in SgA-1 and SgA-2, purple in SgB-1, SgB-2, SgB-3, Clusters C 
and D. It was an admixture of brown, purple, purple apex and occasionally black in the other 
remaining groupings. 
Apart from progenies belonging to SgA-2 and Cluster B, which were partially awned, the other 
clusters and sub-groups were awnless. Only 4 and 2 progenies were partially awned in SgA-3 
and Cluster C, respectively. The awn color and the awn length were distributed in clusters and 
sub-groups exactly the same as the awn presence is distributed. When awned, progenies had 
only awn on the tip of the panicle.  However, the awn was white in SgA-2, purple for 4 
progenies in SgA-3, red for 2 progenies in Cluster C and an admixture of white, purple and red 
awn in Cluster B and within Cluster B sub-groups. The awn length was evenly distributed, 
being very short (<5mm), short (~8mm), intermediate (~15mm), long (~30mm) or very long 
(>40mm) across clusters and sub-groups.  
The panicle main axis attitude did not distinguish clusters. Progenies had mostly either slightly 
drooping or strongly drooping panicles within groupings, irrespective of the clusters and sub-
groups. However, Clusters A and C could be considered as a strongly drooping panicle group. 
Only Cluster C, which bore progenies with drooping panicle branching, distinguished 
progenies for panicle branching attitude. The other clusters presented a mixture of progenies of 
horizontal, drooping and, scarcely, spreading panicle branching. 
For panicle secondary branching, SgA-1 and SgC-1 represented the dense and the clustered 
groups whereas the other sub-groups bore either dense or clustered panicle secondary 
branching.   
For panicle exertion, most progenies had either “moderately well exerted” panicles or well 
exerted panicles with very few individuals having a just exerted panicle. The SgC-1 sub-group 
had exclusively individuals with well exerted panicles. 
7-2-3 Constitution of the core collection 
7-2-3-1 Determination of the size of the core collection 
The redundancy curve (Figure 7-2) shows a convex pattern, confirming that progenies in the 
entire population were redundant in terms of allelic diversity richness. Moreover, it depicts an 
inflection point at a core size of 64 individuals. The maximum allelic richness of 391 was 






was observed between the samples of 64 individuals and 85 individuals (380 and 391 
respectively), suggesting that the optimum size of the core collection would be 64 individuals. 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Curve of redundancy of 649 progenies showing the accumulation of the 
allelic richness according to the number of progenies representing the core size (100 
iterations, 10 replicates)  
7-2-3-2 Identification of the individuals of the core collection 
The construction inferred at 500 iterations for a core size of 64 individuals and replicated 100 
times, showed the frequency of sampling of the individuals throughout replicates. The first 64 
top sampled individuals constituted the representative sample of the core collection. Their 
names and their frequency of sampling are provided in Table 7-2. The frequency of appearance 
ranged from 40 to 100 times, with a mean appearance of 81.77 times. Approximately 50% (30 
progenies) of the total progenies (64 progenies) of the core collection were sampled in all the 
100 replicates, while only 4 progenies appeared less than 50 times during replication. The least 
sampled progeny was Progeny 170 and it was sampled 40 times. Almost all the individuals (60 
individuals representing 93.75% of the core sample) of the core collection, representing 10% of 
the entire population, were sampled at least one time out of two during the 100 replicates 
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Table 7-2: Frequency distribution of appearance of the genotypes after a construction run at 
500 iterations and replicated 100 times according to MSTRAT 4.1 software 
Geno %  sampling* 
 
Geno %  sampling 
 
Geno % sampling 
 

















































































































Geno=Genotype, * represented the frequency of a given progenies to be sampled during the 100 replicates 
7-2-3-3 Validation of the core collection 
7-2-3-3-1 Comparison of the core collection with the entire population 
Apart from PanL, SB and TGW, the diversity index in both the entire population and core 
collection were similar. This index ranged from 0.17 to 0.88 for the whole population and from 
0.17 to 0.91 for the core collection. Their corresponding mean values were 0.66 and 0.67, 
respectively. Moreover, both samples were similar for minimum and maximum values of the 
traits under study. In contrast, mean values and coefficient of variation were different for the 
entire population and core collection, with values for the core collection being larger than those 
of the entire population. Variation within the core collection was above 20% for all traits 
measured, except PanL. Both populations were, however, similar for PLW (1.18 vs. 1.27), 








Table 7-3: Comparison of the minimum, maximum, mean, coefficient of variation and diversity 





Min Max Mean CV(%) H 
 
Min Max Mean CV(%)  H 
PLL 21.5 91.5 53.23 22.72 0.88 
 
24.2 91.5 57.73 25.69 0.91 
PLW 0.7 2.0 1.18 19.92 0.76 
 
0.7 2.0 1.27 20.69 0.77 
FLL 12.8 83.0 45.90 28.13 0.88 
 
12.8 82.5 49.72 31.75 0.97 
FLW 0.9 2.2 1.39 17.93 0.80 
 
0.9 2.2 1.46 20.41 0.89 
Lig 11.0 45.0 23.85 21.05 0.17 
 
11.0 45.0 26.28 23.82 0.17 
Til 7.0 80.0 31.95 41.26 0.56 
 
9.0 77.0 37.42 43.85 0.49 
DB 64.0 162.0 96.76 19.28 0.57 
 
66.0 162.0 104.00 23.75 0.49 
DFH 42.0 173.0 106.99 18.59 0.69 
 
42.0 173.0 112.94 24.21 0.67 
DH 79.0 190.0 114.89 17.88 0.79 
 
80.0 190.0 123.02 21.03 0.74 
DM 88.0 217.0 134.87 16.40 0.87 
 
88.0 217.0 142.17 20.42 0.88 
CL 63.0 178.0 112.29 20.32 0.64 
 
66.0 178.0 122.38 23.51 0.65 
PH 90.0 214.0 143.46 16.94 0.81 
 
92.0 214.0 153.94 20.53 0.81 
PanL 15.0 54.0 31.18 12.12 0.49 
 
15.0 53.0 31.69 19.85 0.66 
SB 8.0 68.0 31.52 29.20 0.83 
 
8.0 66.0 35.38 36.38 0.41 
TGW 7.9 36.4 24.84 17.92 0.22 
 
7.9 36.4 24.09 25.78 0.53 
 PLL: Penultimate leaf length, PLW: Penultimate leaf width, FLL: Flag leaf length, FLW: Flag leaf width, Til: 
Tillering ability, DB: Days to booting, DFH: Days to first heading, DH: Days to heading, DM: Days to maturity, 
CL: Culm length, PH: Plant height, PanL: Panicle length, NSB: Number of secondary branches, TGW: Thousand 
grains weight, CV=Coefficient of variation and H=Shannon-Weaver index. 
7-2-3-3-2 Validation of the core collection, based on broad-sense heritability estimates 
Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) estimates were picked from Chapter 5. They were very high, with 
a mean value of 0.95. The minimum was 0.71 for TGW, while the maximum was 1, for PLW 
and FLW (Table 7-4).  
 
Table 7-4: Broad-sense heritability estimates for 13 agro-morphological quantitative 
descriptors 
Character PLL PLW FLL FLW LigL Til DB 
Broad-sense heritability 0.99 1 0.99 1 0.96 0.99 0.95 
 
Table 7-4: continued 
Character DFH DH DM CL PH PanL SB TGW 






7-2-3-3-3 Clustering pattern of the core collection 
The core collection was distributed in four clusters, similar to the clusters of the entire 
population. Only Cluster B clearly demarcated into two sub-clusters, allowing the core 
collection to be grouped into five distinct groups. As with the whole population, clustering in 
the core collection did not map onto phenotypic clustering. Many phenotypes co-existed 
between and within clusters, and even within sub-clusters. The following trends were noted:  
Sixty one of the 64 individuals of the core sample exhibited long ligules. Only 3 had medium 
LigL. Clusters B, C and D bore progenies booting very late. Cluster A included progenies with 
late and medium booting, while only two (Clusters C and D) exhibited very late DFH, DH and 
DM. Cluster A mostly had progenies without anthocyanin. Only 11 progenies, spread across 
clusters, had anthocyanin on leaves. Progenies in Clusters B, C and D had purple apiculus, 
while Cluster A contained a mixture of brown, red apexes, purple, purple apexes, blackish and 
mostly white apiculi. Most progenies of the core sample were awnless, apart from those of 
Cluster C, which contained white, red and purple partially awned progenies. Most progenies 
were strongly drooping and only one-fourth were slightly drooping and spread in all clusters.  
 
Figure 7-3: Unrooted neighbour joining tree of the 64 progenies of the core collection built 
based on the simple matching distances of the progenies according to agro-morphological traits 
7-2-3-3-4 Validation of the core collection based on genotypic segregation  
Both the core collection and the entire population showed a genotypic segregation of 1:2:1 for 










Allele A, homozygous for Allele B and heterozygous, respectively, with a khi
2
 value of 0.41 
for the entire population. It segregated for 16, 13 and 35 individuals homozygous for Allele A, 
homozygous for allele B and heterozygous, respectively, with a khi
2
 value of 0.84 for the core 
collection. Likewise, RM17303 segregated for 149, 148 and 345 individuals homozygous for 
Allele A, homozygous for Allele B and heterozygous, respectively, with a khi
2
 value of 3.59 
for the whole population. It also segregated for 12, 13 and 39 individuals homozygous for 
Allele A, homozygous for Allele B and heterozygous, respectively, with a khi
2
 value of 3.09 
for the core collection. For each SSR marker and for both populations, the khi
2
 p-values were 
not significant, meaning that markers and alleles were not co-segregating (Table 7.5). 
  
Table 7-5: Comparison of both entire population and core collection, based on genotypic 
segregation  
Whole segregating population 
Markers Homo A Homo B Hetero N khi
2
 p-value Segregation 
RM 317 156 167 328 651 0.41 0.81459
ns
 1:2:1 




RM 317 16 13 35 64 0.84 0.65582
ns
 1:2:1 
RM17303 12 13 39 64 3.09 0.21291
ns
 1:2:1 
Homo=Homozygous, Hetero=Heterozygous, N=Population size, ns=non significant 
7-3 Discussion 
A core collection is a sub-sample of a larger germplasm collection that contains, with a 
minimum of repetitiveness, the maximum possible genetic diversity of the species in question 
(Frankel, 1984). Using it as an alternative means to represent the random selection of the 
individuals of the mapping population, is a good method but its accuracy relies upon the 
method used to constitute this core. For instance, Brown (1989) proposed to hierarchically 
stratify the larger population into groups before creating a core collection. Hu et al. (2000) 
proposed to build the core collection based on genotypic values that retained larger genetic 
variability and had superior representatives than those based on phenotypic values. The first 






individuals, using the unweighted pair group method, using the arithmetic average (UPGMA 
method according to DARwin as reported by Sneath and Sokal (1973). Moreover, the 
MSTRAT procedure used in our study maximises the genetic diversity by maximising allelic or 
phenotypic richness between groups, using qualitative and quantitative variables (Gouesnard et 
al., 2001). 
Phenotypic values used in research to construct core sub-sets has been reported earlier for 
various crop by many authors (Rodiño et al., 2003; Okpul et al., 2004; Volk et al., 2005; Yan et 
al., 2007). Hu et al. (2000) also reported the effects of interactions between genotype and the 
environment (GxE effects) to exist in phenotypic values. Therefore, a core sample based on 
phenotypic values as in this study may not accurately represent the genetic diversity of the 
initial germplasm group (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997). In this study, research reported in 
from Chapter 5 showed high broad-sense heritability estimates (ranging from 0.71 to 1.0) and 
postulated that the variability observed in the population was due to genetic causes rather than 
environmental causes. Moreover, the genetic cause was postulated as being a combination of 
dominance and epistatic gene effects, rather than additive genetic effects. The interaction 
between genotype and environment is therefore not strong enough to bias the composition of 
the core sample (McKhann et al., 2004).  
The high value of the Shannon-Weaver index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949), as well as the 
clustering pattern displayed by the neighbour joining tree performed on the whole population, 
confirmed that the variability within the progenies was high. Moreover, the fact that generally, 
the clustering pattern did not distinguish between individuals of particular phenotypic traits, 
suggested that many traits were contributing concomitantly to the diversity, and subsequently, 
clusters could be assumed to have high allelic richness. Indeed, a principal component analysis 
study revealed that, for 60% of the variability explained by the first two axes, none of the 
individual contribution of the variables was above 14 and 12%, respectively, for Factor 1 and 
Factor 2 (See Section 5-2-4 in Chapter 5). Therefore, selecting the core sample based on these 
clusters also led to greater allelic diversity.  
Previous findings by many authors (Kato, 1990; Rabiei et al., 2004; Vanaja and Babu, 2006; 
Fahliani et al., 2010) and Chapter 4, revealed that the quantitative descriptors used in the 
present study and the resistance to AfRGM were highly heritable. In addition, traits such as 






positively associated with the AfRGM resistance (when they are of high value), were also 
correlated, (See Chapter 5, Table 5-5). Therefore, selecting for these traits also means selecting 
alleles involved in AfRGM resistance for the core collection. However, some representatives of 
the core collection did not bear alleles involved in AfRGM resistance because the core 
collection is also composed of contrasting individuals (Frankel and Brown, 1984) some of 
which, express susceptibility to AfRGM instead of resistance.   
The comparison of the core collection to the entire population shows similarities for, the 
minimum and maximum values of the traits being study, genotypic allelic segregation with two 
SSR markers and the diversity index. This confirms that, not only the extreme values of the 
whole population were selected in the core sample, but also almost all the genetic diversity of 
the overall population had been represented in the core collection. Consequently, this also 
means that the individuals were accurately sampled. However, both populations were different 
for the mean phenotypic value and the coefficient of variation with larger values for the core 
sample values than the entire population values. This is probably due to the fact that, the core 
collection being of a reduced size (nearly 10% of the entire population) and bearing the 
extreme values, the variation within the core is more pronounced than the whole population 
where the greater number of individuals reduces contrast between progenies. The lower 
phenotypic mean value of the entire population may be due to increased redundancy of low 
phenotypic values which contribute to lower the overall mean of the population. This assertion 
is supported by the inbred nature of the population used here, which is subjected to less 
variation than natural germplasm. However, the fact of being an early generation population 
compensates the loss of variability by representing most of the segregating genes of their 
parents.  
Comparing our core sample to others worldwide is risky because they have different biological 
characteristics, the original collection did not reach the same global diversity of the species, the 
analyses are seldom performed in the same way (Le Cunff et al., 2008) and the nature of the 
population investigated is different. Moreover, with the size of the investigated population 
growing, the percentage of the core sample size decreases, as reported by Wang et al. (2006) in 
a study where the percentages of the core size were only 1% and 2% for a population size of 
2710 accessions. Nevertheless, we can claim that our core sample size, representing 10% of the 






good proportion to represent the whole population’s variability (Gouesnard et al., 2001; Wang 
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010). Conversely, Diwan and McIntosh (1995) claimed that the best 
representation of an entire population by a core size was 17% in a similar study conducted on a 
collection of annual Medicago species. 
To date, core collections of many plants have been constructed, including rice, wild bean, 
Capsicum, Medicago, peanut, barley, peach and strawberry (Diwan and McIntosh, 1995; 
Tohme and Gonzalez, 1996; Geibel et al., 2004; Zewide et al., 2004; Corley and Dung, 2005). 
In addition, their use for association mapping has become a routine during the last three years 
(Borba et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2010). Conversely to association mapping, no study has been 
conducted concerning the use of a core collection as a basis for constituting a mapping 
population. However, the theoretical feasibility has been documented in few reports (Lou et al., 
2007; Richards et al., 2009). Therefore, the present study represents the preliminary steps 
towards the use of a core collection for a gene/QTL mapping purpose in view of genome wide 
mapping. 
Overall, genes can be mapped and tagged using a core collection as a reduce mapping 
population. However, to build a core collection using agro-morphological descriptors, one 
should: (1) Ascertain the variability within the population for further easy stratification; (2) 
Confirm that this variability is due to genetic causes rather than environmental causes by 
checking the variance components; (3) Retain as active variables only descriptors with high 
heritability, in order to avoid GxE interactions; (4) Use the MSTRAT 4.1 procedure 
(Gouesnard et al., 2001) which is the most powerful software currently available for core 
collection building, using agro-morphological descriptors. 
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Identification of flanking SSR markers associated with major QTL of resistance to 
African Rice Gall Midge (AfRGM) using bulked segregant analysis (BSA): progress and 
future prospects 
Abstract  
The ongoing impact of the damage caused by the African Rice Gall Midge (AfRGM), Orseolia 
oryzivora Harris and Gagné, to lowland rice and more recently to upland rice, drive the 
imperative to develop varietal resistance to manage the pest, have been proved. Therefore, 
mapping and tagging genes and QTLs for resistance to AfRGM could assist African rice 
breeders. A mapping population was developed using indica varieties, including ITA306 
(susceptible) and TOS14519 (resistant). A study, looking for polymorphism involving 270 SSR 
markers, was performed amongst these parental lines, previously identified through a multi-
location trial conducted in 4 sub-Saharan countries. Concurrently, paddy rice screenhouse 
screening of F2 and F3 populations was done at 70 days after transplanting (DAT) for 
phenotyping and genetic studies. The polymorphism study identified 145 polymorphic SSR 
markers, with an average of 10 markers per chromosome, with Chromosomes 10 and 11 
showing the highest level of polymorphism, amounting to 66.67% and 72.22%, respectively. 
The least polymorphic chromosome was Chromosome 1, with a polymorphism level of 39.4%. 
The BSA identified RM317 and RM17303, two SSR markers as linked to AfRGM resistance. 
The BSA analysis performed on the 10 most susceptible and resistant lines confirmed that 
RM317 and RM17303 should be SSR markers flanking the QTLs for AfRGM resistance 
located on the long arm of Chromosome 4. The subsequent linkage analysis performed on the 
whole population revealed that these markers were linked to QTLs or genes involved in the 
resistance against AfRGM. 
Introduction  
The African rice gall midge (AfRGM), Orseolia oryzivora Harris and Gagné, is one of the most 
destructive insects of rice in the rice-growing areas in 20 west and central African countries 






2006). The economic importance of AfRGM has drawn the attention of agricultural scientists 
and the insect has been the subject of intensive investigation during the last decade. However, 
cultural practices, biological control and chemical control of AfRGM are often ineffective. 
Therefore, growing and breeding of resistant varieties is the most effective way to control the 
target pest (Heinrichs, 1994; Kaityar et al., 1995). Identification and utilisation of new genes 
conferring AsRGM resistance has been a major objective of rice breeding in Asia. So far, 11 
gall midge resistance genes have been identified, tagged, mapped and named. These genes 
include 10 dominant genes (Gm1, Gm2, Gm4, Gm5, Gm6, Gm7, Gm8, Gm9, Gm10 and Gm11), 
and one recessive gene (gm3). Nine of these genes have been tagged and mapped (Kumar et al., 
2005; Himabindu et al., 2007 and Himabindu et al., 2010). Flanking markers have been used to 
identify the resistance genes Gm1 and Gm2 in various rice cultivars (Himabindu et al., 2007). 
However, no gene mapping or gene tagging for AfRGM has been reported to date. Genetic 
analyses reported by Maji et al. (1998) and our research finding from Chapter 3, suggested that 
a single dominant gene and two recessive genes/QTLs controlled the resistance to AfRGM in 
the rice landraces TOG7106 and TOS14519, respectively. TOG7106 and TOS14519 are from 
Casamance (Senegal) and the Gambia, respectively. Mapping and tagging these genes is an 
essential step for their efficient use in marker assisted breeding. The identification of pest 
resistance genes and their incorporation into adapted germplasm is a major challenge for plant 
breeders, because assays for pest resistance are often based upon qualitative responses and fail 
to identify specific resistance genes without the use of biotype testing. An easily scorable 
marker linked to the gene, conferring a particular resistance phenotype would therefore 
represent an important tool for plant breeders. Furthermore, information on the chromosomal 
and genetic map location of a gene provides an alternative route to gene isolation and cloning. 
Preliminary studies leading to gene mapping and tagging, such as the identification of flanking 
SSR markers associated with QTLs linked to AfRGM resistance, was conducted in this study. 
The objectives were to: (1) Identify polymorphic markers between the two parental lines; (2) 
Use and estimate the efficiency of a core collection, compared with a random choice of 
individuals, as an alternative to a reduced mapping population; and (3) Identify flanking SSR 






8-1 Material and method  
8-1-1 Screening experiments for identification of parents 
Field screenings were conducted to identify lines to be used in our analysis. Oryza sativa 
lines, Oryza glaberrima accessions from the Genetic Resources Unit (GRU) of the International 
Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and Africa Rice Centre (AfricaRice), and their 
interspecific crosses were screened against the AfRGM in a paddy screenhouse and under field 
conditions across four West African countries in the year 2000, during the July to September 
rainy season (Nwilene et al., 2002). TOG7106, TOS14519, Cisadane and BW348-1 were found 
to be resistant, moderately resistant and tolerant to AfRGM for the last two, respectively. 
However, the last two were chosen for the study because they have been widely released and 
adopted in Nigeria. The choice of resistant varieties was directed toward TOS14519 and 
TOG7106 as no O. sativa or O. glaberrima accessions performed better than them.    
8-1-2 Development and validation of F1 generations  
ITA306, a high-yielding O. sativa subsp. indica but highly susceptible to AfRGM, was used as 
the female parent and was crossed with TOS14519, an O. sativa subsp. indica used as the male 
parent resistant to AfRGM. To effect emasculation, mature spikelets from a selected panicle 
were incised with a pair of scissors at the top fourth of its length, to expose the anthers that 
were then removed with small pliers, and covered thereafter with a seed envelope. 
Emasculation was conducted early in the morning between 08h30 and 10h00. Anthesis took 
place between 10h30 and 12h00, during which time a panicle shedding pollen was gently 
dusted onto the emasculated spikelet of the female parent to effect pollination. It was then 
covered with 80 x 130 mm waterproof, transparent, crossing, envelope and appropriately 
labelled. 
Later, the efficiency of the crosses of the F1s generation was evaluated: (1) By morphological 
assessment by looking at the plant vigour or/and the basal sheath anthocyanin colouration; and 
(2) By molecular analysis by screening the progenies with three highly polymorphic SSR 
markers obtained from the polymorphism study among parental lines. The principle of the 
validation through vigour assessment and the basal sheath anthocyanin colouration rely on the 






colouration could only come from TOS14519 (male parent) since ITA306, the female parent, 
does not have a coloured sheath.  
8-1-3 Development of the mapping populations and phenotyping  
Validated F1 plants were advanced to the F2 in the greenhouse. Dormancy was broken by 
keeping the harvested seeds from individual F1 plants in the incubator for 14 days at 45
o
C. 
Then some seeds were dehulled manually, before germinating them in petri dishes or in vitro. 
Naked F1 seeds were first pre-germinated in petri dishes for intraspecific crosses or in vitro for 
interspecific crosses. Three-week old seedlings were transplanted into 12-litre plastic buckets, 
which were 3/4-filled with paddy soil, at the rate of one seedling per bucket. Regular watering 
was done until plant maturity.  
Six hundred and forty nine F2 seeds from one single F2 plant were advanced in the field to 
generate 649 F3 families. Three-week old seedlings were transplanted in 12-litre plastic 
buckets. One gram of N, P2O5 and K2O each were added in each pot at transplanting, using 
NPK 10-18-18 as source. The pots were hand-weeded whenever necessary. At maturity, 
individual F2 plants were harvested separately and numbered for evaluation as F3 families. 
8-1-4 Choice of the mapping population   
While developing the mapping populations, an analysis for polymorphisms was conducted 
amongst the parental lines. A total of 246 and 270 SSR markers from the core map, recognised 
as polymorphic for an Azucena-IR64 referenced population, were used and showed high levels 
of polymorphism for ITA306-TOG7106 and ITA306-TOS14519 crosses. Considering their 
high level of polymorphism and their resistance to AfRGM, ITA306-TOG7106 and ITA306-
TOS14519 populations were advanced to backcross 2 (BC2) and F3 generation, respectively 
(Figure 8-1). Because of the low fertility of F2 individuals due to the interspecific cross, the F3 
generation was chosen for the mapping and tagging of the AfRGM gene/QTLs for resistance, 







* means the plant was not validated as true F1,  
!! means the number of seeds was not enough for a mapping population as the minimum required is 150 
seeds. At each step, seeds were harvested separately, per plant. 
 
Figure 8-1: Scheme used to develop the mapping population ITA306 x TOS145198-1-5 
Phenotyping 
8-1-5 Phenotyping 
8-1-5-1 Paddy greenhouse screening 
The experiment was conducted between January and August 2010 at the AfricaRice-Ibadan 
facility, hosted by the IITA, Ibadan Station. Seeds for the entries were sown in a nursery bed. 
The F3 families were transplanted 14 DAS in a paddy screenhouse, in a 2-m row with a space of 
200 mm within and between rows, with the two parents involved in the cross as checks. The 
experimental plot was flanked by an infestation band consisting of five rows of ITA306 as the 
susceptible check, where the AfRGM population was maintained. The equivalent of 40 kg each 
of N, P2O5 and K2O per ha was applied at transplanting using NPK 15-15-15 (% a.i.). Another 40 
ITA 306 x TOS 14519 
        ♀               ♂ 
F1 seeds 
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 was applied 21 days after transplanting, using urea. The plots were hand-weeded twice 
at 21 and 40 days after transplanting. The experimental design was an augmented design with 2 
checks, replicated every ten lines. 
Galls, which are symptoms of insect damage or levels of infestation, were counted on all the 20 
hills in each row 70 days after transplanting. 
8-1-5-2 Phenotyping the F2 population 
Because of the large number of individuals (649) and because of difficulties associated with 
ensuring an even attack of the AfRGM on each individual plant, as well as the difficulty of 
individual placement of larvae on plant, the phenotyping and the levels of resistance were 
ascertained by exposing the resistant individuals to a second screening, in which conditions 
favoured the pest even more. The second screening was slightly modified from the first: (1) the 
spreader row infestation band was more densely transplanted; (2) the experiment was 
conducted from April to July 2010, which was a rainy and hot period; and 3) the reduction of 
the distance between rows to 180 mm to increase the density of the planting.  
8-1-5-3 Assessment of AfRGM damage 
Gall midge damage assessment was estimated according to the RI-BA system, as developed in 
Chapter 2. The Resistance index (RI) values were computed using the zone value of the 
resistant check variety to compute the percentage of tillers with galls on the resistant check 
variety, instead of using its mean value across the whole trial. Zone values are percentage 
tillers’ infestation of each resistant check replicated after every 10 lines of test entries. The 
mean value of the resistant check variety is its mean infestation across the experimental trial.  
 
     tillers of test entry with galls (%) 
Resistance Index (RI) =                                                  x 100 
      tillers of resistant check variety with galls (%) 
The index is 0 if there are no galls on the test entry, less than 1 if the test entry is more resistant 
than the resistant check, and more than 1 if the test entry is less resistant than the check 







8-1-6-1 Analysis of parental lines for polymorphism study  
8-1-6-1-1 Selection of the SSR markers 
About 356 SSR markers were chosen based on the following criteria: (1) they express 
polymorphism according to two referenced populations including Azucena-IR64 and Azucena-
TOG; (2) they derive from the Universal Core Genetic Map (UCGM) (Orjuela et al, 2009); (3) 
they belong to the 147 anchors evenly distributed along the rice genome; and (4) in the event 
that one selected marker from an anchor and polymorphic according to one population is not 
polymorphic for the other population; another additional marker, polymorphic for this second 
population, is chosen, giving therefore two markers equivalent candidates for this anchor. 
8-1-6-1-2 DNA extraction 
Total DNA was extracted using the cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) method 
(Murray and Thompson, 1980; Doyle and Dickson, 1987) with minor modifications at various 
stages, as described below.  
Fresh leaf tissue was collected 15 days after sowing from each individual and immediately put 
in pre-labelled 25 ml test tubes and placed in ice. Following this, 300mg of each sample was 
ground in liquid nitrogen using a pestle and mortar, and the fine powder was transferred to the 
same 25 ml tube after being added to 7 ml of CTAB buffer, capped and shaken vigorously 
before placing it back on ice. The mixture was then incubated at 65
o
C for one hour in a water 
bath and shaken intermittently during incubation. The sample was thereafter removed and 
cooled at room temperature. Seven ml of 24:1 chloroform: isoamyl alcohol was added to each 
sample; the tube was capped and mixed gently by turning the tube upside down for 5 min, and 
then centrifuged for 15 min at 4000 rpm. The light green supernatant phase of the centrifuged 
liquid was carefully transferred into another pre-labelled 25ml tube by pipetting without 
disturbing the chloroform phase.  
Seven ml (i.e., the equivalent of the aqueous phase) of 2-propanol (isopropanol) was added to 
the supernatant, mixed gently and incubated overnight. The samples were then spun for 10 min 
at 4000 rpm. The isopropanol was carefully decanted. The whitish pellet suspended on the 






Eppendorf tube and drained for 12 hours. The DNA pellet was dissolved in Tris-ethanol (TE) 
for 24 hours.  
8-1-6-1-3 DNA quality and quantity determination  
The quality (level of non-degradation) of the DNA was determined by a spectrophotometer 
(SmartSpec Plus, Bio-rad), based on the ratio of D260 by D280, and confirmed on agarose gel 
using a 1% gel. The quantity of DNA was only determined by spectrophotometer. A DNA 
sample with a ratio of OD260/OD280 of 1.8-2.0 is said to be of good quality (Thermo 
Scientific, 2010). DNA samples were diluted at 1/250 (2 l of DNA dissolved in 480 l of 
water) and their concentrations were assessed from their optical density read at the wave-length 
of 280 nm. For the quality confirmation on agarose, DNA was run on 1% gel (1 g of agarose 
dissolved in 100ml of TBE 0.5X), stained with 3 l of ethidium bromide, for a total volume of 
100 ml. Three l of diluted DNA, mixed with 5 l of 10X loading dye (40% bromophenol blue 
plus 40% xylene cyanol FF and 50% glycerol), was loaded into each well of the gel. The DNA 
quality was checked by visualisation of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product of each 
sample on the Alpha Imager gel documentation machine (Alpha Innotech). A DNA sample 
with little or no smearing is of good quality.  
8-1-6-1-4 Genotyping of the parental lines 
The susceptible female parent ITA306 and the resistant male parent TOS14519 were screened 
with the same 356 SSR markers used to check for polymorphisms. Two individuals were rated 
polymorphic if they showed different levels of bands or a band size difference of 5 bp, from the 
Alpha Imager gel documentation estimate. PCR was performed, as described by Temnykh et al. 
(2000), with slight modifications. Each reaction mixture consisted of a final volume of 15 µl 
containing 15 ng of template DNA, 1.3 X buffer (Tris-HCL 100 mM, 500 mM of KCl, Triton 
X-100 1%) already mixed with MgCl2, 200µM d-NTP, 0.1 µM of each primer, and 0.0250 
units of Taq polymerase. The mixture was placed, in plate tubes, which were covered with a 
thermal PCR seal to avoid evaporation. DNA amplification was performed on G-Storm thermo 
cycler (Applied Bioscience, USA), programmed for an initial 3 min at 94°C, followed by 30 
cycles of 30 seconds at 94°C, 45 seconds from 50 to 61°C according to the optimal annealing 






fill out any incompletely extended strands of DNA. The amplified products were separated by 
electrophoresis using a 4% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Sambrook and Rusell, 2001). 
In the case of no or low amplification, the PCR conditions were optimised by varying the 
annealing temperature of the primers (from 51 to 57°C) and the magnesium concentration 
(from 1X to 1.5X) in the PCR reaction. An additional step of 30 min at 72
o
C was also added to 
discard the “plus A” effect (Breen et al., 1999). 
8-1-6-2 Bulked segregant analysis (BSA) 
Based on the phenotyping of the F3 family population, ten individuals from each tail of the F2 
population were selected and their DNA was extracted and bulked to constitute two bulks 
samples differing in their level of AfRGM resistance. DNA sample was mixed so that each 
DNA concentration was equivalent to 5 ng.µl
-1
 and equimolar to the nine other samples of the 
bulk sample, to ensure that the final quantity of DNA in the PCR plate from a 3 µl of sample of 
the bulk sample would be 15 ng. The two extreme bulks samples and the two parents were 
genotyped with the polymorphic markers identified previously. Markers found polymorphic 
between the bulks were used to genotype individually each one of the 10 individuals of the bulk 
to confirm the resistance or the susceptibility of the selected individuals constituting the bulk. 
8-1-6-3 Linkage analysis  
The selected markers, identified from the BSA, were used to individually genotype each of the 
lines of the core collection, which represents the variability of the 649 progenies of the whole 
population. The susceptible parent band allele was scored as 1, the resistant parent allele band 
was scored as 2 and the heterozygous allele band was scored as 3. The linkage analysis was 
performed using MapDisto version 1.7 (Lorieux, 2007). The F-test was used to determine the 
type of linkage within markers and between markers and phenotype. 
8-2 Results  
8-2-1 Polymorphism study amongst parental lines 
Table 8-1 shows that 145 of the 270 SSR markers used were found to be polymorphic for the 






Chromosomes 10 and 11 being the most polymorphic, amounting to 66.67% and 72.22 %, 
respectively. The least polymorphic chromosome was Chromosome 1, with a polymorphism 
level of 39.47%. The mean polymorphism level of the 12 chromosomes was 53.7%. The level 
of polymorphism ranged from 4.02 base pair difference (bpd) for RM463 located on Anchor 
139 on chromosome 12 to 78.01 bpd for RM 2136 located on Anchor 131 on Chromosome 11 
(Figure 8-2). The mean bpd was 12.38.  
 
Table 8-1: Polymorphism rate distribution of SSR polymorphic markers between the parental 
lines, ITA306 and TOS14519, along the twelve rice chromosomes 
Chromosomes Polymorphism rate (%) 
 
Type of marker Number of markers 
Chromosome  1 39.47 
 
Monomorphic 125 
Chromosome  2 48.28 
 
Polymorphic 145 
Chromosome  3 54.55 
 
Total  270 
Chromosome  4 60 
 
Polymorphism rate (%) 53.7 
Chromosome  5 47.62 
   Chromosome  6 54.17 
   Chromosome  7 61.9 
   Chromosome  8 57.89 
 
  
 Chromosome  9 58.33 
   Chromosome  10 66.67 
   Chromosome  11 72.22 
   Chromosome  12 45 















8-2-2 Phenotyping of the segregating population in a paddy screenhouse 
Of the 649 F3 progenies screened, 38 were resistant, 358 were segregating and 253 were 
susceptible (Table 8-2). Resistant lines are lines which have at most 5% of the hills infested; 
segregant lines have 5% to 90% of the hills infested while susceptible lines have above 90% of 
the hills infested. The 10 most resistant and 10 most susceptible lines were selected. These 
included 181, 204, 381, 484, 527, 557, 565, 585, 606 and 647 as resistant lines, and 3, 80, 176, 
216, 290, 295, 369, 430, 490 and 548 as susceptible lines.   
 
Table 8-2: Segregation pattern of F2 and F3 progenies derived from the cross between ITA306 
and TOS 14519 in reaction of AfRGM attack 
Population Resistant Segregant Susceptible 
F2 ITA306-TOS14519 34 0 445 
F3 ITA306-TOS14519 38 358 253 
 
8-2-3 Genotyping using BSA 
8-2-3-1 Bulking segregation analysis 
The genotyping of the two bulked samples along with the resistant and susceptible parents 
generated four main profile patterns: (1) Both resistant bulk and susceptible bulk samples were 
homozygous and had the band of the resistant and the susceptible parents, respectively (Figure 
8-3-A); (2) The susceptible bulk sample was heterozygous, whereas resistant bulk sample was 
homozygous with the band of the resistant parent (Figure 8-3-B); (3) Both bulks were 
heterozygous (Figure 8-3-D) and (4) The susceptible bulk sample was homozygous while the 
resistant bulk sample was heterozygous (Figure 8-3-C). Type 1 and type 2 profiles were the 
ones where the markers were considered to be linked to the gene/QTL. Based on these profiles, 
two SSR markers, RM317 and RM17303, were selected as being linked to the resistance of 
AfRGM amongst the 145 polymorphic markers previously identified according to the 








                                                                                                                
M     I   SB   RB  T M    I   SB   RB    T M    I    SB  RB   T M     I   SB   RB   T 
    
A: RM317 B: RM17303 C: RM17377 D: RM1018 
Figure 8-3: Profile patterns displayed by the polymorphic markers during the bulking analysis  
M=Molecular weight, I=ITA306, SB=Susceptible bulk, RB=Resistant bulk, T=TOS14519, 1=100bp, 2=200bp 
8-2-3-2 Debulking analysis  
The use of the two SSR markers to genotype each individual of the bulks, confirmed the 
linkage of these markers to the resistance gene of AfRGM. Figure 8-4 shows that, apart from 
Individuals 204 (R2) and 606 (R9), all the remaining resistant individuals of the resistant bulk 
sample only showed the allele of the resistant parent, TOS14519. This trend was observed for 
both RM317 and RM17303. All the susceptible individuals of the susceptible bulk sample 
displayed only the allele of the susceptible parent, ITA306, for both markers.  
M   R1  R2 R3 R4  R5  R6  R7 R8  R9  R10  T    I   S1  S2  S3  S4   S5  S6  S7  S8  S9  S10              
 
M   R1  R2 R3  R4  R5  R6 R7  R8  R9 R10  T    I    S1  S2  S3  S4   S5  S6  S7  S8  S9  S10  
                                                                                                              
 
Figure 8-4 : Segregation of RM17303 and RM317 on the lines constituting the bulks 
M=molecular weight, R1=181, R2=204, R3=381, R4=484, R5=527, R6=557, R7=565, R8=585, R9=606, 


















8-2-3-3 Linkage analysis of the whole population 
The linkage analysis was performed on the whole population using a co-segregation analysis, 
based on an F-test. Table 8-3 shows that RM317 was located at 11.02 cM, which is far from 
RM17303. Both RM317 and RM17303 co-segregate with the phenotype at a very significant 
level. This means that these markers are tightly linked to the resistance to AfRGM. RM317 co-
segregate with the resistance to AfRGM with an F value of 19.06 which is very significant. 
RM17303 also co-segregate with the phenotype with a value of 15.89 which is also very 
significant. 
Figure 8-5 confirms the link between the two markers and the phenotype by associating a size-
landmark to each marker relative to the degree of linkage of the marker to the phenotype.  
Therefore RM317 was more tightly link to the phenotype than RM17303.  
 
Table 8-3: ANOVA table of all declared loci showing the markers and the phenotype 
segregation amongst the whole segregating population according to the SSR marker RM317 
and RM17303 
Loci number Marker Sequence Location (cM) F-test (Phenotype) 
1 RM317 1 0 19.06    ******** 
2 RM17303 1 11.0241 15.89    ****** 
 




Figure 8-5: Genetic map displaying the link between markers and phenotype 














8-3 Discussion  
The markers selected for the polymorphism analysis in the parental lines were chosen from a 
reference population. However, the level of polymorphism was lower than that generated in the 
inter-subspecific cross, in which polymorphism ranged from 59.6% to 90%, as reported by 
previous studies (Moncada et al., 2001; Septiningsih et al., 2003; Thomson et al., 2003). Levels 
of less than 54% polymorphism were observed in this study. This could be attributed to the fact 
that ITA306 and TOS14519, being of O. sativa subsp. indica and O. sativa subsp. japonica 
types, like the reference population Azucena-IR64, are genetically different from the landrace 
Azucena and the breeding line IR64. ITA306 is a breeding line that has followed a mating 
scheme of improvement different from that of IR64. Moreover, Azucena and TOS14519 are of 
different origins, which have obviously contributed to their genetic distance. In addition, more 
than 80% of the primers designed for O. sativa successfully amplify in other AA-genome 
species (Lorieux et al., 2000). In this present study, 46.3% of the markers selected were 
monomorphic. The use of a reference population as a prerequisite for choosing markers for a 
polymorphism study should be therefore oriented toward a specific genetic resemblance 
between individuals, rather than towards species or sub-species criterion. However, our study 
identified an average of 10 polymorphic markers per chromosome, which is considered by 
McCouch et al. (2002) and Orjuela et al. (2009) as a good genome covering, even though 
Chromosome 9 was poorly saturated.  
BSA is an efficient approach for quick identification of molecular markers linked to target 
genes. BSA requires allelic difference at the target locus between two DNA pools (Michelmore 
et al., 1991; Mohan et al., 1994). According to this principle, Wu and Huang (2006) established 
a special BSA strategy for interactive genes where every pool pair consisted of a homozygous 
pool and a heterozygous pool. They also noted that BSA does not necessarily require two DNA 
pools, and that linked markers can also be identified by comparing the homozygous (AA or aa) 
pool with the parental DNAs. In this scenario, a co-dominant marker such as the SSR used in 
our study presents both parental bands in the homozygous pool, if it is not linked to the target 
gene, but presents only one parental band if it is linked. Therefore, constructing the 
homozygous pool is the key for BSA (Wu and Huang, 2006). Constructing the homozygous 
pools was difficult in this present study because this implies choosing individuals according to 






susceptibility inherited from ITA306, whereas none would express immunity because 
TOS14519, from which they inherited their partial resistance, is not immune to AfRGM. 
Therefore, even progenies selected as resistant to gall midge, because they show the same or 
more resistance than TOS14519, still bear a degree of susceptibility. Thus, of the four types of 
profiles observed for the BSA, the marker which was heterozygous for the susceptible bulk 
sample was retained, because the resistance involved in the resistance of AfRGM was 
considered to be governed by two recessive genes (see Chapter 3). According to Wu and Huang 
(2006), susceptible individuals, in such case of interactive genes, present either one band or two 
bands for the homozygous susceptible individual or the heterozygous susceptible individual, 
respectively.    
Our study also revealed that  RM317 and RM17303 which were considered as linked to the 
resistance after the BSA and the debulking study were confirmed to co-segregate with the gene 
of interest after the linkage analysis. 
In this study, we used the BSA procedure, which is based on pooling individuals of two 
contrasting tails. These pooling processes were done accurately, with the result that use of the 
10 most susceptible and 10 most resistant lines selected for the debulking was enough to 
effectively reveal all the contrasting allele profiles, which were then used to reject or to select a 
given marker. This number of pooled individuals is in line with  Zhang et al. (1994) and 
Govindaraj et al. (2005) who claimed that the use of few individuals (as low as 5-10) in the 
pool is beneficial in order to limit the appearance of heterozygotes, which hamper the detection 
of putative markers associated with the trait of interest. However, this low number contradicts 
the points of view of Michelmore et al. (1991), Wang and Patterson (1994); Labombarda et al. 
(2000) and Liu et al. (2010), who advocated the use of a higher number of individuals (20-100) 
in the pools to minimize false positive and false negative results.  
The debulking study revealed that few individuals amongst the resistant lines constituting the 
resistant bulked sample showed recombination instead of homozygosity with the resistant 
parental line. This phenomenon was observed by Biradar et al. (2004) and could be explained, 
as reported by many authors (White and Fox, 1975; Stahl and Stahl, 1976; Zhao et al., 1995; 
McPeek, 1996, 1999), by a furthest distance separating the markers and the gene of interest, 






A low level of polymorphism was observed in this study, identifying only two SSR markers 
linked to the resistance out of the total of 145 previously identified. The explanation could be 
attributed to the use of BSA which, when applied to QTL identification, only detected the loci 
with large genetic effects (Grattapaglia, et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2008; Kanagaraj et al., 2010). 
 The study provided a genetic map of ITA306xTOS14519 cross, comprised of 145 
polymorphic SSR markers, which can be used for further mapping studies of other traits. 
RM317 and RM17303 were found to be linked to the gene/QTL for resistance to AfRGM. This 
gene/QTL was mapped on the long arm of Chromosome 4 in the vicinity of Anchors 54 and 55 
(old anchor) or Anchors 64 and 65 (new anchors) from the Universal Core Genetic Map for 
rice. 
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A Genetic study for resistance to African rice gall midge (AfRGM) in West African rice 
cultivars  
Introduction 
Developing new varieties to tackle hunger is a common approach adopted by breeders and the 
scientific community involved in poverty alleviation. Marker-assisted breeding (MAB) has 
become an established way of breeding despite its various requirements. This study was 
therefore initiated to map and tag the African rice gall midge (AfRGM) resistance gene of 
selected rice cultivars for its use in MAB. Gene mapping implies: (1) Having good parental 
lines contrasting for the trait of interest; (2) Developing a good mapping population by crossing 
accurately these parents; (3) Using a good phenotyping method to screen parents and 
progenies; (4) Having a good genotyping method by using an appropriate mapping system in 
relation with the type of population to genotype. Moreover, using a large population size is one 
of the additional limitations to gene mapping. Therefore, substituting this population with a 
narrow type population bearing the entire variability of the whole population would simplify 
the process and thus save substantially time as compared to time spent on a full Bulk Segregant 
Analysis (BSA). These requirements were considered and were investigated in this present 
study, with a focus on breeding resistance to AfRGM. 
Findings from the study 
 
Phenotyping relies either on the method of screening or less frequently on the 
assessment of the damage caused to plants. When the damage is due to an insect pest attack, as 
with AfRGM, this requirement is clear. The best screening method developed (RI-BA2) in this 
study more efficiently and accurately assesses AfRGM damage better than the International 
Rice Research Institute (IRRI)’s standard evaluation system (SES) method and two other 
resistance index-based assessment (RI-BA) methods. RI-BA2 takes into account the impact of 
the environment and measures the tested entries’ reaction relative to the check. RI-BA2 






score, takes into account variations in AfRGM infestation levels in the plants’ vicinity. The 
study showed the similar accuracy of RI-BA2 to the other methods when the plot size was 
small or when the resistant check is an immune variety. This means that RI-BA2 is most useful 
when the plots are large and when the reaction of the resistant check entry to AfRGM is 
quantitative and varies across the trial. This method works well because AfRGM attack varies 
much across most trials, but by estimating AfRGM damage relative to the check in the 
immediate vicinity of the progenies, much more precise evaluation can be made. This method 
was developed using F3 segregating families but could also be applied to individual plants in F2 
and F1 generations. In these cases, AfRGM damage on a single progeny would be assessed 
relative to the resistant check grown to the same column of plants. 
The RI-BA2 method was used to determine the mode of action of the AfRGM 
resistance gene, and the heritability estimates associated with AfRGM resistance. The study 
detected the existence of two recessive genes involved in the resistance to AfRGM. In addition, 
the heritability estimates showed that this resistance to AfRGM is highly heritable, and 
therefore resistance to AfRGM can be introgressed from TOS14519 into other promising lines. 
High heritability estimates confirmed that in addition to over-dominance, additive effects also 
played a role in influencing the resistance to AfRGM in rice genotypes. These could be 
exploited in the development of AfRGM resistant rice. The knowledge of the genetics of the 
resistance gene could help in choosing the appropriate mating design to breed for resistance to 
AfRGM. This finding is also important when attempting to map the relevant genes, orienting 
towards appropriate mapping methods. In the present case of two recessive genes, the mapping 
methodology would be directed toward mapping interactive genes rather than a single gene 
mapping. Therefore, the phenotype, the genotype and the profile observed in a BSA are 
expected to be as described by Wu and Huang (2006) in the case of two recessive genes 
segregating in an F2 mapping population. 
The behavioural pattern or resistance response of progenies derived from various 
crosses involving ITA306 and the four parental lines with varying levels of resistance to 
AfRGM, clustered the progenies’ reaction into four behavioural classes. Three were commonly 
observed in plant response to insect attack. Notably plant in one class converted from being 
susceptible progenies at 45 days after transplanting (DAT) into resistant progenies at 70 DAT. 






susceptible. The finding from this study shows that this approach has to be reconsidered. The 
understanding of how these plants convert from susceptible to resistant may help to unravel 
AfRGM resistance expression. The unusually high number of progenies reverting from 
susceptibility to resistance for progenies of ITA306 x BW348-1, may be the result of the two 
following options: (1) less infestation of progenies at 70 DAT than they were at 45 DAT, 
associated with the highest infestation of check entry at 70 DAT. This would have led to a 
reduction of the resistance index (RI) and therefore implies more resistance than the check 
entry; (2) at a similar level of infestation of check entry at 45 and 70 DAT, the high number of 
reverted progenies was due to the tolerance aptitude of the check entry (BW348-1) which 
supports high infestation, because of its tolerance to gall midge. At 70 DAT, the level of 
infestation was higher than at 45 DAT due to longer exposure to the pest. Therefore, the 
percentage mean infestation (PMI) of the check entry (BW348-1) increased and contributed to 
reduce the RI value and subsequently the resistance appears to increase. The same explanation 
is consistent for susceptible progenies at 45 DAT, despite their higher infestation at 70 DAT 
than at 45 DAT, were scored as resistant at 70 DAT.  
The high heritability estimates of the fifteen agro-morphological traits suggested that 
the variability observed within the segregating populations was to a large extent due to genetic 
effects rather than to environmental effects and suggested, that the genetic gain associated with 
each trait can be transmitted along with the resistance to AfRGM. Moreover, the high broad-
sense heritability estimates and the contrasting low narrow-sense heritability estimates showed 
that inheritance of the traits studied was under dominance and epistatic gene effects more than 
additive genetic effects and can therefore be improved using pedigree breeding schemes. 
Genetic diversity amongst the five AfRGM parental lines was studied in terms of 
polymorphism using 303 SSR primers covering the rice genome. Factorial analysis based on 
the allelic diversity clearly demarcated the parental lines into Oryza glaberrima, Oryza sativa 
subsp. japonica and Oryza sativa subsp. indica groups, while a cluster analysis distinguished 
them into AfRGM resistant, susceptible, moderately resistant and tolerant groups. BW348-1 
and Cisadane showed the least allelic diversity despite the diverse geographical sources of their 
collection. TOS14519 and TOG7106 showed strong divergence from ITA306 despite their 






natural evolution, or farmer based mass selection for AfRGM resistance, rather than from direct 
breeding efforts by plant breeders. 
A novel method of selecting individuals of a mapping population based on a core 
sample, which represents as much as possible the entire variability of the progenies, was 
developed. The core sample was similar to the whole population for allelic distribution, 
phenotypic variation, clustering pattern, minimum and maximum quantitative values and 
diversity index, while mean values and coefficient of variation distinguished them. The core 
sample, which represents a 10% sample of the whole population, can therefore efficiently 
represent it as a mapping population and save cost of maintenance. 
Although the linkage analysis study did not confirm the co-segregation of any SSR 
marker with the gene of interest, 145 polymorphic markers between two contrasting parental 
lines, with strong and weak AfRGM resistance, were identified and can serve as a prerequisite 
for further mapping studies. The wide distribution of these markers along the twelve rice 
chromosomes within anchors indicates that the use of reference population as a prerequisite for 
choosing markers for a polymorphism study should be oriented toward a specific genetic 
resemblance between individuals rather than toward species or sub-species criteria. In addition, 
the assessment of the level of polymorphism by the allele band size provides useful information 
for multiplexing electrophoresis. 
Conclusion and recommendations 
The most accurate assessment method of AfRGM damage is RI-BA2. It is most useful when 
the resistant check is not immune, plot size are large and when AfRGM attacks are unevenly 
distributed. It can also be applied to a single plant stand with the respect to avoid gaps within 
the check lines. However, this method is space consuming if one wants to increase the accuracy 
by replicating each check very often, in order to reduce the distance between the check entry 
and the test entries. The segregation pattern of F1, F2 and F3 generations revealed that two 
recessive genes are the basis for resistance to AfRGM in crosses derived from TOS14519. 
However, the difference or the similarity of these genes involved in the two crosses was not 
clear. Therefore, a further allelic test involving the two parental lines could help in deciding on 
the identity of these genes. Similarly, general combining ability (GCA) and specific combining 






resistance to progenies is favoured in specific genotype associations or if the transmission is not 
influenced by the parents of the cross. 
To clearly elucidate the mechanism involved in the transformation of susceptible germplasm 
into resistant, additional studies on the epidemiology of infestation of progenies and a tolerant 
variety should be done under a strict experimental condition including an individual plant 
infestation by larvae instead of random infestation by adult flies. Moreover, the choice of the 
tested entries should be oriented toward fixed lines to avoid fluctuation of the behavioural 
pattern of the progenies due to the variability of the segregating population. 
Our study revealed that the 15 quantitative agro-morphological traits can be transmitted along 
with AfRGM resistance. However, the correlation between these traits and AfRGM resistance 
was not determined. Therefore, an additional correlation study involving these traits and 
resistance to AfRGM should be addressed to see whether they are negatively correlated. 
The five parental lines were clustered either according to their genetic origin or according to 
their reaction against AfRGM. The use of more O. glaberrima, O. sativa subsp. indica and O. 
sativa subsp. japonica lines on one hand and more resistant, susceptible and tolerant lines on 
the other hand, could help to confirm our findings from this study. 
In a view of enhancing breeding for AfRGM using MAB, the future prospect should be 
oriented toward the fine mapping of the mapped genes. More sensitive markers in terms of 
polymorphism detection, such as SNP markers will be investigated. In addition, to accurately 
constitute the resistant homozygous pool without any bias in view of BSA, the choice of the 
resistant parental line to develop the mapping population should be oriented toward immune 
lines, or highly resistant lines.  
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